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HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR
CP/M DOCUMENTAnON PACKAGE

In order to make the use of your CP/M products more convenient, you
should assemble your CP/M documents according to these instructions.

1. Place the tab labelled "BEG[NNING CONCEPTS" in front or the
text labelled "Section One: Beginning Concepts" on Page 1·1.

2. Place the tab labelled "SOFTWARE PREPARATION PROCE
DURES" in front of the text labelled "Section Two: Software Prepa
ration Procedures" on Page 1-29.

3. Place the tab labelled "REFERENCE GUIDE" in front of the text
labelled "Reference Guide" on Page 2-1.

4. Place the tab labelled "APPENDICES" in hont of the text labelled
"Appendix A: Operating System Error Messages" on Page A-t.

5. Place the tab labelled "TECHNICAL [NFORMATION" and the page
labelled "TECHNICAL [NFORMATION EXPLANATION" in front
of the three booklets bearing the Digital Research emblem. (These
three booklets include the documents "CP/M 2 System Interface:
Chapter 5", "CP/M 2 Alteration: Chapter 6", and "Appendices A
G".)
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Preface

CP/M'- is an acronym for the Control Program for Microcomputers. the
pioneer in the field of microcomputer operating systems. CP/M became
instantly popular in the microcomputer field because of its cpnvenience
and wide range of practical applications.

This manual is designed to help you make CP/M productive and easy
to use in your working environment. Heath and Zenith Data Systems
have produced two volumes of CP/M documentation to provide instruc
tion for CP/M users that have different levels of microcomputer experi
ence:

• Volume I. "The CP/M introductory Guide". provides an overview
of CP/M and accompanying software. explanations of concepts for
using CP/M with Heath/Zenith hardware, and step-by-step proce
dures for starting up and preparing your CP/M software.

• Volume II, "The CP/M Reference Guide", provides a comprehen.
sive description of each command included in your CP/M software
package.

U you are not familiar with CP/M practices and conventions. you will
probably find it useful to read the overview and concept sections of
Volume I first. Even individuals with no experience in computers will
be able to understand and use CP/M by reading this first volume of
the manual.

All users should perform the procedures in Volume I upon receipt of
CP/M Distribution Disk media.

• CP MIs a registered trademar1l 01 D9lAl Research
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When you finish performing the necessary procedures in Volume If
you will be ready to use CP/M with the application program of your
choice. But we urge you to make the most of your CP/M software pack
age by exploring "The CP/M Reference Guide" in Volume II. This guide
explains all about the many CP/M resident commands and transient
commands.

This manual will be more effective if you read it while using your
microcomputer. Test each concept on your microcomputer to reinforce
your learning.
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Section One

Beginning Concepts

This part of the manual explains concepts that are important when
using the CP/M Operating System within your HeathlZenith microcom
puter environment.

The concepts explained here are grouped under the headings:

• "Microcomputer Concepts" Provided for individuals who have
never before used microcomputers. and for individuals with lim·
ited microcomputer experience who wish to review.

• "CP/M Concepts" Provided for individuals who are new or un
familiar with the CP/M Operating System.

Individuals who are proficient at using both microcomputers and CP/M
can skip these parts of the manual. and proceed directly to the "Soft
ware Preparation Procedures".
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EXAMPLES OF USER/COMPUTER DIALOG

This text contains examples of user interaction with a microcomputer.
In these examples. displays presented on the microcomputer terminal
will be represented by the following typestyle:

THIS TYPESTYLE represents ter.inal displays

01234.5678911-': •. A> I)

User input (the characters that you type through the terminal) will be
represented by boldface type, as shown:

BOLDFACE TYPE represents the things you type

0123456789#$*1: = [.J()

Text that instructs you to press a key labelled with more than one
character (such as the RETURN key or the CTRL key) will specify the
label of this key in dark (boldface), slanted (italic). capitalized charac
ters. as shown:

Press RETURN Hold down CTRL
(

In many instances. the exact text of a display will vary by a few charac
ters. This manual often substitutes a few letters in place of exact charac
ters where variations are likely to occur. For instance. this manual will
illustrate a program's serial number as "Serial number sss-sssss". while
your terminal might actually display it as "Serial number 357-81469".

In cases where the exact characters you type will vary, this manual
presents a description of the necessary characters within curved braces,
{}.

Hence. this manual might explain that an entry should be made in
the following form: B:=A:{filename.ext} RETURN, when you actually
type the characters B: = A:CONFIGUR.COM RETURN.

Hardware device model numbers beginning with the "HJZ-" prefix are
references to either a Heath device, a Zenith device, or both. For exam
ple "HIZ-89" in this manual refers to hardware devices that are labelled
either "H_89tt or "Z-89".
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MICROCOMPUTER CONCEPTS

Your microcomputer is a sophisticated piece of equipment that reflects
the latest technical advances in the computer field. But this machine
is practically useless without the programs of instruction that tell it
what to do.

These programs are stored on disks and used by your microcomputer
when they are required to perform a task. This section explains how
the programs are stored on disks, shows you how to handle yOUf disks,
and defines two important types of program: the operating system and
the application program.

Disks

Stored information, or data, is arranged in concentric rings on the sur
face of a disk. These rings are called "tracks". Each track is divided
into areas called "sectors". Each sector contains data measured in units
called "bytes". A byte of data could be one letter typed at the terminal
keyboard or one instruction in a program. But since a byte is such
a small unit, you will more often see data measured in "kilobytes".
A kilobyte (abbreviated as "k") is equal to 1024 bytes.

Data is transferred to disks in the form of magnetic impulses generated
by an electromagnet called the "read-write head". As the name implies,
the read-write head can read data from the disk or write data on the
disk - similar to the way in which the head in a tape recorder transfers
magnetic impulses to and from recording tape.

But unlike a tape recorder, a disk drive unit can transfer data at any
location on the disk surface a.lmost instantly. because the drive is usu
ally spinning the disk at a high rate of speed. Whenever the read-write
head is instructed to read or write data at a particular location on the
disk, it positions itself along the appropriate track and skims across
the surface of the disk as the appropriate sector spins by. Each disk
has a directory that tells the read-write head which track and sector
it should access to transfer the necessary information in the proper
sequence.

Page 1·3
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There are two different kinds of tracks on every disk: system tracks
and file tracks. System tracks are reserved for the disk's directory and
for part of your operating system, and they are usually the two outer
most tracks on the disk. File tracks are reserved for files, and they
are the inner tracks on the disk. (Upcoming text will explain the con
cepts behind operating systems and files.)

NOTE: Before data can be written on a disk, the surface of the disk
must be prepared. Disk preparation is performed by a program. called
"FORMAT", which is stored on your Distribution Disk (or Distribution
Disk Il. FORMAT prepares the disk surface by dividing it into tracks
and sectors. The procedures for constructing backups and customizing
the operating system will show you how to prepare disks using FOR
MAT.

HeathlZenith offers disk drive units that will run the CP/M system with
both floppy disks and Winchester Disks. Upcoming text deals with the
unique aspects of each of these disk types.

FLOPPY DISKS

A floppy disk is a circular sheet of mylar plastic that is coated with
a magnetic oxide and contained within a square plastic cover.

Floppy disks, and the data stored on them, are fragile. Therefore, you
should adhere to the following precautions to ensure that disks and
stored data are not damaged.

Floppy Disk Handling Precautions

• When holding the disk, touch only the protective square disk
cover. Do not touch the brownish disk surface that shows through
the read-write access slots in the disk cover.

• Keep disk in the protective paper envelope whenever it is not
within a disk drive.

• Do not allow dust, ashes, liquid, or any other foreign material to
contact the disk surface.

• Keep disk away from electric motors, appliances, telephones. etc.,
as these devices contain magnets that could alter the magnetic
impressions on the disk.

(.
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• Never put a disk into a drive unit before turning on hardware
equipment; and never leave a disk in a drive unit while the power
is being turned off. Sudden fluctuations in the power supply to
your hardware environment could cause the read-write head to
"crash" against the disk surface. and destroy stored information.

• Do not expose disks to temperatures above 125 degrees Fahrenheit
(52 Centigrade). or temperatures below 40 degrees Fahrenheit (10
Centigrade).

• Never press a ball·point pen or a pencil directly against the cover
of 8 disk. Instead. mark disk labels before adhering them to ¢e
disk cover, or mark them using a felt-tip pen while they aTe on
the disk cover.

• Do not allow the disk or its cover to be bent, creased. or tom.

Write Protecting and Write Enabling Floppy Disks

You can mechanically prevent or allow the writing or erasing of infor
mation to or from your disks by covering or uncovering the notch in
the disk cover with specially-provided tabs. The way that you use these
tabs depends on the size of the disk.

S.2S-inch Disks

With S.2S-inch disks. the notch is covered to prevent you from writing
to or erasing from the disk. Therefore by putting the tab on a S.2S-inch
disk you are "write protecting" the disk. A S.2S-inch disk with a notch
that is not covered can be written to or erased from. Therefore a 5.25
inch disk with an uncovered notch is "write enabled". Figure 1·1 ilIus·
trates this distinction.

Figure 1-1
S.ZS-inch Floppy Disu
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a-inch Disks

With a-inch disks, the notch is covered to allow you to write to or
erase from the disk. Therefore by putting the tab on an a-inch disk
you are "write enabling" the disk. An a-inch disk with a notch that
is not covered can not be written to or erased from. Therefore an a-inch
disk with an uncovered notch is "write protected". Figure 1-2 illustrates
this distinction.

o~·__

READ WRITE \
ACCESS SLDT WRITE PROTECT

NOTCH

WRITE PROTECTED

";",

.'
":...""
"'"

...-' "

READ WRITE WRITE ENABlE TAB
ACCESS SLOT COVERING NOTCH

WR ITt ENABLED

Figure 1-2
8-inch Floppy Disks

Eight-inch disks can also be mechanically write protected if you turn
"on" a "write-protect" switch corresponding to each drive that contains
a disk that you wish to protect. These switches are located on the front
panel of the HlZ47 or HlZ67 disk drive models. You must always per
form a warm boot after changing the setting of a write-protect switch.
You can perform a warm boot by holding down the CTRL key and
pressing the C key.

NOTE: Whether a disk is write protected or write enabled, you can
read or copy data from it.
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Inserting Floppy Disks

To insure that data stored on your floppy disks can be safely and effi·
ciently accessed, the disks must be inserted into drives carefully and
correctly.

When inserting a floppy disk into a disk drive, the read·write access
slot in the square plastic cover should be pointing towards the back
of the drive. A label is usually affixed to one side of the plastic disk
cover, and this label should face upward or to the left as the disk is
inserted into the drive. When the disk is fully inserted in the drive
slot, close the drive door or fastening latch.

NOTE: For all floppy disk drive units, the power must be turned on
before the disk is inserted. Floppy disks should never be within a drive
when the power is off.

Figure 1-3 illustrates the proper technique for inserting floppy disks
into some of the many drives that Heath/Zenith offers.

Page 1-7
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WINCHESTER DISKS

A Winchester DisK is a round metal plate with a coating of magnetic
oxide on its surface. This disk is enclosed in the left-hand chamber
of the HIZ-67 drive model.

Because the Winchester DisK has such a great capacity for stored data,
it comes with a special program that allows you to establish separate
data areas, called "partitions", on the disk. Winchester Disk partitions
act as though they are separate disks. You can establish up to 62 distinct
partitions on one Winchester Disk, and access them by using the AS
SIGN program stored on your CP/M Distribution Disk.

Since Winchester Disk partitions behave so much like disks, we will
refer to them as "disks" throughout much of this manual.

NOTE: The HlZ-67 drive unit also contains a drive that accommodates
8-inch floppy disks. Information about such disks can be found in the
text section dealing with "Floppy Disks".

Winchester Disk Precautions

Because the Winchester Disk stores so much information within such
small surface areas, you should adhere to the following precautions
to ensure that the disk and stored data are not damaged.

• Keep electric motors, appliances, telephones, etc. away from the
HIZ-67 drive unit, as these devices contain magnets that could
alter the magnetic impressions on the disk.

• Do not expose the HlZ-67 drive unit to temperatures above 125
degrees Fahrenheit (52 Centigrade), or temperatures below 40 de
grees Fahrenheit (10 Centigrade).

Write Protecting and Write Enabling the Winchester Disk

The Winchester Disk can be mechanically set to prevent the writing
or erasing of information to or from it, by turning "on" the left-hand
"write-protect" switch (switch "0") on the front of the HIZ-67 drive
unit.

NOTE: You must always perform a warm boot after changing the setting
of this switch. You can perform a warm boot by holding down the
CTRL key and pressing the Ckey.
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The Operating System

An operating system is a computer program that controls both the com
ponents of your hardware environment and subordinate programs ("ap
plication programs") that perform specific tasb.

It provides a vital Link. between your keyboard and your application
programs. and between your application programs and your peripheral
hardware. Thus it is essential that you use an operating system
whenever you use an application program in your microcomputer envi~
ronment.

The way that you use the CP/M Operating System is to copy an image
of it (a "system image") from a disk and put it inside the memory
of your microcomputer. This activity (called "bootstrap") is explained
in the text entitled "Startup Procedures".

CP/M can perform several useful functions when it is alone in your
computer's memory. but it also has "hollow" areas in which you can
also store application programs as you need them.

OPERATING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The HeathlZenith CP/M operating system is divided into two software
components: the "system kernel" and the file "BIOS.SYS". A disk that
contains both of these components can be said to contain the CP/M
operating system. Such a disk can also be said to be "boatable". which
means that it contains an image of the operating system that can be
inserted Into the computer and used.

The System Kernel

The "system kernel" is a set of instruction programs that reside on
the system tracks of a disk. These disk tracks are reserved for the system
kernel and the disk's directory. Special data transfer methods are neces
sary to move the system kernel from one disk to another. The system
kernel helps to translate your keyboard entries into input that the com
puter can use.

The BIOS.SYS File

The "BIOS.SYS" file is a set of instruction programs that reside on
any of the file tracks of the disk. BIOS.SYS can be manipulated by
the same methods used to manipulate other files that are stored on

Page 1·9
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the disK. "BIOS" stands for Basic InpuUOutput System, which is the
part of the operating system that enables CP/M to work with Heath/Ze·
nith hardware.

Operating System Requirements

To use the operating system, you must transfer a copy of it from a
disk. to the computer by performing an activity called "bootstrap" or
"bootup" or "cold booting". Both the system kernel and the BIOS.SYS
file must be on a diSK for that disk to be usable for bootup (the activity
that puts CP/M in the computer) or for any other CP/M-related activities.

Furthermore most users must change. or "customize". both the system
kernel and the BIOS.SYS file so that they will be compatible with the
hardware devices that they must control. The text entitled "Customiz
ing Procedures" will show you how to make the appropriate changes
to a copy of the CP/M Operating System.

Application Programs

An application program is a set of instructions that tells your microcom
puter how to perform a specific function.

Application programs are stored on the file tracks of a disks in units
of data called files, (as explained in the "Files" text section). An applica·
tion program might consist of several files that automaticaHy access
each other under certain circumstances. Whenever an application pro
gram file is needed to perform a specific task. an image of this file
is copied from the disk. and inserted into computer memory, where
the CP/M Operating System has reserved "hollow" memory space for
it.

After the application program files have served their purpose, CP/M
moves them aside and either reserves its hollow memory areas for new
application programs or executes some of the programs within the
operating system itself.

EXAMPLES OF APPLICAnON PROGRAMS

Your Distribution DiSK contains several application programs which
are often referred to as "transient commands" or "utilities". These pro
grams are stored on the Distribution Disk, and are identified by names
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that end with the file extension "COM". This extension indicates that
these files are valid COMmands. that can execute under CP/M.

The following list shows just some of the other kinds of application
programs that can perform specific tasks when controlled by the CP/M
Operating System.

Page,.,1

BUSINESS:
Electronic Spread Sheet
Inventory Managem mt
General Ledger
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable
Sales Invoicing
Payroll
Client Posting & Accounting
Property Management
Word Processing
Mail List Management
Electronic Dictionary
Data Base Management
Automatic Letter Generator

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES:
BASIC·80 Interpreter
BASIC-aO Compiler
C-BASIC
FORTRAN-aO
COBOL-aO

SYSTEM UTILITIES
Macro Assembler
Printer Spooler
Symbolic Debugger

APPLICATION PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

It is important to remember that an application program cannot produce
the r~sults you desire without the presence of an operating system.
Therefore. you must always load the CP/M operating system into your
microcomputer before you can use any application program. {The text
entitled "Startup Procedures" will show you how to put CP/M in your
computer.}

Furthermore. an application program cannot use all of the devices in
your hardware environment unless the CP/M Operating System that
controls it has been customized to work with your hardware. (The Cus
tomizing Procedures will show you how to customize CP/M.)
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CP/M CONCEPTS

This text section explains some of the basic properties of the CP/M
Operating System and some of the conventions you must follow when
using the system. After reading Microcomputer Concepts and this sec
tion. you should be ready to perform the Software Preparation Proce
dures.

Specifically. this section shows you how CP/M stores data in units
called files. how CP/M accesses these files through disk drives, and
how you should issue commands to the CP/M Operating System.

Files

The CP/M Operating System enables you to create, analyze, and manip
ulate data by storing this data in units called "files". These files are
stored on the surface of a disk and given a name that conforms to
CP/M file naming conventions. (

When you issue a command that refers to a particular file by name,
CP/M goes to the appropriate disk, makes a copy of the file, and puts
the copy into one of the hollow memory areas inside the computer.

CP/M FILE NAMING CONVENTIONS

A file name consists of two parts: the primary name and the extension.
The primary name has between one and eight characters, and is essen
tial in all file names. The extension can have between one and three
characters, or it can be omitted entirely. The primary name and the
extension are separated by a period (.), in the following form:

{primary name}.{extension}

The characters used in the primary name and extension can be any
character on the console keyboard except the following special charac
ters:

<> .. ="·IJ.... .

(



The following example file names all conform to these conventions:
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FORMAT.COM memo.doc BIOS.SYS 4J27J81.TXT

JOB3.HEX FILE"'1 33%-RATE.DAT WSMSGS.OVR

Although the extension is optional, you'll probably find it useful to
give your files extensions that somehow describe the type or purpose
of the file you are naming. The following list shows several extensions
that are applied to files used for a specific purpose:

EXTENSION FILE PURPOSE

COM Command binary file (executable under CP/M)
ASM Assembler soarce file
HEX Intel HEX object file
PRN Print file of program listing
BAS BASIC source file
!NT Intermediate BASIC file (for BASIC-E. C-BASIC)
BAK Backup file from prior edit
Lm Library source file
SUB A list of commands to be executed with SUBMIT
$$$ Temporary work file
FOR FORTRAN source file
DAT ASCII data file
DOC Ascn document file

REFERENCING SEVERAL FILES AT ONCE (WILDCARD FILE
NAMES)

Many of the commands that you will issue refer to files by name. But
when you want to issue the same command for several files with similar
names, it is often more convenient to enter a "wildcard file name"
with the command.

A "wildcard file name" represents several file names - much like a
"joker" in a deck of cards can stand for any card in the deck. (Wildcard
file names are sometimes called "ambiguous file names".] A wildcard

r. file name contains either asterisks (*), or question marks (?), or both.
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An asterisk (.) is entered in place of the entire primary name and/or
extension of a file, as shown in the following example:

16MAY82.'

In this example, the asterisk replaces the extension so that this wildcard
refers to files on the disk with the primary name "16MAY82" and any
extension.

In the following example, the wildcard asterisk takes the place of the
primary name:

'.COM

Therefore. all files with the extension "COM" and any primary name
would be referenced.

The wildcard ..... " stands for any file on the disk. (Actually. there
are exceptional circumstances under which all of the files on a disk
cannot be referenced at one time, but these circumstances will be
explained in later text.) (

Question marks (?) can be used in a wildcard file name to take the
place of single characters at fixed file name positions. For instance,
the wildcard file name

JOB?HEX

would refer to any file that has the extension "HEX" a primary name
with the characters "r, "0", "B", and one or fewer additional charac
ters. Hence the files "JOBO.HEX", "jOB1.HEX", "jOBY.HEX", and
"JOB.HEX" are just a few of the files that could be referenced by such
a wildcard (if these files existed on the disk).

You can use any number of question marks in a wildcard (up to 11)
and the actual file names referenced will be those with the same charac M

ters as those that are explicitly stated in the wildcard and any characters
in the place of the question mark characters.

Thus the wildcard "????????COM" will reference any file on the disk
with the "COM" extension - just like the " •.COM" wildcard.
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Disk Drives

A disk drive is a device that transfers data to and from disk storage
media - whether that media is on a floppy disk or on a Winchester
Disk partition. (Si.nce floppy disks and Winchester Disk partitions are
so similar in function, this text will refer to both as "disks" in most
cases.)

DRIVENAMES

To allow you to refer to disks and files within your disk drive" the
CP/M Operating System recognizes each drive in your hardware envi
ronment by a distinct "drive name". A drive name consists of a letter
of the alphabet in the range "A" through "F", and a colon (:).

Possible drive names are"A:", "8:". "C:", "0:", "E:", and "F:".

DEFAULT DRIVE

The drive from which you perform bootstrap is always referred to as
"default drive A:", as indicated by the "A>" system prompt that your
console displays when the CP/M image is inside the computer. The
default drive is the drive to which the system will refer, unless you
specifically tell the system to refer to a different drive.

You can execute an application program that is stored as a file in the
default drive by typing the primary file name of the application pro
gram file {the part without the "COM" extension} in response to the
system prompt, as shown:

A>{primary name}

Where "A>" is the default drive prompt (or system prompt); and

where {primary name} is the primary name of the file that you want
to execute. For this command to be valid. the file must reside
on a disk in default drive A:, and have a "COM" extension.

If the Application Program file represented by {primary name} does
not reside on default drive A:, then the system will display a message
repealing your unfound entry with a question mark, as shown:

A>{primary name}
{pnaary nue}?
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This kind of efTor message will also occur if you use improper syntax
in your entry or misspell your entry.

Changing the Default Drive

You can change the default drive by typing the name of another drive
and a carriage return at the "A>" prompt, as shown:

.,S: RETURN

Such an entry will produce a new system prompt. indicating that drive
B: is now the default drive, as shown:

.\>8: RETURN
8>

NOTE: Any drive that is changed to the default drive in this fashion
must be a valid drive within your hardware environment. anrl it must
contain a floppy disk prepared by the FORMAT program or a Winches·
ter Disk partition prepared by both the FORMAT and ASSIGN pro
grams.

You can experiment with changing default drives by entering drive
names (with a carriage return) one at a time at the system prompt.
When you switch default drives in this fashion, the CP/M system will
assume that any Application Program you wish to execute should be
found on a disk in the new default drive. This experiment is a good
way to determine the names of your drives if you're not sure.

Accessing a NondefauIt Drive (Logging In)

A "nondefault drive·' is a disk drive whose name is not displayed in
the system prompt. For instance, if the "A>" system prompt is dis·
played (meaning A: is the default drive), then your nondefault drives
are any valid drives with names "B:" through "F:",

When you want to execute an application program that resides in a
disk file in a nondefault drive, type the name of the appropriate non·
default drive immediately before typing the program's primary name
and a carriage return:

A>B:{primary name} RETURN

(



Where "A.>" is the defau t a:nve-p"~ystem prompt);
where B: is the name of the desired nondefaultdrrve, nd
where {primary name} is the primary name of the file that you want

to execute. The file must reside on a disk in nondefault drive
B:. and have a "COM" extension.

The CP/M system would respond to such an entry by "logging in" disk
B: to get the application program file indicated by {primary name},
inserting an image of this program into computer memory, and execut
ing the program.

NOTE: U you try to reference a drive that does not exist in your hard
ware environment or a drive that does not contain a disk (by logging
in. or switching default status), then the system will look for the refer
enced disk. drive indefinitely. Meanwhile, the system will accept no
other commands unless you reset the computer and perform a cold
boot.

SWITCHING FLOPPY DISKS BETWEEN DRIVES

When you reference a floppy disk drive (by entering a command at
a default drive, by changing default drives or by logging in a nondefault
drive with a command). the CP/M system remembers some of the char
acteristics of the disks in the referenced drives. Switching disks be
tween drives can cause problems unless you tell the system to forget
the old disks.

You can make the system forget about old disk characteristics by per
forming a "warm boot", You can perform a warm boot by holding down
the CTRL key and pressing the C key. This entry is often abbreviated
as CTRL·C, This entry is usually entered in response to the "A>" sys
tem prompt. It tells the operating system to forget what it knew about
the disks that used to be in the drives and to redisplay the system
prompt.

We suggest that you perform a warm boot whenever you remove a
disk from a drive and replace it with another disk (unless the system
prompts you to insert a different disk),

NOTE: If you perform a warm boot during the execution of some appli
cation programs, execution of this program might end, whereupon con
trol would return to CP/M.
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FOR USERS WITH ONE OR TWO S.2S-INc:.: Ol'-''''S

A hardware environment with one or two S.2S-inch drive slots appears
to have just that many drives. But under the CP/M Operating System.
such a disk drive environment enables you to perform most of the ac
tivities you could perfonn with three drives.

CP/M actually believes that you have three disk drives. The three drives
that CP/M believes you have are called "logical" drives. The drives
that you can actually see in front of you are called "physical" drives.

When you enter a command that requires more disks than you have
physical drives. CP/M displays prompts that instruct you to insert the
required disks at the appropriate time.

The prompts will appear in the form:

Pl1l' DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE'J\lR~

When such a prompt appears, you should remove the disk that is al
ready in the drive, insert the disk that the prompt indicates. and enter
a carriage return. Execution of the program will resume until data from (
a different disk is needed. Then a similar prompt will appear, request-
ing that you insert a different disk.

When switching disks between a drive in this manner, you do not have
to perform a warm boot after a disk switch. However, you must keep
track of which disk is which. U you insert the wrong disk. you might
have to start the activity over.

Procedures for constructing backup disks and customizing the operat
ing system contain instructions for putting this "logicaUphysical drive"
concept to work.

NOTE: CP/M's 10gicaUphysicai drive feature enables you to use many
utilities that transfer. change, or create data amongst two or three disks
in a single activity. However, the DUP utility cannot be used at all
unless your number of physical drives matches the number of disks
required for the DUP activity.
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Commands

In general. a command is a program that can help you to create, change,
analyze, or move data. Commands are entered in response to a "system
prompt".

A system prompt consists of the letter for the default drive and the
greater-than (» character. When you start up CP/M, the system prompt
is displayed on your console, as shown:

A>

The system prompt tells you that CP/M is ready to receive a command
in the form of a "command line".

COMMAND LINES

A command line is the form of response you make to the system prompt
to bring up, or "invoke", a command. A command line usually consist
of three components: the "function", the "argument", and the "carriage
return". The function is entered first, and it indicates the activity that
will be performed. The argument is entered one space after the function.
The argument indicates what data (files, systems, disks, drives, etc.)
the function's activity should be performed upon. After entering the
function and argument, you must enter a carriage return to tell CP/M
that the entire command line is ready for execution.

You will enter command lines in the following form:

A>(function} {argument} RETURN

Where "p" is the system prompt;

where {function} is mandatory for all commands;

where {argument} is optional for some commands; and

where REIVRN is mandatory for all commands.

Always separate the command line function and the command line
argument with one space. Furthermore, any command entered at a
prompt with the ">" character must end with a carriage return. How·
ever, commands themselves often display prompts as well. When such
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a prompt ends with a colon (:), a carriage return is not required in
your response.

NOTE: In this text, the entry of a carriage return will often be illustrated
in the form RETURN.

There are two kinds of commands that can be executed in a CP/M
operating environment: Resident Commands and Transient Commands.

RESIDENT COMMANDS

Resident Commands reside within the CP/M operating system. There
fore, CP/M doesn't have to refer to a disk to know how to execute
these commands - although the commands themselves might affect
data that is on a disk.

The CP/M Operating System contains the following resident commands:

DIR Displays the names of files that reside on a disk.

ERA

REN

SAVE

TYPE

USER

Erases specified files from a disk.

Renames a specified file on a disk.

Saves the contents of computer memory space by creating
a file on a disk.

Displays the contents of a file on the terminaL

Enables you to divide the space on a disk into separate
areas for different users.

(

This list shows only the command line function of the resident com
mands. See Volume II: "The CP/M Reference Guide" for a comprehen
sive explanation of the arguments used when these commands are en
tered.

TRANSIENT COMMANDS

Transient commands are application programs that are supplied with
the CP/M Operating System on your Distribution Disks. These applica
tion programs help you to manipulate the operating system and to per-
form several other useful microcomputer activities. (
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These commands (also known as "utilities") are stored on the disk as
files with the "COM" extension. When you issue a command that mahs
reference to one of these files, CP/M takes an image of this file from
the appropriate disk, inserts this image into one of CP/M's hollow areas
inside computer memory, and begins execution of the transient com·
mand.

The following list shows the files containing all of the transient com
mands offered on HeathlZenith CP/M distribution disk media.
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ASM.COM
ASSIGN.COM
BRS.COM
BSYSGEN.COM
CONFlGURCOM
DDT.COM
DUMP.COM
DUP.COM
ED.COM
FORMAT.COM
UST.COM
LOAD.COM

MAKEBIOS.COM
MOVCPM17.COM
MOVCPM37.COM
MOVCPM47.COM
MOVCPM67.COM
PIP.COM
PREL.COM
SETLP.COM
STAT.COM
SUBMrr.COM
SYSGEN.COM
XSUB.COM

To use 8 transient command in a command line. you type the primary
file name of the file that contains this command. This primary name
is the command line function.

Due to the complexity of the activities that these commands perform.
some require special files for their command line arguments. The fol
lowing list shows some of the argument files required by some transient
commands:

DUMP.ASM BIOS.ASM MAKEBIOS.SUB

The procedures for making backup disks. customizing the operating
system. and making working disks contain step-by-step instructions
for entering transient command lines.

Volume II: "The CP/M Reference Guide" supplies further details on
all aspects of these commands.
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CO~LINEENTRY

The CP/M Operating System is very precise in the way it accepts com
mand lines. You must spell all components of a command line correctly
and include the names of nondefault disks drives whenever a refer
enced file is not on the default disk. If you don't, CP/M will not be
able to execute your command and will respond by redisplaying the
invalid command line with a question mark (?).

However. CP/lv1 does allow some flexibility in the way you may respond
to the system prompt. CP/M performs special functions when you type
any of the special entries that are explained below.

NOTE: In this text, "CfRL" followed by a hyphen and a letter indicates
that you should hold down the key marked "CfRL" (control key) and
then press the key of the specified character.

The following list explains the single keys and combinations of keys
that you can press to edit a command line before submitting it to CP/M
for execution.

DELETE

DEL

BACK
SPACE

CfRL-H

CfRL-X

CfRL-U

Removes the previous character typed from the command
line. Depending on how your Operating System is adjusted,
the removed characters might be echoed (repeated in re
verse) on the video console display, or erased from the dis
play,

Removes the previous character typed from the command
line. Depending on how your Operating System is adjusted.
the removed characters might be echoed (repeated in re
verse) on the printed console display.

Removes the previous typed character. Also removes any
"DELETED" characters that were echoed in the line.

Same as "BACK SPACE",

Removes all characters typed in the command line, as if
you used "BACK SPACE" all the way to the beginning of
the line.

Effectively removes all characters typed in the command
line, and allows you to try again on the line beneath the
old line. It leaves the display of the old command line on
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CfRL-R

the console, and displays the "fI" character at the end of
this old line to label it as a nullified entry.

RedispJays the edited version of a command line below the
"scratch pad" version of the line without any of the "DE·
LETED" characters that might have been echoed in the line.
Also displays the .. #" character at the end of the "scratch
pad" version.
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The following list explains the single keys and combinations of keys
that you can press to end a command line and submit it to CP/M for
execution.

RETURN Ends the command line, sends the command to the system
for execution. and displays nothing on console. After execu
tion of the command, CP/M redisplays a system prompt.
In this manual, you will be instructed to press this k.ey
in the form RETURN.

CTRL-J Same as "RETURN".

CTRL-M Same 8S "RETURN".

The following list explains the single keys and combinations of keys
that you can press to change the way in which CP/M executes your
command line:

CfRL-S

CfRL-P

Interrupts the display of data to the console when pressed
once. Allows CP/M to resume data display when pressed
a second time. This entry is useful when data scrolls by
on a console too quickly for you to read it. Part HI: Reference
Guide explains the commands during which it is safe and
useful to make this entry.

Causes CP/M to send everything it displays on the console
device to the list device (LST:) at the same time. (The list
device is usually a printer or a modem.) Making this entry
a second lime will stop the display to the list device. This
entry is useful when you want to record the displays that
appear during the execution of a command on paper, or
send them through the telephone.
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The routing of console displays to the list device will con
tinue during and after the execution of any resident com
mand or transient commands STAT. DUMP. and CON
FIGUR. This data routing will remain in effect during (not
after) the execution of any other transient command except
SUBMIT. XSUB. and MAKEBIOS. However. this entry will
not cause data routing to the list device during the execu
tion of most other application programs.

If you type a CTRL-P entry while your list device is discon
nected. turned off. in a local mode. or off line. then your
system might try to route data through the inactive list de
vice indefinitely, and refuse to accept commands until you
reset and perform a cold boot.

The following entry enables you to enter an unusually long command
line:

CfRL-E Enables you to see the entire display of a command line
that is longer than your screen or platen is wide. When
you type this entry, the remaining portion of your command
line will be displayed at the left-hand end of the screen
or platen, below the beginning portion of the command line.

This entry will not send your command line to the system
for execution (as a "RETURN" entry would). It is not essen
tial that you enter CTRL-E when typing a command line
that exceeds console display range, because CP/M will pro
cess your command line even if you cannot see the whole
line.

Even if you type CfRL-E entries. no command line can ex
ceed 127 valid characters in length. If you type a 128th
character in a command line. CP/M will automatically inter
pret it as a carriage return and try to execute the first 127
characters as a command.

(

The following entries enable you to enter comments that CP/M will
ignore:

(The semicolon.) Enables you to enter comments not in
tended for execution without receiving error feedback from
CP/M. To cause CP/M to ignore a comment, you must make (
the ";" the first character entered at the system prompt.
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Comments can consist of any characters you wish, typed
after the ";" entry, and followed by a "RETURN" or "CTRL
U" or "CfRL·X".

(The colon) Same as ";" (semicolon).

The following entries enable you to rapidly skip several spaces in a
command line or comment:
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TAB

CfRL-I

As with a regular typewriter, this key enables you to ad
vance several spaces without pressing the space bar several
times. It skips to the eighth column of the console display
range or to some column numbered by a multiple of eight.
Hence if you enter a TAB at the beginning of a command
line, you will skip six columns (because the system prompt
takes up two columns]. U you immediately enter another
TAB. you will skip eight columns. and so forth.

Same as "TAB".
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Section Two

Software Preparation
Procedures

This part of the manual provides five kinds of procedures that will
help you prepare your CP/M software so that it works efficiently with
your hardware:

• "Startup Procedures" help you to prepare your microcomputer
hardware for use. and to lbad the CP/M Operating System into
your microcomputer.

• "Setup Procedure" helps users of most Heath/Zenith hardware en
vironments to copy CP/M distribution software and to make system
disks. With proper hardware. Setup can be used instead of Backup
Procedures and Customizing Procedures and Working Disk Proce
dures.

• "Backup Procedures" help you to copy your CP/M distribution
software to backup disks. to protect your software investment.

• "Customizing Procedures" help you to adjust the CP/M Operating
System so that it controls your hardware environment.

• "Working Disk Procedures" help you to combine useful applica
tion programs on a customized boatable disk.

Each procedure begins with a key or table to help you determine which
section of the procedure you should use, based on the kind of hardware
you have.
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EXAMPLES OF USER/COMPUTER DIALOG

This text contains examples of user interaction with a microcomputer.
In these examples, displays presented on the microcomputer terminal
will be represented by the following typestyle:

THIS TYPESTYLE represents ter.lna! dIsplays

01234:S67891S·~ ,.. A> n

User input (the characters that you type through the terminal) will be
represented by boldface type, as shown:

BOLDFACE TYPE represents the things you type

0123456789#5*7: =[.10

Text thC!t instructs you to press a key labelled with more than one
character (such as the RETURN key or the CTRL key) will specify the
label of this key in dark (boldface), slanted (italic), capitalized charac
ters, as with RETURNand CFRL.

In many instances, the exact text of a display will vary by a few charac
ters. This manual often substitutes a few letters in place of exact charac
ters where variations are likely to occur. For instance, this manual will
illustrate a program's serial number as "Serial number sss~sssss", while
your terminal might actually display it as "Serial number 357~81469".

In cases where the exact characters you type will vary, this manual
presents a description of the necessary characters within curved braces,
{ }. Hence, this manual might explain that an entry should be made
in the following form: B: = A:{filename.ext} RETURN, when you actu
ally type the characters B: = A:CONFlGUR.COM RETURN.

Hardware device model numbers beginning with the "HlZ-" prefix are
references to either a Heath device. a Zenith device, or both. For exam
ple "HlZ-89" in this manual refers to hardware devices that are labelled
either "H-89" or "Z-89".

If you have trouble performing a procedure or if you obtain an error
message, then refer to Volume II: "The CPflv{ Reference Guide". The
reference guide contains comprehensive explanations of each utility.
If you encounter an error message that is not explained in the reference
guide, then consult Appendix A: "Operating System Error Messages".

(
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STARTUP PROCEDURES

This section will explain the sequence of steps necessary for starting
up a session of CP/M use. This sequence includes the preparation of
your hardware devices. the insertion of a boatable disk into the appro
priate drive. and the movement of a copy of the CP/M operating system
from a disk into yOUl microcomputer's memory.

The most significant step in this sequence is the movement of CP/M
from a disk into the microcomputer. This step is known as "bootstrap"
or "booting up" or "cold boot". You will perform this step at least
once, each time you use CP/M in your microcomputer. Once inside
your microcomputer, CP/M can control an application program or per
form.one of the many tasks within its own repertoire.

The startup procedure you should use is determined by the type of
microcomputer you have.

[f you have an HlZ-88, HIZ-89. or HIZ-90 microcomputer~ then you
should use "Startup Procedure One",

If you have an H-8 microcomputer without special options, then you
should use "Startup Procedure Two".

If you have an H-8 microcomputer with the PAM-6 Panel Monitor Pro
gram, use "Startup Procedure Three".

If you have an H-6 microcomputer with the HA6-6 Extended Configura
tion Board, use "Startup Procedure Four".

These procedures show you how to boot up using only the first drive
of your primary drive group. These procedures also assume that yOUl
distribution software is recorded on disks that can be used in the first
drive of your primary drive group.

If your distribution software is not recorded on disks that can be used
in the first drive of your primary drive group. then you will need to
enter a different bootup command than the one advised in your startup
procedure or change a switch setting within your computer. Refer to
Appendix C: "Bootstrap" for instructions on different bootup com·
mands or switch settings.
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NOTE: The CP/M Operating System recorded on your distribution
media is preset to work with a terminal that has a baud rate of 9600.
The HIZ-88, HlZ-89, and HJZ-90 microcomputers contain terminals
with a 9600 baud rate. However, some printing terminals that can be
used with the H-8 microcomputer have baud rates other than 9600,
which wfll not allow you to perform a startup procedure until the baud
rate of your CP/M system has been changed to match that of your termi
nal.

Therefore, if you are using a printing terminal with a baud rate other
than 9600 (such as a Decwriter or Diablo KSR 1640). you will first
need to customize your CP/M system using a different terminal that
does have a baud rate of 9600.

Startup Procedure One

HlZ-88, HlZ-89, or HlZ-90 Microcomputer

This procedure consists of five steps to help you start up the CP/M
Operating System in your HIZ-88. H/Z-89, or H/Z-90 microcomputer. (

1. Connect and power up all of your hardware devices.

Refer to the manuals for each device to be sure that it is prop
erly connected and turned on. In general, all of the "on-off"
switches should be in the "on" position. When turned on,
your microcomputer should display the following message
in the upper left-hand corner of the display screen:

H'

2. If this display does not appear after you turn the computer
on (allowing time for the screen to warm up), then hold down
the SHIrr key and press the RESET keys. This entry resets
your microcomputer.

3. Insert your CP/M Distribution Disk (or Distribution Disk I or
the Setup Utility Disk or a different boatable disk) into your
primary boot drive. You can determine which drive is your
p,rimary boot drive by the following guidelines:

• If you have a 5.25-inch drive mounted beside your dis
play screen, insert the disk into this drive.
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• If you have an WZ-37. HIZ-47, WZ-77, H/Z-87. or HIZ-17
3 drive model and no drive mounted beside the display
screen, insert the disk into the drive slot on the left-hand
side of the drive model.

• If you have more than one type of disk drive. Insert the
disk into the left-hand slot of the drive model that accom
modates your Distribution Disk.

• If you have an HIZ-67 Winchester Disk drive model
which does not yet contain the operating system. insert
the Distribution Disk into the 8-inch floppy disk drive
slot on the right-hand side of the HJZ-67 drive model.

• If you have an HJZ-67 drive model in which the Winches
ter Disk already contains a copy of the operating system,
insert nothing and proceed to step 4.

4. Respond to the "H;" prompt by typing the bootstrap command
B and entering a carriage return at the terminal keyboard. The
computer will automatically complete your command by dis
playing the remaining characters in the word "Boot", as
shown:

H· Boot

This entry should complete a successful bootstrap (or cold
boot), which loads a copy of the CP/M Operating System from
your Distribution Disk into your microcomputer,

When you have performed a successful bootstrap (cold boot). the light
on disk drive A: will glow to indicate that the disk drive is reading
the CP/M Operating System from the disk and sending a copy of it
into microcomputer memory. (If drive A: is a Winchester Disk partition,
no light will glow.) When this CP/M system copy enters the microcom·
puter. it identifies itself by displaying a message in one of the following
forms:

nnK HEATH/ZENITH CP/M 2.2 04 09/1S/82
FOR Hdd DISKS ITH OPTION(Sl ecce

Where "M" is the number of K (kilobytes) of data CP/M is capable
of handling now. Make note of this number for future reference;
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where "2.2.04" is the version number of your CP/M system. Make note
of this version number for future reference;

where "dd" is a number that stands for the kind of disk drives that
this CP/M image is capable of controlling now; and

where "ecce" is a group of letters and or numbers that stand for some
of the characteristics of this CP/M image.

After identifying itself, CP/M will automatically invoke the "Heath/Ze
nith Configuration Program", which will display further messages.

NOTE: When you boot up with a CP/M disk other than your Distribution
Disk, CP/M might not automatically invoke the "Configuration Pro
gram", but instead display the "A>" system prompt immediately after
the CP/M identification message. If you boot up with the Setup Utility
Disk, Setup displays will appear instead of CP/M messages or a system
prompt.

If you are booting up to a new CP/M Distribution Disk, or a new CP/M
Backup Disk operating system copy that has not yet been completely (
customized, then the CP/M identification message may be automatically
followed by several additional messages, displayed in the following
form:

Heath/zenith Configuration Program
Version 2.2.04
serial number sss-sssss

This program configures the CP/M operating system to a
particular hardware environment

Please wait durlng hardware verification.

H/Z89 with 48k of random access memory [RAM)
03 minlfloppy drives
H/Z47 8 inch floppy disk interface
CRT baud rate is 9600
02 additional serlal ports found

Drive A disk is write protected.
Modifications will NOT be made to the disk for this CONFIGUR run.

Standard system lY or H) <Y>:

(
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The "Configuration Program" that CP/M invoked automatically is the
transient command (utility) called "CO FIGUR". When invoked. CON
FIGUR automatically surveys characteristics of some of the devices in
your hardware environment so that CP/M can recognize and control
theso dovices.

5. The "Standard system" prompt can enable you to access the
CP/M Operating System immediately if you enter Y. If you
enter Y, CP/M will display the "A>" system prompt.

NOTE: If you are booting up as part of a procedure, read the
instructions of this procedure to determine whether or not
it would be desirable for you to enter Y at this prompt.

Bootstrap will be a frequent activity in future procedures.

Startup Procedure Two

H-B Microcomputer

This procedure consists of six steps to help you start up the CP/M
Operating System in your H-8 microcomputer (without circuit board
or program options).

1. Connect and power up all of your hardware devices.

Refer to the manuals for each device to be sure that it is prop
erly connected and turned on. In general. all of the "on-off"
switches should be in the "on" position. When turned on.
your microcomputer should display a series of random digits
on the LED (Light Emitting Diode) panel.

2. If not, then you can reset the H-8 by pressing the 0 (lower
left-hand) and ALTER I RST/O (lnwer right-hand) keypad keys
simultaneously.

3. Insert your CP/M Distribution Disk (or Distribution Disk I)
into your primary boot drive. You can determine which drive
is your primary boot drive by the following guidelines:

• U you have an HIZ-37, H/Z-47, HIZ-77, H/Z-87. or H/Z-17
3 drive model. insert the disk into the drive slot on the
left-hand side of the drive model.
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• If you have more than one type of disk drive, insert the
disk into the left-hand slot of the drive model that accom
modates your Distribution Disk.

• If you have an HlZ-67 Winchester Disk drive model
which does not yet contain the operating system, insert
the Distribution Disk into the B·inch floppy disk drive
slot on the right-hand side of the HlZ-67 drive model.

• U you have an HlZ-67 drive model in which the Winches
ter Disk already contains a copy of the operating system,
insert nothing and proceed to step 4.

4. Make the following entries in sequence, by pressing the appro
priate keys on the H-B keypad:

REG
PC
ALTER
0300000
ALTER
GO

The H-B should respond to this entry by displaying one of
the following LED messages:

Pri H17 Pri H47

(The precise display that follows your bootstrap command
depends on the kind of disk drive you are booting from.)

5. Press the space bar of the console keyboard several times.
These entries should complete a successful bootstrap (cold
boot), which loads a copy of the CP/M Operating System from
your Distribution Disk into your microcomputer.

When you have performed a succ~ssful bootstrap (cold boot), the light
on disk drive A: will glow to indicate that the disk drive is reading
the CP/M Operating System from the disk and sending a copy of it
into microcomputer memory. (If drive A: is a Winchester Disk partition,
no light will glow.) When this CP/M system copy enters the microcom
puter, it identifies itself by displaying a message in the following form:

nnK HEATH/ZENITH CP/M 2.2.04 09/15/82
F'OR Hdd DISKS WITH OPTION(SI ecce
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Where "nn" is the number of K (kilobytes) of data CP/M is capable
of handling now. Make note of this number for future reference;

where "2.2 04" is the version number of your CP/M system. Make note
of this version number for future reference;

where "dd" is a number that stands for the kind of disk drives that
this CP/M image is capable of controlling now; and

where "cccc" is a group of letters and or numbers that stand for some
of the characteristics of this CP/M image.

After identifying itself, CP/M will automatically invoke the "Heath/Ze·
nUh Configuration Program", which will display further messages.

NOTE: When you boot up with a CP/M disk other than your Distribution
Disk, CP/M might not automatically invoke the "Configuration Pro·
gram", but instead display the "A>" system prompt immediately after
the CP/M identification message. If you boot up with the Setup Utility
Disk, Setup displays will appear instead of identification messages or
a system prompt.

if you are booting up to a new CP/M Distribution Disk, or a new CP/M
Backup Disk operating system copy that has not yet been completely
customized, then the CP/M identification message may be automatically
followed by several additional messages, displayed in the following
form:

Heath/Zenith Configuration Program
version 2.2.04
serial number 555·!SS5S

thiS prograa configures the CP/M operating system to a
particular hardware enVlronaent

Please wait during hardware verification

H8 wi th 481r. of randall access memory {RAMI
03 ainlfloppy drives
H/Z41 8 lnch floppy disk interface
CRT baud rate IS 9600
02 addItional serial porta found

Drive A disk is write protected.
Modifications _ill NOT be ..de to the disk for this OONFIGUR run.

standard systea (Y or N"l <Y>:
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The "Configuration Program" that CP/M invoked automatically is the
transient command (utility) called "CONFIGUR". When invoked, CON
FIGUR automatically surveys characteristics of some of the devices in
your hardware environment.

6. The "Standard system" prompt can enable you to access the
CP/M Operating System immediately if you enter Y. If you
enter Y, CP/M will display the "A>" system prompt.

NOTE: U you are booting up 8S part of a procedure. read the
instructions of this procedure to determine whether or not
it would be desirable for you to enter Yat this prompt.

Bootstrap will be a frequent activity in future procedures.

Startup Procedure Three

H-8 Microcomputer with PAM-8

This procedure consists of six steps to help you start up the CP/M
Operating System in your H-8 microcomputer with the PAM-8 Panel
Monitor Program.

1. Connect and power up all of your hardware devices.

Refer to the manuals for each device to be sure that it is prop
erly connected and turned on. (n general. all of the "on-off"
switches should be in the "on" position. When turned on.
your microcomputer should display one of the following mes
sages on the LED (Light Emitting Diode) panel:

(

(

177377 SP 277317 SP or 317317 SP

(The exact display you see reflects the current octal address
value of the Set Pointer register, which depends on the
amount of memory that has been installed in your computer.)

2. If one of these displays does not appear after you turn the
computer on (or if another display replaces it before you make
an entry), then press the 0 (lower left-hand) and ALTER I
RST/O (lower right-hand) keypad keys simultaneously. This
entry will reset the H-8.
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3. Insert your CP/M Distribution Disk (or Distribution Disk I)
into your primary boot drive. You can determine which drive
is your primary boot drive by the following guidelines:

• If you have an H/Z.37, H/Z-47, H/Z-77. HlZ-87. or H/Z·17
3 drive model, insert the disk into the drive slot on the
left-hand side of the drive model.

• l£ you have more than one type of disk drive, insert the
disk into the left-hand slot of the drive model that accom
modates your Distribution Disk.

• U you have an HlZ-67 Winchester Disk drive model
which does not yet contain the operating system, insert
the Distribution Disk into the 8-inch floppy disk drive
slot on the right-hand side of the HlZ-67 drive model.
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• U you have an HlZ-67 drive model in which the Winches
ter Disk already contains a copy of the operating system,
insert nothing and proceed to step 4.

4. Press the 4 (GO) key on the H-8 keypad. The H-8 should re
spond to this entry by displaying one of the following LED
messages:

Pri HI1 0' Pri H41

(The precise display that follows your bootstrap command
depends on the kind of disk drive you are booting from.)

5. Press the space bar of the console keyboard several times.
These entries should complete a successful bootstrap (cold
boot), which loads a copy of the CP/M Operating System from
your Distribution Disk into your microcomputer.

When you have performed a successful bootstrap (cold boot), the light
on disk drive A: will glow to indicate that the disk drive is reading
the CP/M Operating System from the disk and sending a copy of it
into microcomputer memory. (If drive A: is a Winchester Disk partition,
no light will glow.) When this CP/M system copy enters the microcom
puter, it identifies itself by displaying a message in the following form:

nnK HEATH/ZENITH CP/M 2.2.04 09/15/82
FOR Held DISKS WITH OPTION lSI ecce
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Where "nn" is the number of K (kilobytes) of data CP/M is capable
of handling now. Make note of this number for future reference;

where "2.2.04" is the version number of your CP/M system. Make note
of this version number for future reference;

where "dd" is a number that stands for the kind of disk drives that
this CP/M image is capable of controlling now; and

where "cccc" is a group of letters and or numbers that stand for some
of the characteristics of this CP/M image.

After identifying itself, CP/M will automatically invoke the "HeathlZe
nith Configuration Program", which will display further messages.

NOTE: When you boot up with a CP/M disk other than your Distribution
Disk, CP/M might not automatically invoke the "Configuration Pro
gram", but instead display the "A>" system prompt immediately after
the CP/M identification message. U you boot up with the Setup Utility
Disk. Setup displays will appear instead of CP/M messages or a system
prompt.

U you are booting up to a new CP/M Distribution Disk. or a new CP/M
Baclcup Disk operating system copy that has not yet been completely
customized. then the CP/M identification message may be automatically
followed by several additional messages. displayed in the following
form:

Heath/zenith Configuration Pro,r..
version 2.2.04
Serial number sss·sssss

This program conlirures the CP/M operatin, systea to a
particular hardware envirol\llent

Please wait durina hardware veriticatlon

H8 wtth 48k of ran~ access ae-ory (RAMl

03 .Intfloppy drives
"/241 8 inch floppy disk interface
art b.ud rate is 9&00
02 additional serial ports found

Drive A disk is write protected.
Yoditications will NOT be aade to the disk tor this OONFIGUR run.

Standard systea tY or N) <Y>:

(



1. Connect and power up all of yow hardware devices.

Bootstrap will be a freqo.1ent activity in future procedures.

H-8 Microcomputer with HAS-8
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317317 SP117371 SP or 271371 SP or

(The exact display you see reflects the current octal address
value of the Set Pointer register, which depends on the
amount of memory that has been installed in your computer.)

Refer to the manuals for each device to be sure that it is prop
erly connected and turned on. In general. all of the "on-off"
switches should be in the "on" position. When turned on,
your microcomputer should display one of the following mes
sages on the LED (Light Emitling Diode) panel:

6. The "Standard system" prompt can enable you to access the
CP/M Operating System immediately if you enter Y. If you
enter Y, CP/M will display the "A>" system prompt.

2. If one of these displays does not appear after you turn the
computer on (or if another display replaces it before you make
an entry), then press the 0 (lower left-hand) and ALTER I
RST/o (lower right-hand) keypad keys simultaneQusly. This
entry will reset the H-8.

NOTE: Lf you are booting up as part of a procedure. read the
instructions of this procedure to determine whether or not
it would be desirable for you to enter Y at this prompt.

This procedure consists of six steps to help you start up the CP/M
Operating System in your H-8 microcomputer with the HAS-8 Extended
Configuration Board.

Startup Procedure Four

The "Configuration Program" that CP/M invoked automatically is the
transient command (utility) called "CONFIGUR". When invoked, CON
FIGUR automatically surveys characteristics of some of the devices in
your hardware environment.

{
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3. Insert your CP/M Distribution Disk (or Distribution Disk I)
into your primary boot drive. You can determine which drive
is your primary boot drive by the following guidelines:

• If you have an HIZ-37, HlZM47, HlZM77, H/ZM87, or HlZM17M
3 drive model, insert the disk into the drive slot on the
left-hand side of the drive model.

• U you have more than ODe type of disk. drive, insert the
disk. into the leftMhand slot of the drive model that accomM
modates your Distribution Disk.

• U you have an HlZM67 Winchester Disk. drive model
which does not yet contain the operating system, insert
the Distribution Disk into the 8Minch floppy disk drive
slot on the rightMhand side of the HlZM67 drive model.

• Uyou have an HlZM67 drive model in which the WinchesM
ter Disk already contains a copy of the operating system,
insert nothing and proceed to step 4.

4. Press the 1 (number one) key on the HM8 key pad. The H-8
should respond to this entry by displaying one of the followM
ing LED messages:

Pri Hl1 0' Pri H47

(The precise display that follows your bootstrap command
depends on the kind of disk drive you are booting from.)

5. Press the space bar of the console keyboard several times.
These entries should complete a successful bootstrap (cold
boot), which loads a copy of the CP/M Operating System from
your Distribution Disk into your microcomputer.

When you have performed a successful bootstrap (cold boot), the light
on disk drive A: will glow to indicate that the disk drive is reading
the CP/M Operating System from the disk and sending a copy of it
into microcomputer memory. (If drive A: is a Winchester Disk partition,
no light will glow.] When this CP/M system copy enters the microcomM
puter, it identifies itself by displaying a message in the folloWing form:

nnK HEATM/~~ITH CP/M 2.2.04 09/1~/82

FOR Hdd DISKS WITH OPTION IS) ecce
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Where "nn" is the number of K (kilobytes) of data CP/M is capable
of handling now. Make note of this number for future reference;

where "2.2.04" is the version number of your CP/M system. Make note
of this version number for future reference:

where "dd" is a number that stands for the kind of disk drives that
this CP/M image is capable of controlling now; and

where "cccc" is a group of letters and or numbers that stand for some
of the characteristics of this CP/M image.

After identifying itself, CP/M will automatically invoke the "HeathJZe~

nith Configuration Program", which will display further messages.

NOTE: When you boot up with a CP/M disk other than your Distribution
Disk, CP/M might not automatically invoke the "Configuration Pro
gram", but instead display the "A>" system prompt immediately after
the CP/M identification message. U you boot up with the Setup Utility
Disk, Setup displays will appear instead of CP/M messages or a system
prompt.

[f you are booting up to a new CP/M Distribution Disk, or a new CP/M
Backup Disk operating system copy that has not yet been completely
customized. then the CP/M identification message may be automatically
followed by several additional messages, displayed in the following
form:

Heath/zenith Configuration PrograM
Version 2.2.04
Serial nu.ber SSS-55SSS

This prograM confiJUl'U the CP/M operating systea to a
particular hardware environment

Please wait durina hardware verification.

H8 _ith 48k of randoa access ae.cry (RAM)

03 ainifloppy drives
H/Z47 8 inch floppy disk interface
CRT baud rate is g600

02 additional serial porta found

Drive A disk is write protected.
Modifications _ill NOT be aade to the disk ·(or this OONFIGUR run.

Standard systea IY or N) <Y>:
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The "Configuration Program" that CP/M invoked automatically is the
transient command (utility) called "CONFIGUR". When invoked. CON·
FIGUR automatically surveys characteristics of some of the devices in
your hardware environment.

6. The "Standard system" prompt can enable you to access the
CP/M Operating System immediately if you enter Y. If you
enter Y, CP/M will display the"A>" system prompt.

NOTE: If you are booting up as part of a procedure. read the
instructions of this procedure to determine whether or not
it would be desirable for you to enter Y at this prompt.

Bootstrap will be a frequent activity in future procedures.

Unsuccessful Startup

If the CP/M identification message does not appear within a minute
after your bootstrap command, then reset your microcomputer (step G
2) and repeat your bootstrap command (step 4).

If your bootstrap command again fails to produce the CP/M identifica·
tion message or automatic execution of a program that runs under CP/M,
then check the following:

• That all components of your hardware environment have been
properly connected and powered up. (See manuals for hardware
devices.)

• That your bootable disk is within the proper drive slot. (Try the
same command with the disk in a different drive; or try an alternate
boostrap command. as explained in Appendix C: "Bootstrap".)

• That your disk is properly situated in the drive and the drive
closed. (See the text in this manual entitled "Microcomputer Can·
cepts".)

• That your disk is composed of the proper media for yOUi disk
drives. (See the manual for your disk drive.)

• That the switches on your CPU circuit board are in 'the correct
positions for your disk drives. (See the manual for your microcom·
puter.)
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SETUP PROCEDURE

Introduclion

SPECIAL FEATURES

Setup automatically creates a CP/M system adapted for almost any
HeathlZenith hardware environment except those that include HlZ-67
Winchester drives or small memory capacities.

If you do not have an HlZ-67 Winchester disk drive, and if your com
puter contains at least 48 kilobytes of random access memory. then
you can use Setup instead of following "Backup Procedures", "Custom
izing Procedures", and "Working Disk Procedures".

U you have an HIZ-67 Winchester disk drive, and/or if your computer
contains less than 48 kilobytes of random access memory. then do not
use Setup. Proceed immediately to the text entitled "Backup Proce
dures". After using a backup procedure, you should continue to "Cus
tomizing Procedures". and "Working Disk Procedures".

Setup enables even computer novices to create boatable system and
application disks designed to meet their special needs, merely by press
ing a few keys and viewing several helpful illustrations.

Special features of Setup include:

• Fast creation of CP/M boatable applications disks with automated
use of FORMAT, SYSGEN, MOVGPM and PIP

• Clear, easy-to-follow displays

• Use on most combinations of Zenith Data SystemslHeath equip
ment

• Quick customization routine for adding printers.
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FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

Setup performs the following automatic activities:

• surveys your equipment (except for the printer) and displays illus
trations of it for your approval

• displays the list of printers for you to specify the type of printer
you might use

• asks you to insert 8 disk in any drive

• performs the equivalent of the CP/M operating system commands
FORMAT, CONFIGUR, SYSGEN. MOVCPM. and PIP to create the
proper BIOS and to copy system and application programs to the
disk,

WHAT YOU NEED

In order to use Setup you need a HlZ-89/90 microcomputer with at
least 48K of memory. (

This version of Setup supports all possible combinations of the Zenith
Data SystemslHeath equipment listed in Table 1·1.



Microcomputer

Z-B9 or H-B9
Z-90 or H-90
Z·19 or H·19

Disk Drive

Z-17orH-17
Z-37 or H·37
Z-47 or H-47
Z-87 or H-87
Z-77 or H-77

Printer

Diablo 630 lWH54)
Diablo 1610
Diablo 1620
Diablo 1640
Diablo 1650
LA-36 (H-36)
LA-34 (WH-34)
H-14
WH-14
WH-24 (TI-BID)
Epson MX-80
Z-25 [H-25)
Custom
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Special: Votrax Type-'N-Tallc

Table 1-1
Equipment Supported by SeIUP

When you use Setup, be sure to have on hand a supply of blank or
ready to be erased disks of the type that your disk drives require.

Using Setup

Setup helps you create a disk that is tailored for your printer and that
contains application files of your choice. Supported hardware includes
any combination of Zenith/Heath Data Systems microcomputer equip
ment - except for the HiZ-67 Winchester disk or any computer with
less than 48 kilobytes of random access memory. Printers supported
include both standard printers and custom printers.

Prepare a backup copy of the Setup Utility Disk before attempting any
other procedure.
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STANDARD PRINTERS

Setup enables you to specify and install the printer you are using if
you simply press the key that describes your printer while you view
the printer selection menu. Printers listed on the printer selection menu
include:

Diablo 630 (WH54)
Diablo 1610
Diablo 1620
Diablo 1640
Diablo 1650
LA-36 (WH-54)
H-14
WH-24 (TI-610)
Z-25 (H-25)

Votrax Type 'N Talk (although not a printer) is also listed.

Setup enables you to add a custom printer to the printer selection menu
with just a few more steps.

CUSTOM PRINTERS

Adding another printer to the printer selection menu means that you
can select and install it again later by simply pressing a key. Adding
another printer involves a special procedure in which you specify the
printer characteristics:

• Baud rate (75·38400)
• Printer ready signal polarity (high or low)
• Printer ready signal type (DTR or RTS)
• Printer physical type (LPT or UL1)
• Communications method (serial or parallel)
• Printer name (up to 33 characters)

Refer to your printer hardware manual if you are unsure of these charac·
teristics for your printer.

Any printer previously on the printer selection list which you would
like to configure in a nonstandard way (refer to the text entitled "Trou
bleshooting", for standard baud settings) may also be added with the
special procedure.

(
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IMPORTANCE OF MAKING BACKUPS

Make a backup copy of Setup right away. Malc.ing a backup copy allows
you to put the original away for safekeeping and to use the backup
for daily work.

Because baclc.ing up dislc.s is so important, Setup provides a very easy
backup procedure - you can use the Setup disk to back: itself up.
Simply insert the Setup disk and press the B key to boot the program.
Then follow the instructions in Procedure for Using Setup.

SPECIAL CAUTIONS:

Before you begin to use Setup. make sure that you have:

• Connected all of your equipment properly and according to the
instructions in your hardware manual. If you need help, ask for
assistance !Tom your dealer.

• Made available a disk to receive the operating system and applica
tion files. WARNING: This disk (called the "destination disk") is
erased during Setup.

• A disk from which to copy the application files, that is, the "source
disk."

• If you are backing up the Setup disk. all you need is a disk of
the same type as the Setup distribution disk - that is, it should
be of the same size, TPI {traclc.s per inch} and use the same number
of sides.

PROCEDURE FOR USING SETUP

Allow up to five minutes for completion of this procedure with multi·
ple·drive hardware and up to 10 minutes with single·drive hardware.

1. Turn on all of your hardware and verify that it is connected
properly. Refer to your hardware manual if necessary. The
terminal should sound two "beeps" when turned on.

2. Insert the Setup Utility Disk. Then close the drive latch or
door.
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3. Boot up with the drive containing the Setup Utility Disk. The
Setup utility will be invoked automatically and a menu will
appear. as shown in Figure 1-4.

.....:.~'"

..... I 'ot "'" ..."""t,_

..... I toO '."'0<"__ .....h ..

.....~l " ...

Figure 1-4
Initial Setup Display

4. If this is the first time you are using Setup, press B to start
backing up your disk immediately.

5. Follow the instructions that are displayed on the screen by
Setup.

6. Be sure to label your disks right away. After completing a
backup procedure. always store the original disk in a safe
place.

Troubleshooting

If for some reason your system does not work after you use Setup,
be sure to reread the instructions and repeat the procedure first. Then,
if you still have problems, read some of the following instructions re
lated to: problems with your printer. identifying a Setup illustration,
or the list of error messages.

(
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PRINTER PROBLEMS

Zenith Data SystemsIHeath supports printers that have selectable set
tings for the baud rate. U your printer is set for a baud rate not antici
pated by Setup. printing problems can result when you use the applica
tion disk.

Check the baud setting on your printer by referring to ilia printer man
ual. The following list shows the baud rates that Setup will assume
your printer has if you select a printer by name.
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PRINTER NAME

Diablo 630 (WH-54)
Diablo 1610
Diablo 1620
Diablo 1640 (WH-44]
Diablo 1650
LA-36 (H-36]
LA·34 (WH·34)
H-14

WH·14
WH·24 (TI-81O)
Epson MX·80
Z-25 (H-25]

ANTICIPATED
BAUD
RATE

1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

300
300

4800
4800
4800
4800
4800

If the baud settings do not match, change the setting on your printer
or refer to Setup's custom printer procedure to adapt your disks to
your printer's baud rate.
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SETUP ILLUSTRAnONS

If you had any difficulty identifying any of the hardware illustrations
that Setup uses, Figure 1-5 identifies the illustrations as they look on
screen.

D []
~=

1 10

l aq. l -qO H-31

.

~m CJ ~
l -47 H-81

DO
/ /

~ r

1 10
PIlI'HER

Z " Z-25

~ ~
SI~CLE DRIVE Sl'lClE ORI'-E
H-81 H-37

Figure 1-5
Setup Illustrations Identified
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SETUP ERROR MESSAGES

Setup error messages are displayed on your terminal when a hardware
failure, software failure, or user failure prevents Setup from performing
its function. To help you deal with such failures, most of these error
messages explain the reason for the failure and the action that you
should take to correct it. Setup also uses some of the standard error
messages of CP/M utilities. so you should refer to the error message
texts for utilities in Appendix A: "Operating System Error Messages"
for explanations of messages not listed here. This section shows Setup's
error messages.

setup was unable to find a disk in the disk drives.
Press RE'n1R.~ to belin setup again.

Setup was unable to find the source disk. At this
poInt. your destination disk is ~table but contatns
no application files. Press REnJR~ to contlDue.

An error occurred during your selection of a
printer. setup .ill continue, but after you
have finished copyinc applicatloo files to
your destination disk, you should verity that
your printer has been correctly installed.
Press RETURN to contInue.

An error occurred during the transferring of files
fro. the source disk to the destination disk. At
this point, your destination disk will be bootable
and contain some, but not all of your application
files. You should now check the status of your
files, but first press RETURN to end Setup.

An error occurred as the automatic command was being
copied fro. the source disk to the destination disk.
The destination WILL contain all the application
files. You can set the automatic command line using
the OONFIGUR utility.
Press RETURN to continue.

An error occurred when Setup tried to read a file
0(( the disk. This can happen when:

• the proper file is not on the Setup disk.
• the proper file is daaaged on the Setup disk.
• the setup disk was not in the proper

dr i ve wMn needed.
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If thls is the first time you have receIved this
aessage, try the setup procedure again Otherwise,
sake a new backup of your setup oster and use
that instead of your present setup disk

Press ~~ to continue

••••• An error occurred during the setup procedure •••••

NOTE: The last error message listed occurs after you have taken the
prescribed corrective action in response to another error message, and
this corrective action also fails to produce the desired results. When
this error message occurs, reset the computer (press the right-hand
SHlFI' and RESET keys simultaneously) and repeat the bootup proce
dure with the Setup disk.. You will then have to repeat the Setup proce
dure during which you received the error message.

BACKUP PROCEDURES

A "backup" is a floppy disk or a Winchester Disk partition that contains
the same software items as your CP/M distribution media.

We strongly recommend that you make a backup the first time you
boot up with a CP/M Distribution Disk. Making backups will help you
to protect your software investment.

Because Heath/Zenith offers such a wide range of hardware devices,
different users require different procedures for making backups in their
own hardware environment. Therefore. this section contains five differ
ent procedures for constructing backups. You will need to use only
one backup procedure.

To determine which procedure is right for you, refer to Table 1-2. Then
tum to your procedure and follow the step.by.step instructions for this
procedure.

If you feel that you can perform the procedure without step-by-step
instructions, then you can use the "Procedure Synopsis" at the begin
ning of the procedure for an overview of the steps involved.

(
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Some of the following procedures advise you to back up your software
to disks of the "same type". Disk type. for these procedures. is defined
by the following criteria:

• disk material: floppy or Winchester;
• disk. size: S.2S-inch or 8-inch;
• sector form: hard-sectored or soft-sectored;
• track. density: 48 or 96 tracks per inch (TPI);
• side quantity: single-sided or double-sided: and
• surface density: single-density or double-density or extended dou

ble-density.

Some of these criteria are determined by the disk manufacturer, and
some are determined by you when you prepare the surface of the disk.
with the FORMAT utility. The disks you use for backups should be
equal to your Distribution Disks in each of these criteria. However,
users of 96 TPI drives should back. up their three CP/M Distribution
Disks to a single 96 TPI diSK - even though their CP/M distribution
software is recorded on 48 TPI disks.

You can use these procedures to back up any disk. by substituting
the disk you wish to back up for the CP/M Distribution Disk.

The backup procedure you use is determined by the kind of drive you
used to boot up. You booted up using a drive slot from your primary
drive group. Find the description of your primary drive group on the
left side of the table. The backup procedure listed to the right of this
description is the procedure you should use to backup your CP/M distri
bution software.
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PRIMARY DRIVE PROPER BACKUP
GROUP DESCRIPTION PROCEDURE PAGE

One 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Backup Procedure One 1-60

One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Backup Procedure One 1-60

Two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Backup Procedure Two 1-75

Three 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Backup Procedure Two 1-75

Two 48 TPI, 8-inch drives Backup Procedure Two 1-75
(H-47 or Z-47)

Two 96 TPI, 5.2S-inch drives Backup Procedure Three 1-62

Two 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Backup Procedure Three 1-62
and one 48 TPI. S.2S-inch drive

Three 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Backup Procedure Three 1-62

One 96 TPI, 5.2S-inch drive Backup Procedure Four 1-91
and one 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drive

One 96 TPI, 5.2S-inch drive Backup Procedure Four 1-91
and two 48 TPI. S.2S-inch drives

One Winchester/floppy drive Backup Procedure Five 1-102
(H-67 or Z-67)

Table 1-2
Backup Procedures

•

(

(
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Backup Procedure One

One Primary 5.25-inch Floppy Disk Drive

This procedure is used to backup CP/M distribution software. To per
form this procedure. you will copy both the CP/M Operating System
and the utility files from your distribution disks to blank disk media.

You have three CP/M Distribution Disks with software recorded at 48
TPI.

If the disk drive that accommodates your CP/M Distribution Disks is
a S.2S-inch. 48 TPI. hard-sectored drive. then you will copy the distri
bution software to three, blank. 5.2S-inch, hard-sectored disks. Prepare
for this procedure by labelling t)1ese three blank disks "CP/l\I1 Backup
Disk I", "CP/M Backup Disk Il", and "CP/M Backup Disk III".

If the disk drive that accommodates your CP/M Distribution Disks is
a S.2S-inch, 48 TPI. soft-sectored drive, then you will copy the distribu
tion software to three. blank, S.2S-inch. 48 TPI, soft-sectored disks. Pre
pare for this procedure by labelling these three blank disks "CP/M Back
up Disk I", "CP/M Backup Disk Il",and "CP/M Backup Disk lIl".

If the disk drive that accommodates your CP/M Distribution Disks is
a S.2S-inch, 96 TPI. soft-sectored drive, then you will copy the distribu
tion software to one, blank, S.2S-inch, 96 TPI, soft-sectored disk. Pre
pare for the procedure by labelling the disk "CP/M Backup Disk",

NOTE: The blank disks that you use to back up distribution software
should be write enabled during this entire procedure. Therefore, do
not cover the notches of these blank disks with write-protect labs.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

boot up
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
SYSGEN
PIP
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To begin Procedure One, boot up with Distribution Disk I. The CON
FIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed to the CONFIGUR
activity.

CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you performed bootstrap so that you can copy
data to your backup disk(s). There are two methods for performing
this CONFIGUR activity, so use ONLY the method specified below for
your primary drive group.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 48 TPI drive,
then use Method A for this CONFIGUR activity.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 96 TPI drive,
then use Method B for this CONFIGUR activity.

Method A

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked, it will display (
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA."IDARO SYSTEM (Y OR N)? <Y>:

type Y. The CONFIGUR activity will end, and CP/M will display the
A> system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

Method B

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked, it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STANDARD SYSTEM (Y OR N)? <Y>:

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-3. To the right
of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part of the display
that should appear immediately after you type the entry.



I

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

N CPflrE CONfIQJRATI~ (Main Menu)
B .5. 2.5 1:«:1( son-SEC1'CJIUI) UNIT 0 STEP RAn:: 'OIlS TRACK DENSITY: 48TPt

A SOfT SECTOR UNIT 0 sttP RATE !

6 son SOCTOR lJrfIT 0 STtP RAn: ' e
RETURN son SEC'T'OR L1fIT 0 TRACt. [£'GITY '

96 SOfT SEC'T'OR UNIT 0 T1WJ(DmSITY ' 96

RETURN .5 25 1:«:H SCln'-SECI"ORfJ) UNIT 0 STEP RATE: .. TRACK DENStTY 96TPI

Y CPIM CONFIQJRATtON (Main Menu)
X A> (CP/M system prompt)

Table 1-3
CONF1GUR Entries for One 96 TPI Drive

When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT activity.

NOTE: If the display excerpted or described in the table does not ap
pear, read the CONFIGUR text in "Volume II: The CP/M Reference
Guide".

FORMAT

This FORMAT activity helps you prepare backup disk media for data
storage. The method you use to operate FORMAT depends on the type
of disk you are preparing. Use only one of the three FORMAT methods
specified below:

U your CP/M Backup Disks are 5.25-inch, 48 TPI, hard-sectored disks,
then use Method A to FORMAT and follow the numbered steps pre
ceded by the letter A.

U your CP/M Backup Disks are S.2S-inch, 48 TPI, soft-sectored disks,
when use Method B to FORMAT and follow the numbered steps pre
ceded by the letter B.
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If your CP/M Backup Disk is a 5.25-inch. 96 TPI, soft-sectored disk.
then use Method C to FORMAT and follow the numbered steps pre
ceded by the letter C.

Method A:

A1. At the A> System Prompt. type FORMAT and press
RElVRN. This enlry invokes FORMAT, which displays a
message in the following form:

Format Version 2 04
This prograa is used to initialize a disk.
All inforaation currently on the diSk will be destroyed.
Is that what you want? (yIn)

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use for this operation'

A3. Type A. FORMAT will display:

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive A.
Press ~~ to begin, anything else to abort

A4. Remove Distribution Disk I. and insert Backup Disk 1. Then
close the disk drive door and press RETURN.

AS. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have more disks to format? (yIn):

A6. If you have three Distribution Disks and have not yet format
ted three Backup Disks, then type Y at this prompt, and re
sume the FORMAT activity at Slep A4 by inserting a different
Backup Disk.

[f you have formatted all three of your Backup disks then
type N and FORMAT will display:

Place a boatable disk in drlve A and press any character.

A7. Remove the last formatted Backup Disk and insert Distribu
tion Disk 1. Then type any character. CP/M will display:

A>

Leave Distribution Disk I in the drive and proceed to SYSGEN.

(
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Method 8,

B1. At the A> System Prompt, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays the
following:

Foraat Version 2.04
thIS proerBa IS used to inItialize a disk.
All lnloraatlon currently on the disk will be destroyed
Is that what you want' (y/n);

82. Type Y. FORMAT will display,

"'hlch dnve do you wish to use for thu operation'

83. Type A. FORMAT will display,

Put the dIsk you _Isb to be foraatted in drive A.
Press ~~ to begin. anything else to abort

84. Type S. FORMAT will display,

N\mber of sides? Il"'single, 2"'double):

B5. Type 1. FORMAT will display the following message and
prompt:

48 !PI drive -- 40 tracks will be foraatted

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive A.
Press RETURN to begin, anything else to abort.

NOTE: U the message does not indicate "48 TPI drive". then
reset the computer and start over at the beginning of Backup
Procedure One.

B6. Immediately remove Distribution Disk I and replace it with
Backup Disk I. Then close the disk drive, and press RETURN.

B7. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display,

Do you have -ore disLs to foraat' (y/n):

'.
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B8. If you have not yet formatted three Backup Disks, then type
Y at this prompt, and resume the FORMAT activity at Step
B3. (Insert a different Backup Disk at Step B6.)

If you have formatted all three Backup Disks. then type N
and FORMAT will display:

Place a bootable disk indrive Aand press any character

B9. Remove the last formatted Backup Disk and insert Distribu
tion Disk l. Then type any character. CP/M will display:

With Distribution Disk I in the drive, proceed to SYSGEN.

MethodC,

Cl. At the A> System Prompt. type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays the
following:

roraat version 2.04
This prograa is used to Initialize a disk.
All intonation currently on the dislr: Will be destroyed.
Is that what you want! (1/nl:

C2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

~bich drive do you wish to use for this operation!

C3. TypeA. FORMAT will display:

Which density! (S-single, O-double)

C4. Type D. FORMAT will display:

C5. Type 2. FORMAT will display the following message and
prompt:

96 TPI drive -- 80 tracks will be formatted

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive A.
Press RETURN to begin, anything else to abort.

(
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NOTE: If the message does not indicate "96 TPI drive", then
reset the computer and go back to the beginning of Backup
Procedure One and start over.

C6. Immediately remove Distribution Disk I and replace it with
the Backup Disk. Then close the disk drive, and press
RETIJRN.

C7. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display,

Do you have llOre disks to (orut' lr/nj:

ca. Type N and FORMAT will display,

Place a boatable disk In drive A and press any character

C9. Remove the Backup Disk and insert Distribution Disk I. Then
type any character. CP/M will display:

.>
With Distribution Disk. I in the drive. proceed to SYSGEN.

SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility copies the CP/M Operating System to a disk. Use
SYSGEN to copy the CP/M Operating System from Distribution Disk
I to the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I).

1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which displays a message in the fol
lowing form:

SYSGEN VER 2 0.04
SOlIRCE DRIVE NAWE (OR RE'I\lRN TO SKIP}:

2. Type A. SYSGEN will display,

3. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

FUNCrION COMPlErE.
COPY BIOS.SYS (YIN):
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4. Type Y. SYSGEN will display:

F'UNCTION <na'lETE
DESTlNATICfi DRIVE NAME lOR RE1t1R.~ TO REBOOT)'

5. Type B. SYSCEN will display:

OCStINATION ON 8. l1{[N TYPE RE1URN

6. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompt:

P\1I' DISK 8 IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE1\lR'"

7. Remove Distribution Disk I and insert Backup Disk I (or the
Backup Disk). Then press RETURN. SYSGEN will display the
following:

F1lNCI'ION COMPLETE.
DESTlNATICtI DRIVE N1JIE (OR RE1t1R.~ TO REBOOt'):

8. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompt:

Pl1I' DISK A IN' DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE1t1R....

9. Remove Backup Disk I. and insert Distribution Disk I. Then
press RETURN. CP/M will display:

.>
With Distribution Disk I in the drive. proceed to PIP.

PIP

The PlP utility copies files between disks.

The method you use to operate PIP depends on the type of disk media
that will receive the copied distribution software. Use only one of the
two PIP methods specified below:

If you have three. S.2S-inch. 48 TPI, backup disks (hard-sectored or
soft-sectored). then use PIP Method A and follow the numbered steps
preceded by the letter A.

If you have one. S.2S-inch. 96 TPI. backup disk. then use PIP Method
Band follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter B.

\

(



Method A

A1. At the A> prompt, type the following command:

.,PlP B: = A:*.* RETURN

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk I.)

PIP will begin to copy the files one by one, and display the
name of each file in the form:

Temporarily assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A"; and
Backup Disk I is "DISK B".

PIP will prompt you to insert these disks alternately by dis
playing messages in the following form:

P\1I' DISK B IN DRIVE It: AND PRESS R£'Ito'R.1\(

A2. Whenever prompted by one of these messages, put the appro
priate disk in the drive and press RETURN. PIP will require
several disk switches before all of the Distribution Disk files
are copied to the Backup Disk. When PIP finishes copying
the files, CP/M will display a system prompt.

A3. Type PIP B:=C:*.* RETURN at the A> system prompt. (*.*
is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for all of
the files on Distribution Disk II.)

A4. Temporarily assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A";
Backup Disk II is "DISK B"; and
Distribution Disk II is "DISK C".

PIP will prompt you to insert these disks alternately. The
prompts will appear in the following form:

ror DISIr: B IN DRIVE It: A.."ltl PRESS RE'I\JRN
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Whenever prompted by a message in this form, put the appro
priate disk in the drive and press RETURN. PIP will require
several disk switches before all of Distribution Disk U files
are copied to Backup Disk U. When PIP has finished copying
the files, you should end up with "DISK A" (Distribution Disk
I] in the drive. Then CP/M should redisplay the A> system
prompt.

AS. Type PlP B:=C:*.* RETURN at the A> system prompt, and
assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A";
Backup Disk III is "DISK BOO; and
Distribution Disk ill is "DISK C".

A6. Insert disks as prompted. PiP will display the names of the
files it is copying. When PIP has finished copying the files,
you should end up with "DISK A" (Distribution Disk I) in
the drive and CP/M will redisplay the A> system prompt.

A7. Store your Distribution Disks in a safe place, and use your
Backup Disks for upcoming activities.

After completing Step A7 of the PIP activity proceed to the text titled
"Customizing Procedures".

MethodB

B1. At the A> prompt, type the following command:

A>PIPB:=A:•.•[V] RETURN

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk I.)

PIP will begin to copy the files one by one, and display the
name of each file in the form:

COPYING -
F I I.ENAIlE OCT

(



Temporarily assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A"; and
The Backup Disk is "DISK B".

PIP will prompt you to insert these disks alternately by dis
playing messages in the following form:

PVt' DISK B IN r»lIVE A. A."iD PRESS R£1\jR.~

B2. Whenever prompted by one of these messages, put the appro
priate disk in the drive and press RETURN. PIP will require
several disk switches before all of the Distribution Disk files
are copied to the Backup Disk. When PIP has finished copying
the files, CP/M will redisplay the A> system prompt.

B3. Type PIP B:=C:*.* REIVRN at the A> system prompt. (*.*
is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for all of
the files on Distribution Disk 11.)

B4. Temporarily assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A";
The Backup Disk is "DISK B"; and
Distribution Disk II is "DISK C".

PIP will prompt you to insert these disks alternately. The
prompts will appear in the following fonn:

P1Jl' DI SK BIN DR I VE A: AND PRESS RETtIRN

Whenever prompted by a message in this form. put the appro
priate disk in the drive and press RETURN. PIP will require
several disk switches before all of Distribution Disk [I files
are copied to the Backup Disk. When PlP has finished copying
the files. you should end up with "DISK A" (Distribution Disk
I) in the drive. Then CP/M should redisplay the A> system
prompt.

85. Type PIP 8: = C:*.* RETURN at the A> system prompt. and
assign the following identities to your disks:

Distribution Disk I is "DISK A";
The Backup Disk is "DISK a"; and
Distribution Disk mis "DISK C".
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B6. Insert disks as prompted. PIP will display the names of the
files it is copying. When PIP has finished copying the files,
you should end up with "DISK A" (Distribution Disk I) in
the drive. Then CP/M should redisplay the A> system
prompt.

B7. Store your CP/M Distribution Disks in a safe place. and use
your CP/M Backup Disk. for upcoming activities.

After completing Step B7 of the PIP activity proceed to the text titled
"Customizing Procedures".

Backup Procedure Two

Two or Three Primary 48 TPI Drives {5.25-inch or 8
inch}

This procedure is used to construct a Backup Disk. by copying both
the CP/M Operating System and the utility files from your Distribution
Disk[s] to blank disk(s) of the same type.

U you have S.2S-inch disks. your CP/M software is stored on three Dis
tribution Disks. You must copy the data from each Distribution Disk
to a corresponding Backup Disk.. Prepare for this procedure by labelling
three blank disks "CP/M Backup Disk I", "CP/M Backup Disk II", and
"CP/M Backup Disk m".

U you have 8-incb disks, you have only one CP/M Distribution Disk.
Label one blank. a-incb disk "CP/M Backup Disk".

NOTE: The blank disks you will convert into Backup Disks must be
write enabled during all of the activities in this procedure. Therefore,
if you have S.2S-inch disks. do not cover the Backup Disk notches
with tabs. [f you have a-inch disks, cover the Backup Disk notch with
a tab and press down the write-protect switch for the HlZ47 drive con
taining the Backup Disk.
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PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
Quence:

bootstrap
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
DUP

To begin Procedure Two. insert the Distribution Disk (or Distribution
Disk I) in drive A and the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk. I) in drive
B. Perform bootstrap. When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically in
voked. wait for the "STANDARD SYSTEM" prompt and type Y.

Then proceed to the FORMAT ac~ivity.

FORMAT

This FORMAT activity prepares your Backup Disk.(s) for data storage.
FORMAT works differently depending on the type of disk you are
using. Therefore. use the FORMAT method specified below:

If your distribution software is recorded on hard-sectored 5.2S-inch
disks, use Method A to FORMAT and follow the numbered steps pre
ceded by the letter A.

If your distribution software is recorded on a-inch disks or soft-sectored
5.2S-inch disks, use Method B to FORMAT and follow the numbered
steps preceded by the letter B.

Method A:

A1. At the A> System Prompt. type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays a
message in the form:

foraat Version 2 04
This prograa is used to initialize a disk.
All inforaation currently on the disk will be destroyed.
Is that what you want! (y/n);

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

_blCh drive do you wish to use tor this operation'
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A3. Type B. FORMAT will display,

Put the disk you wish to be (oraatted in drive 8
Press ~~ to belin, anything else to abort.

A4. Make sure that the Backup Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have .c)re disks to (oraat' (yIn)

AS. If you have three Distribution Disks, format Backup Disks for
each volume by typing Y at this step, and resuming the FOR
MAT activity at Step A3.

If you have formatted all of your Distribution Disks. then type
N. CP/M will display,

.>

Now proceed to the DUP activity.

Method B,

B1. After the CP/M prompt A>, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays a
message in the form:

Foraat Version 2 04
This progra. is used to initialize a disk.
All information currently on the disk .ill be destroyed.
Is that _hat you want! (yin):

B2. Type Y. FORMAT will display,

)blCh drlve do you wish to use for thiS operation'

B3. Type B. FORMAT will display one of the following two mes
sages:

Which density! (S-single, D-doubleJ

or

Which density? (S-single, O-double, e:-extended denSity).
(
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84. TypeS.

[f the Backup Disk is an 8-inch disk,proceed to Step B6.

If the Backup Disk is a 5.25 inch soft·sectored disk, FORMAT
will display:

~r ot si.des' (I.single. 2-double):

BS. [f your Backup Disk is a S.2S-inch soft-sectored disk. type
1. FORMAT will display,

48 TPI drive .- 40 tracks will be toraatted

B6. FORMAT will now display the message:

Put the disk you _Ish to be toraatted in drive B
Press R£'IUR.'i to belin. anythina: else to abort.

B7. Make sure that the Backup Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have .are d.lSO to toraat' (yin):

B8. U you have not yet formatted each of your Backup Disks, type
Y at this step, and resume the FORMAT activity at Step 83.

If you have formatted all of your backup software, type N.
CP/M will display,

A>

Now proceed to the DUP activity.

DUP

The DUP utility copies all of the data from one disk to another disk
of the exact same type.

To use DUP for duplicating the data from the Distribution Disk, your
Backup Disk must be the same size, and formatted to the same density,
and number of sides.
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The Distribution Disk (or Distribution Disk t) should be in drive A:
and the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in drive B:.

1. At the A> prompt. type DUP and press RETURN. DUP will
display the following:

Disk Utility Prograa
version 2.04

Do you want to.

A copy and verify
B copy only
C verify only

Z exit to operating syste.

selection:

2. Type A. DUP will display:

Source uni t:

3. Type A. DUP will display:

Destination Wilt.

4. Type B. DUP will display:

Put source dISk in drive A
Put destination disk in drive B.

Press RETtJRN to begin:

5. Making certain that your disks are in the proper drives. press
RETURN. DUP will copy the entire contents of your Distribu
tion Disk onto your Backup Disk. as the lights on drives A
and B glow alternately. Then DUP will display:

Copy finished.

After copying, DUP will automatically start to test the accu
racy of the copy operation. as the glowing drive lights alter
nate more rapidly. When finished, DUP will display:

Verification finished.

Then DUP will redisplay the selection menu.

(



6. If you have duplicated all of your distribution software. pro
ceed to Step 7.

If you have not yet duplicated all of your Distribution Disks.
then insert a different Distribution Disk in drive A. and insert
a different Backup Disk in drive B. Then resume the DUP
activity at Step 2.

7. Type Z at the DUP selection menu. If you have more than
one backup disk. DUP will display the following prompt:

Place a bootable disk in drlve A and type any character:

8. Insert the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in drive A, and
type any keyboard character. Use your backup software for
upcoming activities. CP/M will display the system prompt,
as shown: .

9. Store your distribution software away in a safe place.

After completing the DUP activity, proceed to the text titled "Customiz
ing Procedures",
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Backup Procedure Three

Two or Three, Primary, 96 TPI, 5.25-inch, Floppy, Disk
Drives

This procedure is used to construct a CP/M Backup Disk by copying
both the CP/M Operating System and the utility files from your three
CP/M Distribution Disks to a single blank disk.

Although your CP/M distribution software is recorded on 48 TPI (40
track) disks, you should use a 96 TPI (80 track) disk for the CP/M Back·
up Disk. Prepare for this procedure by labelling the 5.2S·inch, 96 TPI,
soft-sectored, blank disk as "CP/M Backup Disk".

NOTE: The blank disk that you will convert into a Backup Disk must
be write enabled during all of the activities in this procedure. Therefore.
do not cover the notch on the Backup Disk with a write-protect tab.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se~

quence:

bootup
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
SYSGEN
PIP

To begin Procedure Three, insert CP/M Distribution Disk I in drive
A and the Backup Disk in drive B. Then boot up to drive A. The CON·
FIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed to the CONFIGUR
activity.

(
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CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you booted up so that you can copy data to
your Backup Disk.

1. When the CONFIGUR activity is automatically invoked, it will
display several messages. Wait for CONFIGUR to display the
following message:

STANDARD SYSTDl tY OR N)! <V>:

2. Type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-4.
To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the
part of the display that should appear immediately after you
type the entry.

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

N CP/M CONFIQJRATION (Main Menu)
B S 2S INCH 5On'-SECt'ORED UNIT 0 STEP RATE: 300S TRACK OCNStTY: 48TPI

5 25 INCH 5On'-SECI'ORm UStT 1 STEP RATE: 300S TRACK DENS ITY. 48TPI

B son SECTOR UNIT 1 STEP RAn: ?

6 son SECTOR UNIT 1 STEP RAn: ? II

RETURN SOP!' SECTOR USIT 1 TRACK OCNSITY ?

96 SOFT SECTOR UNIT 1 TRACK DENSITY ? 96

RETURN 5 2S INCH son·SECI'ORED UNIT 0 STEP RATE: 300S TRACK DENSITY; 48TPI

5 2S INCH son-SECI'ORED UNIT 1 STEP RATE: ,OS TRACK DENSITY 96TPI

Y CP/M CONFIQJRATION (Main Menu)
X A> (CP/M system prompt)

Table 1-4
CONFlGUR Entries (or 96 TPI Drives

NOTE: If the display excerpted or described in Table 1-4 does not ap
pear, read the CONFIGUR text in Volume II: "The CP/M Reference
Guide".
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After you type this entry sequence, CP/M: should display the A> system
prompt. When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT
activity.

t'ORMAT

This FORMAT activity prepares your Backup Disk for data storage.

1. After the CP/M prompt A>, type FORMAT and press
RElURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays a
message in the form:

Format Version 2.04
thIS prograa is used to initialtze a dIsk
All inIoraation currently on the disk .ill be destroyedL
Is that what you want' Iy/nl

2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use (or thia operation?

3. Type B. FORMAT will display the prompt:

Which density? IS-single. O-doubleJ:

4. Type D. FORMAT will display the prompt:

Number of sides? (l-sinele, 2-double}:

5. Type 2. FOR1vfAT will display the message:

96 !PI drive -- 80 tracks will be formatted

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive B.
Press ~~ to belin, anythinl else to abort.

NOTE: If the message does not indicate "96 TPI drive" and
"80 tracks", then reset the computer and start over at the be
ginning of Backup Procedure Three.

6. Make sure that the Backup Disk is properly situated in drive
B. and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

00 you have ~re disks to f9raat' (y/nl
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7. Type N and CP/M will display the A> system prompt.

Proceed to the SYSGEN activity.

SYSGEN

This SYSGEN activity will help you to copy the CP/M Operating System
to the Backup Disk. Perform this activity with Distribution Disk I in
drive A, and the Badalp Disk in drive B.

1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which displays a message in the foL
lowing form:

SY~ VER 2 0 04
SOURCE DRIVE NAME lOR RE1tIR.'i 1'0 SKIP):

2. Type A. SYSGEN will display:

SOURCE ON A, mEN TYPE RET\.1RN

3. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

ruNCTION lXlKF'I.E'n:.
COPY BIOS SYS (YIN):

4. Type Y. SYSGEN will display:

ruNCTION C(l(PI.ETE

DESTINATION DRIVE~ (OR RE'ItlRN 1'0 REBOOT):

5. Type B. SYSGEN will display:

otSTINATION ON B. mEN TYPE RE'TUR.~

6. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

fUNCTION CQIPt.E'I'[.

DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RE1\IR.~ TO REBOOT) ;

7. Press RETURN. CP/M will display:

A>

Leave CP/M Distribution Disk. I in drive A and the CP/M Backup Disk
in drive B. and proceed to the PIP activity.
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PIP

The PIP utility will help you to copy files from your CP/M Distribution
Disks to your Backup Disk. The method you use to operate PIP depends
on the number of S.2S-inch disk drives you have in your primary drive
group. Use only one of the two PIP methods specified below:

If you have two primary S.2S-inch, disk drives, then use PIP Method
A and follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If you have three primary S.2S-inch. disk drives, then use PIP Method
B and follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter B.

Method A

AI. !,-t the A> prompt. type the following command:

,>PIP B: =A:', '[V] RETURN

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk I.) PIP will begin to copy (
the files from Distribution Disk lone by one, and display
the name of each file in the form:

C(lPYING -
F lI.i:NAME. EXT

When PIP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

A2. Type the following command at the A> system prompt.

"PIP B: =C:', '[V] RETURN

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk lJ.) PIP will display the
following prompt:

PUt' DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN
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A3. Insert Distribution Disk II (temporarily called "DISK C") into
drive A and press REl'URN. The lights on the two S.2S·inch
drives will glow alternately as PIP displays the names of the
files it is copying in the following form:

COPYING -
f I lLNAWE err

When PCP is finished copying aJl of the files from Distribution
Disk II, the following prompt will be displayed:

PUT DISK A IN DRIVE A; Ao'm PRESS RETtlR.'i

A4. Insert Distribution Disk I (temporarily called "DISK A") into
drive A and press RETURN. CP/M will display the A> system
prompt.

AS. Type the following command at the A> system prompt.

A>PIP B: =C:· .• [V) RETURN

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk ill.) PCP will display the
following prompt:

PUT DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

AB. Insert Distribution Disk In (temporarily called "DISK C") into
drive A and press REI'URN. The lights on the two S.2S-inch
drives will glow alternately as PIP displays the names of the
files it is copying in the following form:

COPYING 
fiLENAME: EXT

When PIP is finished copying all of the files from Distribution
Disk III, the following prompt will be displayed:

PIJ1' DISK A IN DRIVE A; Ao'm PRESS RETh'RN
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A7. Insert Distribution Disk I (temporarily called "DISK A") into
drive A and press RETURN. CP/M will display the A> system
prompt.

AB. Store your CP/M Distribution Disks in a sAfe place. and use
your CP/M Backup Disk far upcoming activities.

After completing the PIP activity, proceed to the text titled "Customiz
ing Procedures".

Method B

B1. At the A> prompt, type the following command:

,>PIP B: = A:*.*M REITJRN

{*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk 1.) PIP will begin to copy
the files from Distribution Disk lone by one. and display
the name of each file in the form:

COPYING -
FI lLN.UIE EXT

When PLP has finished copying the files. CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

82. Insert Distribution Disk II in drive C.

83. Type the following command at the A> system prompt:

"PIP B:=C:*.*[v]

(*.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk II.) PIP will begin to copy
the files from Distribution Disk Il one by one, and display
the name of each file in the form:

COPYI~ 
Fll.ENAl(E EXT

When PIP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

84. Remove Distribution Disk II from drive C and insert Distribu
tion Disk III in drive C.
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B5. Type the following command at the A> system prompt:

.,PIP B: =C:*.*lv)

(*.• is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands for
all of the files on Distribution Disk III.) PIP will begin to copy
the files from Distribution Disk III one by one. and display
the name of each file in the form:

COPYING 
fIJ..E.'i.WE. £XT

When PIP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

After completing the PIP activity. proceed to the text titled "Customiz
ing Procedures".

Backup Procedure Four

One Primary, 96 TPI, 5.25-inch, Floppy, Disk Drive and
One or Two 48 TPl, 5.25-inch, Floppy, Disk Drivers]

This procedure is used to construct a CP/M Backup Disk by copying
both the CP/M Operating System and the utility files from your three
CP/M Distribution Disks to a single blank disk.

Although your CP/M distribution software is recorded on 48 TPI (40
track) disks, you should use a single 96 TPI (80 track] disk for the
CP/M Backup Disk. Prepare for this procedure by labelling the 5.25
inch. 96 TPI, soft-sectored, blank disk as "CP/M Backup Disk".

The blank disk that you will convert into a Backup Disk must be write
enabled during all of the activities in this procedure. Therefore, do
not cover the notch on the Backup Disk with a \vrite-protect tab.

NOTE: Backup Procedure Four does not specify all of the drive letters
that you must include in the command lines you enter. Therefore. be
fore you enter these command lines. you must determine the drive
letters that will correspond to the physical drive units in your primary
drive group.
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PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

bootup
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
SYSGEN
PIP

To begin Backup Procedure Four, insert CP/M Distribution Disk I in
a 48 TPI drive, and the Backup Disk in the 96 TPI drive. Then boot
up to the 48 TPI drive containing CP/M Distribution Disk 1. The CON
FIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed to the CONFIGUR
activity..

CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you booted up so that you can copy data to (
your Backup Disk.

1. When the CONFIGUR activity is automatically invoked. it will
display several messages. Wait for CONFIGUR to display the
following message:

STANDARD SYSTEM (Y OR N)? <Y>:

2. Type N at the "STANDARD SYSTEM" prompt. CONFIGUR
will display the "CP/M CONFIGURATION" menu.

3. Type B at the "SELECTION" prompt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CONFIGUR will display the disk pa
rameters menu (submenu B), showing the status of your 5.25
inch drive units.

4. Select the "SOFT-SECTORED UNIT" that corresponds to your
96 TPI primary drive. CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter
a "STEP RATE".

5. Type 6 for the step rate of your 96 TPI primary drive. (This
entry is necessary to change the 30 ms default step rate.) CON
FIGUR will prompt you to enter a "TRACK DENSITY".
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6. Type 96 for the track density of your 96 TPI primary drive.
(This entry is necessary to change the 48 TPI default track
density.) CO FIGUR will display the changed status of your
96 TPI drive.

7. Type Y at the "SELECrtO .. prompt beneath the drive disk.
parameters me:m (submenu B). CONFIGUR will redisplay the
"CP/M CONFIGURATION" menu.

8. Type X at the "SELECTION" prompt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CP/M will display the system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

FORMAT

This FORMAT activity prepares your Backup Disk for data storage.

1. After the CP/M prompt A>, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays a
message in the form:

For.at V~rsion 2.04
This progra. is used to initialize a disk.
All infonaation currently on the disk wtll be destroyed.
Is that what you want~ {yIn}:

2, Type Y, FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use for this operation'

3. Type the drive letter that corresponds to your 96 TPI drive.
FORMAT will display the prompt:

Which density' IS-single, O"doublej:

4. Type D. FORMAT will display the prompt:

Nwaber or sides! II-single, 2.. doublel:
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5. Type 2. FORMAT will display the message:

96 TPI drive .. 80 tracks will be formatted

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive x.
Press RETURN to begin, anything else to abort.

NOTE: If the message does not indicate "96 TPI drive" and
"80 tracks", then reset the computer and go back to the begin
ning of Backup Procedure Four and start over.

6. Make sure that the Backup Disk is properly situated in the
96 TPI drive, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive
will glow for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have lIIore disks to format? ly!n/:

7. Type N and CP/M will display the A> system prompt.

Proceed to the SYSGEN activity.

SYSGEN

This SYSGEN activity will help you to copy the CP/M Operating System
to the Backup Disk. Perform this activity with Distribution Disk I in
the 48 TPI drive you used to boot up (drive A), and the Backup Disk
in the 96 TPI drive.

1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which displays a message in the fol
lowing form:

SYSGEN VER 2.0.04
SOURCE DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN' TO SKIP):

2. Type A. SYSGEN will display:

SOURCE ON A, niEN TYPE RElVRN

3. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

F1JNCTION CCWPLETE.
COPY BIOS.SYS (Y!N):

(



4. Type Y. SYSGEN will display:

fllNCTIOS COMPtEI'E
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME lOR RE:n1R.~ 1'0 REBOOT):

5. Type the drive letter that corresponds to your 96 TPI drive.
SYSGEN will display:

DESTINATION C»'l 8. mEN TYPE~

6. Press RETIJRN. SYSGEN will displey:

F'tINCTION COWPI.E'I'E.
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME tOR REnIRN TO REBOOTI:

7. Press RETURN. CP/M will display:

.>
Leave CP/M Distribution Disk I in the 48 TPI drive you used to boot
up (drive A). leave the Backup Disk in the 96 TPI drive, and proceed
to the prp activity.

PIP

This PIP activity will help you to copy files from your CP/M Distribu
tion Disks to your Backup Disk. The method you use to operate PIP
depends on the number of 5.25·inch disk drives you have in your pri·
mary drive group. Use only one of the two PIP methods specified below:

If you have two primary 5.25·inch. disk drives. (one 96 TPI and one
48 TPI) then use PIP Method A and follow the numbered steps preceded
by the letter A.

If you have three primary S.2S·inch. disk drives. (one 96 TPI and two
48 TPI) then use PIP Method B and follow the numbered steps preceded
by the letter B.

Method A

A1. At the A> prompt. type the following command:

A>PIP x: = A:*.*£V1 RETURN
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Where x stands for the drive letter that references the Backup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;

where A. is the drive leHer that references Distribution Disk
1within the 48 TPI drive;

where *.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk I; and

where [V] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

PIP will begin to copy the files from Distribution Disk lone
by one, and display the name of each file in the form:

COPYING •
FILENAME. e:xr

When PIP has finished copying the files. CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

A2. Type a command in the following form at the A> system (
prompt:

.>PIP x: = y:*.*£VI RETURN

Where x stands for the drive letter that references the Backup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;

where y stands for the drive letter that references Distribu
tion Disk Uwithin the 48 TPI drive;

where *.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk II: and

where (V] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.
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When you enter a command in this form. a prompt in the
following form will be displayed:

PUr DISK '1 IN' DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE1lJR.~

A3. Insert Distribution Disk IJ (temporarily called "DISK ylt) into
the 48 TPI drive (drive A) and press REIVRN. PIP will display
the names of the files it is copying in the following form:

When PIP is finished copying all of the files from Distribution
Disk fI, the following prompt will be displayed:

PUr DISK A IN DRI....E A: A1'I) PfIESS RETUR.~

A4. Insert Distribution DiSK I (temporarily called "DISK A") into
the 48 TPI drive (drive A) and press RETURN. CP/M will
display the A> system prompt.

AS. Type a command in the following form at the A> system
prompt:

A> PIP x: = y:•.•[V] REIVRN

Where x stands for the drive letter that references the Backup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;

where y stands for the drive letter that references Distribu
tion Disk III within the 48 TPI drive;

where •.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk III; and

where lv] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

When you enter a command in this form, a prompt in the
following form will be displayed:

PUr DISJe Y IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS REnJR.~

•
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A6. Insert Distribution Disk III (temporarily called "DISK C") into
the 48 TPI drive (drive A) and press RETURN. PIP will display
the names of the files it is copying in the following form:

COPYING -
F I l..EN.U(E. EXT

When PIP is finished copying all of the files from Distribution
Disk m, the following prompt will be displayed:

PUr DISK A IN DRIVE A: AND ?RESS RE'nJRN

A7. Insert Distribution Disk I (temporarily called "DISK A") into
the 48 TPI drive (drive A) and press RETURN. CP/M will
display the A> system prompt.

A8. Store your CP/M Distribution Disks in a safe place, and use
your CP/M Backup Disk for upcoming activities.

After completing the PIP activity, proceed to the text titled "Customiz
ing Procedures".

Method B

Bl. At the A> prompt, type the following command:

A> PIP x: = A:*.*[V] RETURN

Where x stands for the drive letter that references the Backup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;

where A is the drive letter that references Distribution Disk
I within the 48 TPI drive you used to boot up;

where *.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk I; and

where [V] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

PIP will begin to copy the files from Distribution Disk lone
by one, and display the name of each file in the form:

COPYING 
FIl..E.NAME. CIT

(

(
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When PIP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

82. Insert Distribution Disk n in the 48 TPI drive that you did
not use to boot up.

83. Type a command in the following form at the A> system
prompt:

A'PIP x: = Y:*.*lVl RETURN

Where x stands for the drive letter that references the 8ackup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;

where y stands for the drive letter that references Distribu
lion Disk U within the 48 TPI drive you did not use
to boot up;

where •.• is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk fi; and

where M is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

PIP will begin to copy the files from Distribution Disk II one
by one, and display the name of each file in the form:

COPYING 
.fIl.ENAME. EXT

When PIP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
the A> system prompt.

84. Remove Distribution Disk IT from the 48 TPI drive that you
did not use to boot up and insert Distribution Disk III in this
drive.

85. Type a command in the following form at the A> system
prompt:

A>PlP x: =y:$.*[V]RElVRN

Where x stands for the drive letter that references the Backup
Disk within the 96 TPI drive;
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where y stands for the drive letter that references Distribution
Disk III within the 48 TPI drive you did not use to
boot up;

where *.* is an ambiguous or wildcard file name that stands
for all of the files on Distribution Disk III; and

where [V] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

PIP will begin to copy the files from Distribution Disk ill one
by one, and display the name of each file in the form:

COPYING -
F I I.ENAME. EXT

When PlP has finished copying the files, CP/M will redisplay
. the A> system prompt.

After completing the PIP activity, proceed to the text titled "Customiz
ing Procedures".

Backup Procedure Five

An H/Z67 (Winchester Disk) Primary Drive

Use this procedure to back up an 8-inch Distribution Disk by copying
both the CP/M Operating System and the utility files to a partition
on the Winchester Disk. This partition will be known. for now, as the
"Backup Partition".

Before beginning Backup Procedure Five, you should perform the Win
chester Disk Partitioning Operation using the PART program. The PART
program and its documentation are provided with your HlZ67 hard
ware.

NOTE: To enable you to copy data to a Winchester Disk partition, write
protect switch 0 (located on the front panel of the HlZ67 drive model)
should be pressed down.

. ,

(
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PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to pedorm the following activities in se
quence:

bootstrap
CONFIGUR
ASSIGN
FORMAT
SYSGEN
PIP

To begin Backup Procedure Five. insert your CP/M Distribution Disk
into the floppy disk drive slot (right-hand slot) of the H!Z67 drive unit.
Enter the bootup command necessary for booting·up to this floppy disk
drive. This drive will be referre~ to as drive A: throughout this proce
dure. When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. wait for
the "STANDARD SYSTEM" prompt and type Y.

Then proceed to the ASSIGN activity.

ASSIGN

The ASSIGN utility assigns H!Z·67 Winchester Disk partitions to drive
names. Partitions should have already been created using the PART
program (as described in the PART documentation). CP/M will allow
one or two partitions to be assigned to drive names on the Winchester
Disk. But during this procedure, you will assign only one partition
to one drive name.

1. Type ASSIGN? and press RETURN. ASSIGN will display
a list of the partition names and occurrence numbers that were
set up with the PART program. Such a display might look
something like this:

PARTITION NAXt ocaJR SIZE_._._.._-_._.-
CPll 0 3200k
CPll 1 2860k
CPll 2 2020k
llDOS 0 1600k

Your partitions will probably have different names and num
bers. though they will be displayed in this form.
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2. Select the partition that you want to become your Backup
Partition.

3. Type ASSIGN B: = {partition name};{n} and press RETURN.

Where {partition name} is a variable used to represent the
name of the partition you select; and

where {o} is a variable used to represent the occurrence
number of the partition you select.

A partition's name and occurrence number must be separated
by a semicolon (;). Hence, a sample entry would be ASSIGN
B:CPM:2.

4. If you wish to confirm the assignment, type ASSIGN and press
. RETURN. The ASSIGN utility will display the drive assign·

ment you just entered. A sample display might' appear as
shown:

8: '"' CPM;2

Leave your Distribution Disk in drive A: and proceed to the FORMAT
activity.

FORMAT

The FORMAT utility will prepare the Backup Partition on your Win
chester Disk for data storage.

1. After the CPfM prompt A>, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which will display
the following message:

Format version 2.04
This program is used to inltialize a disk.
All information currently on the disk will be destroyed.
Is that what you want~ Iy/n):

2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use for this operation'

3. Type B. FORMAT will display:

Press RETURN to begin.
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4. Press RETURN. FORMAT will begin preparing the surface
of the partition (drive B:), and display the following message:

FORXAl'Tt~ PARTITJ~

When finished with its task, FORMAT displays the message:

Do you have .ere disks to (oraat? (yIn):

5. Type N. CP/M will display:

A>

Leave the Distribution Disk in the floppy disk drive slot and proceed
to the SYSGEN activity.

SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility puts a copy of the CP/M Operating System on
your Backup Partition (drive B:). SYSGEN will get this Operating Sys
tem copy from the Distribution Disk..

1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press RE1VRN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which will display a message in the
following fonn:

SYSGEN VERSION 2.0.04
SOORCE ORIVE NAME tOR RE:'I1JRN TO SKIP}:

2. Type A. SYSGEN will display:

S()lJR(X ON A, 'mEN TYPE RETURN

3. Press RE1VRN. SYSGEN will display:

FtINCT ION CQIIPI.EI'E

COPY BIOS.S'fS (YIN):

4. Type Y. SYSGEN will respond:

FlKTJON COMPlETE
DESTINATI(Ji DRIVE N.UIE tOR RE'IUR.~ TO RE8OOl'):

5. Type B. SYSGEN will display:
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6. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

F1JNC'1' ION COMPLETE
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) :

7. Press RETURN. Now CPflvt will display the system prompt:

A>

Leave the Distribution Disk in the floppy disk drive slot and proceed
to the PIP utility.

PIP

You will use the PIP utility to copy all of !.he files from your Distribution
Disk to your Backup Partition.

1. At the A> prompt, type PIP and press RETURN. PIP will
display the asterisk prompt (*).

2. At the asterisk (*) prompt, type the following command:

B:=A:*.*

Where *.* is an ambiguous (wildcard) file name that stands
for all of the files on the Distribution Disk in drive
A.

PIP will display the explicit name of each file from drive A:
as it copies the file. This display takes the following form:

COPYING 
FIlLl. E:XT
FILE2.E:XT
FILE3.E:XT

3. When PIP finishes copying all of the displayed files, it will
redisplay the asterisk (*) prompt. Press RETURN at the as
terisk (*) prompt. Then CP/M will display the system prompt,
as shown:

A>

(



When you have completed the PIP activity, proceed to the text titled
"Customizing Procedures".

NOTE: If you would like to copy the data from the Backup Partition
(or any partition) to an 8·inch floppy disk. use the BRS utility as
explained in the text titled "BRS" in Volume II: The CP/M Reference
Guide.
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CUSTOMIZING PROCEDURES

The CP/M Operating System on your Distribution Disk and Backup
Disk is already set to control some of the components of your hardware
environment in a limited fashion. These customization procedures will
help you to make some changes to the CP/M Operating System so that
it will control all of the components of your hardware environment
at peak efficiency.

The product of these procedures· will be a disk containing a fully
customized copy of the CP/M Operating System. We will call this disk
the "System Disk". because for now it will contain only the CP/M sys·
tern kernel and the CP/M file BIOS.SYS. ("Working Disk Procedures"
will instruct you to add other useful files to this disk later on.)

Because Heath/Zenith offers such a wide range of hardware devices,
different users require different procedures for customizing CP/M.
Therefore, this section contains six different procedures for customizing
a CP/M Operating System. You will need to use one of these procedures
now, and whenever you add devices to your hardware environment.

The procedure you use to customize your operating system depends
mainly upon your assortment of disk drives. Use Table 1-5 to determine
the proper procedure.

Table 1-5 lists groups of disk drives offered by Heath/Zenith. Every
user of Heath/Zenith disk drives has either one or two drive groups.
The "primary drive group" is the group of drives that you use to perform
bootstrap with your CP/M Distribution Disk(s) and your CP/M Backup
Disk(s}. The "secondary drive group" consists of drives of a different
type which afe not accessible through your CP/M distribution software.

To use Table 1-5, locate the intersection of the line that describes your
primary drive group and the column that describes your secondary
drive group (if any). At the point of intersection is the number of the
customization procedure you should use.

* CuStomiZIng Procedures Three and Sill I'leIp you 10 customize the operaling system that already
reslOes on a Backup Partrl!on or BacKup Disk. rather than preparing an additional panrtion or
disk 10 receive the customized operating system.
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One 48 TPI. S.2S-inch drive 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive 1 4 4 4 4 4
Two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Three 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
Two 48 TPI. 8-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5(H-47 or Z-47)

Two 96 TPI. S.2S-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5
Two 96 TPI. S.2S-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5and one 48 TPI, S.2S-lnch drive

Three 96 TPl, S.2S-inch drives 2 5 5 5 5 5
One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive 3 6 6 6 6 6and one 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drive

One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive 3 6 6 6 6 6and two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives

One Winchester/floppy drive 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6(H-67 or Z-67J

Table 1-5
Customizing Procedures

* Customizing Procedure One begins on page 1-96
* Customizing Procedure Two begins on page 1-114
* Customizing Procedure Three begins on page 1-132
* Customizing Procedure Four begins on page 1-145
* Customizing Procedure Five begins on page 1-169
* Customizing Procedure Six begins on page 1-190

•
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When you've found the appropriate procedure, turn to the pages ex
plaining your procedure and follow the step-by-step instructions for
this procedure. U you feel that you can perform the activities without
step-by-step instructions. then you can use the "Procedure Synopsis"
at the beginning of the procedure for an overview of the activities in
volved.

Customizing Procedure One

One Primary 5.25-inch Floppy Drive, and No Secondary
Drives

This procedure will help you to customize a copy of the CPflv1. Operating
System taken from your Backup Disk (or Backup Disk 1). and put this
customized system copy on a blank disk. The blank disk must be man
ufactured the same type as the Backup Disk, Label this blank disk as
the "System Disk". The System Disk must be write enabled during this
procedure.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

bootup
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
MOVCPM'
SYSGEN
bootstrap
PIP
bootstrap
CONFIGUR

To begin Procedure One. insert Backup Disk I into the disk drive. Boot
up. The CONFIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed to
the CONFIGUR activity.

.. Useel1hefMOVCPM17atMOVCPM37.
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CONFIGUR

This CO FIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you performed bootstrap so that you can copy
data to your backup disk(s). There are two methods for performing
this CONFIGUR activity, so use ONLY the method specified below for
your primary drive group.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 48 TPI drive,
then use Method A for this CONFIGUR activity.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 96 TPI drive,
then use Method B for this CONFIGURactivity.

Method A

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA."'iDARD SY5TDl IY OR Nl' <Y>:

type Y. The CONFIGUR activity will eod, aod CP/M will display the
A> system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

Method B

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA.'IDARD 5Y5'I'Dl IY OR Nl! <v>:

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-6. To the right
of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part of the display
that should appear immediately after your entry.
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Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

N cp/III CONFIGURATION (Main Menu)
B 5.25 INO! SOFT-S£CTORED UNIT 0 STEP RATE: 30MS TRACK DENSITY' 4811'I

A SOfT·SECTOR UNIT 0 STEP RATE ~

6 SOfT-SECTOR UNIT 0 STEP RATE ? ,
RETURN SOfT-SECTOR liNIT 0 TRACl{ DENSITY ?

96 SOfT-SECTOR UNIT 0 TRACIC DENSITY ' ..
RETURN S.2S INCH SOf"I'-S£CI'ORm USIT 0 STEP RATE 6llS TRACK ~ITY 9611'1

Y CP/Y COt'.'FlGURATION (Main Menu)
D RUN A!JI'OllATIC COMMAND LINE ON COLD BOOT TRUE

A RUN AllI'OMATIC C'OMMAND LINE ON COLD BOOT FALSE

Y CP/M CONFIGURATION (Main Menu)
y A> (CP/M system prompt)

Table 1-6
CONFlCUR Entries for One 96 TPI Drive

When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT activity.

NOTE: If the display excerpted or described in the table does not ap
pear. read the CONFIGUR text in "Volume II: The CP/M Reference
Guide".

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

FORMAT

Use the FORMAT utility to prepare a System Disk for data storage.
The method you should use to operate FORMAT depends on the type
of System Disk you are preparing. Use only one of the two FORMAT
methods specified below:

If your System Disk. is hard-sectored. use Method A to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If your System Disk. is soft-sectored. use Method B to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter B.

(
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MelhodA:

AI. At the A> system prompt. type FORMAT and press RETURN.
This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays a message in
the following form:

Foraat VerSIon 2.04
This prograa is used to initialize a disk.
All information currently on the disk will be destroyed.
Is that what you want' (yIn}:

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use for this operation'

A3. Type A. FORMAT will display:

Put the diSk you wish to be formatted in drive A.
Press RE1\IR.'i to begin, anything else to abort.

A4. Remove Backup Disk I. and insert the System Disk. Then close
the drive and press RETURN.

AS. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have .ore disks to forut' (yIn);

A6. Type N and FORMAT will display:

Place a boatable disk In drive A and press any character.

A7. Remove the System Disk and insert Backup Disk in the drive.
Then type any character. CP/M will display:

Leave the Backup Disk in the drive and proceed to the MOVCPM activ
ity.
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Method B:

81. At the A> System Prompt, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays the
following:

Format version 2.04
This proSt.. is used to initialize a dISk.
All intoraation currently on the disk wIll be destroyed.
Is that ..hat you want? Iy/n).

B2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

'~ich drive do you wish to use tor thIS operation'

B3. Type A. FORMAT will display:

ll"hich densi ty? IS- sinsle, D-double);

84. If your System Disk is a single-density disk, type S.

If your System Disk is a double-density disk, type D.

After you respond to the density prompt, FORMAT will dis
play:

85. If your System Disk is a single-sided disk, type 1.

If your System Disk is a double-sided disk, type 2.

After you respond to the side quantity prompt, FORMAT will
display one of the following two messages:

48 !PI drive-- 40 tracks WIll be foraatted

or

96 !PI drIve -- 80 tracks '111 be for~atted

(If the type of TPI drive specified here is different from your
drive, repeat the previous CONFIGUR activity.) FORMAT will
also display the following prompt:

Put the disk you with to be formatted in drive A.
Press ~~ to begin, anythins else to abort.



B6. Immediately remove the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) and
insert the System Disk. Then close the disk drive, and press
RETURN.

B7. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have .are disks to fon.at! (y/nl'

88. Type N. and FORMAT will display:

Place a boatable disk in drive A and press any character.

B9. Remove the System Disk and insert the Backup Disk (of Back
up Disk I). Then type any character. CP/M will display:

.>
With the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in the drive, proceed to the
MOVCPM activity.

( MOVCPM

The MOVCPM utilities enable you to adjust the amount of memory
space that your CP/M Operating System will occupy in your microcom
puter. Your computer has a memory limit of either 32K, 48K, or 64K.
However, the operating system on your Backup Disk is preset to occupy
only 32K. ("K" stands for kilobyte, a unit of data storage space.)

MOVCPM loads part of the operating system into a special location
in computer memory, and allows it to expand until it fills the com
puter's entire memory capacity.

If your computer's memory limit is 32K, then skip the MOVCPM activ
ity and proceed to the instructions for the SYSGEN activity [Method
!!J.

If the memory limit "00" indicated io the bootstrap message ("noK
HEATHIZENITH CP/M v.v.vv") is smaller than the your computer's
limit, then use one of the MOVCPM utilities to raise the memory limit
on your operating system, so that it matches that of your computer.
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NOTE: U you don't use a MOVCPM utility to take advantage of all
of your computer's available memory space, you will not be able to
use application programs that require more than 32K of memory space.

1. If the disk that you just formatted is hard-sectored, then enter
the following command in response to the system prompt:

.,MOVCPM17

If the disk that you just formatted is 50ft-sectored, then enter
the following command in response to the system prompt:

A>MOVCPM37

2. Wait for the MOVCPM utility to display a message in the
following form:

MQVCPMdd Version 2.2.04

CONSTRUCTING 64k CP/M vers 2.2
READY FOR ·SYSGEN" OR
"SAVE 38 CPMnn. CCIl:~

Your display may differ in numeric values, depending on
which version of MOVCPM you used and how much memory
space it found in your computer.

Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.

SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility copies some or all of the CP/M Operating System
onto your System Disk. SYSGEN might get this operating system copy
hom the Backup Disk, or hom a special location in computer memory
(if a MOVCPM activity put part of the operating system in this special
memory location).

U you just performed a MOVCPM operation, use SYSGE Method A
and follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If the memory limit indicated in the bootstrap message ("nnK HEATHI
ZENITH CP/M v.v.vv") matches the actual memory limit of your micro
computer, then use SYSGEN Method B and follow the numbered steps
preceded by the letter B.

(



Method A:

A1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility, which displays a message
in the form:

SYSGEN YEa 2 2.04
5OllR:CE DRIVE NAME lOR RETURN 1'0 SKIPl: REroR.~

A2. Press RE1VRNas shown above. SYSGEN will display:

OCSTINATICW DRIVE SAlII[ lOR RETUR.'l TO REBOOT):

A3. Type B. SYSGEN will display:

A4. Type RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompt:

P\1I' DISK B IN DRIVE A.: A.ND PRESS RE'I\lR.~

AS. Remove the Backup Disk and insert your System Disk. Then
press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

f1.OCTlOH COMPlETE.
DESTINATION DRIVE NA.JilE (OR REroR.~ TO REBOOT):

A6. Reset the computer. Do not press RETURN at this prompt.
Then remove the System Disk. insert the Backup Disk, and
perform bootstrap. CPfl\.1 will display the system prompt:

Leave the Backup Disk in the drive and proceed to the PIP activity.

Method 8

B1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which displays a message in the fol
lowing form:

SYSGEN YEa 2.2.04
SCXJRCE DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO SKIP):

82. Type A. SYSGEN will display:

SOURCE ON A, mEN TYPE RET\IR,"l
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83. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

Fl.lNCT ION COMP1..ETE.
COPY BIOS SYS (YIN)

84. Type Y. SYSGEN will display:

Fl.lNCTION COMPI.EIt:
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR REnJRN TO REBOOI')"

85. Type B. SYSGEN will display:

O£STIl'tATION ON 8, 'mDi TYP£ RETUR.~

B6. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompts:

PUT DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS REnJR.~

B7. Remove the Backup Disk, insert the System Disk, and press
REIVRN. SYSGEN will display:

Fl.lNCTION COKPI.EIt:.
DESTINATION DRIVE NAl«E lOR RETURN TO REBOOT):

B8. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompt:

PUT DISK: A IN DRIVE A; A.'ID PRESS RETh'R.~

89. Press REIVRN. CP/M will display:

Insert the System Disk in the drive, boot up, and proceed to CONFIGUR,

PIP

The PIP utility is used to copy files between disks. You will use it
now to copy the BIOS,SYS file from yOIIT Backup Disk to your System
Disk.

1. At the A> system prompt type the following command line:

.,PIP B: = A:BIOS.sYS[R]

l
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Where 8: represents the System Disk (the destination of the
BIOS.SYS file);

where A: represents the Backup Disk (the source of the
BIOS.SYS file);

where BIOS.SYS is the file component of the CP/M Operating
System; and

where (R] is a command line parameter that allows you to
copy a file that has Read/Only status (such as
BIOS.SYS.)

2. For the remainder of this activity, PIP will prompt you to
insert the Backup Disk and the System Disk alternately by
displaying one of the following two prompts:

P't1I' DISK A IN' DRIVE A: A..'4l PRESS~

or

PVI' DISK B IN' DRIVE A: AND PRESS REnJRN

Where "DISK A" is the Backup Disk; and
where "DISK S" is the System Disk..

When PIP has finished copying the BIOS.SYS file, CP/M will
redisplay the A> system prompt.

3. At the A> system prompt, reset the computer.

4. Insert the System Disk. and boot up to test this disk.

Leave the System Disk in the drive and proceed to the CONFIGUR
activity.

CONFIGUIl

The CONFIGUR utility customizes the operating system on your System
Disk to match several characteristics of your hardware environment.
This procedure will show you how to use CONFIGUR to customize
the system for only essential hardware characteristics. (Use the CON
FIGUR instructions in the Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide if
you want more detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)
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To begin this activity, you should have your System Disk in the drive
slot. Refer to the System Disk as "DISK A". Keep your Backup Disk
(or Backup Disk I) handy and refer to it as "DISK B". Prompts will
instruct you to alternately insert "DISK B" (Backup Disk) and "DISK
A" (System Disk).

1. Type the command B:CONFIGUR RETURN at the system
prompt. The terminal display will read:

PlJI' DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

2. Remove the System Disk. insert Backup Disk I. and press
RETURN. The terminal display will read:

PUT D!SK A IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE'I\lRN

3. Remove Backup Disk I, insert the System Disk, and press
RETURN. The CONFIGUR utility will present a display that
begins with an identification message in the following form:

Heath/Zenith Configuration PTogra.
version 2.2.04
serial NUmber: sss-sssss

CONFIGUR will continue to display messages, ending with
the following prompt:

Standard systelll (V or N)? <V>:

4. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

5. Refer to Table 1-7 if you have a Z89-3 interface card. and
to Table 1·8 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table. type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminaL To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal. repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt. CON
FlGUR will either ignore yOUf mistake. or display it. If a mistake is

(
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ignored. simply answer the prompt again. [f CONFIGUR displays your
mistake, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT: baud rate:
Z-88, H-88, 0 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port:
Z-89, H-80, 350 CRT: baud rate; 9600 port: OE8H '" 3SOQ

or 2-90 y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT; ""

CRT CON• .. CRT:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B 'I"l'Y: baud rate:
terminal 30 TIY: baud rate: 300 port:

320 Tl"i: baud rate: 300 port: OOOH .. 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON • •
TTY CON. '"' 'rl'Y:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TTY: baud rate:

12 'ITY: baud rate: 1200 port'
320 TTY: baud rate: 1200 port: ODOH .. 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON • •
TTY CON. '"' 'I"l'Y:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-7
Terminals with Z89-3lnterface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19, H-19, A CRT baud rate:

Z-88, H-88, 9 CRT, baud rate: 9600 port

2-89, H-89, 350 CRT, baud rate: 9600 port 0~8H '" 350Q

or Z·90 Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
Terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, •
CRT CON, '" CRT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu]

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA·36 B TTY, baud rate:

terminal 30 TTY, baud rate: 300 port.

330 TTY, baud rate: 300 port· OOSH ., J30Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TTY CON' ., 1"I'Y:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1840 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TTY, baud rate:

12 TTY, baud rate: 1200 port:

330 TTY, baud rate: 1200 port: OOSH .. 3JOQ

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TTY CON, = 1"I'Y:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-8
Terminals with Z89-11 Interface

6. Refer to Table 1·9 if you have a Z89·3 interface card, and
to Table 1-10 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. U the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear, repeat the entry.

(
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630. 1640. C LST: baud rate:

or 1650 t2 LST- baud rate: 1200 port:

printer 340 LST: baud rate: 1200 port: OEOH '" 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: !.OW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4}
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D !..ST: •
ULt 1.5T: = ULl"

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 C LST: baud rale"
printer 30 LST: baud rate: 300 port:

340 LST: baud rate: '00 port: OEOH '"' 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready Signal Polanty: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT LST: .. LPT:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Heath H-t4 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH - 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity' !.OW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: =

LPT LST: = LPT"

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table t-9
Printers with Z89·J Interface

(continued on next page]
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
TI-Bl0 printer C LST. baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH = 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT LST: = I.?T:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-25 or H-25 C LST: baud rate:
printer 4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port;

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH ,. 340Q

M Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: HIGH
none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT LST: '" LPT;

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Epson MX-BO A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH ,. 3400

M Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH
N Serial Printer Ready SingaI: DTR (Pin 20\
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D L5T: ·
LPT I.5T: ,. LPT:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-9
Printers with Z89·3 Interface

(continued from preceding page)
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Your Printer

Diablo
630,1640.
or 1650
printer

DECwriter
LA-34 or LA-36
printer

Heath H-14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
12
340
none
none
y

C
D
ULl
y

A
C
30
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate: 1200 port·
LST: baud rate: 1200 port: OEOH :: 340Q

Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready signal: RTS IPin 4)

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ,.

LST: .. uti:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate: 300 port.

LST: baud rate: 300 port: OEOH '" 340Q

Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW
Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS {Pin 4}

Z89-11 LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
1.5T: ::

LST: :: LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu]

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate: 4800 port
LST: baud rate: 4800 port· OEOH :: 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPT Selection: SERIAL
CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ::

LST: :: LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-10
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries

Texas Instruments A
TI-810 printer C

4

340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST. baud rate
LST baud rate' 4800 port·
LST: baud rate: 4800 port" OEOH • 340Q

Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity; LOW
serial Printer Ready signal RTS (Pin 4)

Z89·1l 1Jl'T selection: SERIAL
CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: - l.PT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath
Z-25 or H-25
printer

EpsonMX-80
serial printer

A
C
4

340
M
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
M
N
P
Y
C
D
LPT
Y

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST; baud rate:
LST baud rate. 4800 port;
LST baud rate; 4800 port. OEOH - 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGi

Serial Printer Ready signal RTS (pin 4)

Z89-II 1Jl'T Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
lSf: •

lST: - LPT:

CP/M configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
lSf: baud rate:
lST: baud rate: 4800 port:
LST baud rate: 4800 port OEOK· 3400

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: MIGi

Serial Printer Ready Singal DTR IPln 201

Z89-li 1Jl'T Selection: SERIAL

CP/M ConfiJUI'ation (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST" -

LST: • l.PT

CP/M Conltguration (Main Menu)

Table 1-10
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
plll'allci printer none Parallel PrInter Ready Siena} PolarIty HIQl

none Z89-11 LPT selection; PARALLEL
y CP/K Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT LST: • LPT:
y CPIM configuration (Main Menu]

Table 1-10
Printers with Z89-11Interface

. (continued from preceding page)

7. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration". Respond to the selection prompt in
this menu by typing Y. CP/M will display the "A>" system
prompt.

You have just completed your customization procedure. Uyou correctly
followed your entire customization procedure. your System Disk
should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that controls all
components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the "Working Disk Procedures".

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are not listed in these
tables and are still not working with your System Disk, then use the
instructions in Volume 11: The CP/M Reference Guide to perform the
CONFIGUR activity.

If you have devices that are listed in these tables and they still don't
function properly with your System Disk, then the devices themselves
might have been set with characteristics that this text could not antici
pate. Therefore you should refer to your Hardware manual(s) for hard
ware settings instructions, and to Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide
for CONFIGUR instructions.
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Customizing Procedure Two

Two or Three Primary Floppy Drives of the Same Type
and No Secondary Drives

This procedure will help you to customize a copy of the CP/M Operating
System taken from your Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I), and put this
customized system copy on a blank disk. The blank disk must be man
ufactured the same type as the Backup Disk, Label this blank disk "Sys
tem Disk". The System Disk must be write enabled during this proce
dure.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

bootstrap
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
MOVCPM'
SYSGEN
bootstrap
PIP
bootstrap
CONFIGUR

To begin Customizing Procedure Two, insert your Backup Disk (or
Backup Disk I) in drive A and your System Disk in drive B. Perform
bootstrap. The CONFIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Pro
ceed to the CONFIGUR activity.

* Usa either MOVCPM17or MOVCPM37or MOVe?M47.

(
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CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you performed bootstrap so that you can copy
data to your backup dlsk(s). There are two methods for performing
this CONFIGUR activity, so use ONLY the method specified below for
your primary drive group.

If your primary drives are 48 TPI S.2S-inch drives or 8-inch drives.
then use Method A for this CONFIGUR activity.

If your primary drives are 96 TPI S.2S-inch drives. then use Method
B for this CONFIGUR activity.

Method A

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA."4lARD SYS'l'D( IY OR NI! <Y>:

type Y. The CONFIGUR activity will end, and CP/M will display the
A> system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

Method B

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STANDARD SYSTEM tY OR NI! <Y>:

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-11. To the right
of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part of the display
that should appear immediately after you type the entry.
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Keyboard
Entries

N
B

A
6
RETURN
96
RETURN

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

CPIM CONF'IWRATION (Main Menu)
5.25 INCH SOf'T-SECI'OREI) USIT 0 STEP RATE 30WS lRACK DENSITY 48TPI

S.25 INOISOFT-SECI'ORED UNIT 1 STEP RATE 30KS TRACK DENSITY 48TPI

SOf'T-SltlOR UNIT 0 Sn:P RATE !

SOf"I'-SEX:roR UNIT 0 STEP RATE ' 6

SOFT-SECTOR UNIT 0 TRACK DENSITY !

SOFT-SrrroR UNIT 0 TRACK OCNSITY ! 96

5.25 INCll SOrT-SEC'l'ORED UNIT 0 STEP RAn:: 6MS TRACK DENSITY: 96TPI

5.25 INCH SOFT-SEC'l'ORED UNIT 1 Sn:P RATE. 30MS TRACK OE.'{SITY, 48TPI

Page 1

u

6
RETURN
96
RETURN

y
D
A
Y
Y

SOFT-SECTOR UNIT 1 STEP RATE ? 6

SOFT-SECTOR UNIT 1 TRACK OE:.'IISITY !

SOFT-SECI'OR tr.iIT 1 TRACK DENSITY? 96

5.25 INCH SOfT-SEC."roRfD UNIT 0 STEP RAn: 6KS TRACK OCSSITY: 96TPI

5.25 INCH SOFT-SE:CI'ORrn UNIT I StU' RATE 6J(S ntACK DENSITY: 96TPI

CPf}t (.'ONFHIJRATION (Main Menu)
Rlr.i AI.mJ(ATIC aJOlA."ID LINE ON COLD BOOT TRUE

RUN AIJI'OMATIC aJOtA.'iD LINE ON COlD BOOT FAI..S£

CP/M COSFIGJRATION (Main Menu)
A> (CP/M system prompt)

Table 1-11
CONF1GUR Enlries for One 96 TPI Drive

(

When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT activity.

NOTE:lf the display excerpted or described in the table does not appear,
read the CONFIGUR text in "Volume 11: The CP/M Reference Guide".

FORMAT

The FORMAT utility prepares your System Disk for data storage. How
ever, FORMAT works differently depending on the type of disk you
are using. Therefore. use the FORMAT method specified below:

U your System Disk is hard-sectored. use Method A to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If your System Disk is soft-sectored, use Method B to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter B.
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Method A:

A1. At the A> System Prompt, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays a
message in the form:

Foraat Version 2.04
This progra. is used to initialize a disk.
All inIoraation currently on the disk .ill be destroyed
Is that what you .ant! (yIn);

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use tor this operatlon~

A3. Type B. FORMAT will display:

Put the di.sk you wlSt) to be torutted in drive B
Press ~~ to begin. anythIng else to abort.

A4. Make sure that the System Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have acre dIsks to foraat! (yIn):

A5. Type N. CP/M will display the system prompt:

'>
Proceed to the MQVCPM activity.

Method B:

B1. Arter the CP/M prompt A>, type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays a
message in the form:

For_at Version 2.04
This program is used to inltialize a disk.
All inforaation currently on the disk will be destroyed
Is that what you ~ant' Iy/n).

B2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drIve do you wish to use tor thIS operation~
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83. Type B. FORM:AT will display one of the following two mes·
sages:

Which density' (S-sina:le, O-double):

or

Which density? (S-sina:le, D-double, E-extended double):

84. If your System Disk. is a single.density disk, type S.

If your System Disk is a double.density disk. type D,

85. After you respond to the density prompt, FORMAT's response
will depend upon the kind of disk you are formatting.

.If your System Disk is an 8-inch disk, proceed to step 87.

[f your System Disk is a 5.25 inch soft-sectored disk, FORMAT
will display:

Number of sides? (l&single, 2-double):

86. If your System Disk is a single·sided disk. type 1.

Uyour System Disk is a double-sided disk. type 2.

After you respond to the side quantity prompt, FORMAT will
display one of the following two messages:

48 TPI drive •• 40 tracks will be (or~atted

or

96 TPI drive _. 80 tracks _lll be (oraatted

(If the type of TPI drive specified here does not match your
drives, repeat the previous CONFIGUR activity.)

87. FORMAT will also display the following prompt:

Put the disk you wish to be (or.atted In drIve 8.
Press REnJR..... to begin. anyth1na: else to abort

(



88. Make sure that the System Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have IIOfl! disks to fOfaat' (VI"')

89. Type N. CP/M will display:

A>

Proceed to the MOVCPM activity.

MOVCPM

The MOVCPM utilities enable you to adjust the amount of memory
space that the CP/M Operating System will occupy in your microcom
puter. Your computer has a memory limit of either 32K, 48K. or 64K.
However. the operating system on your Backup Disk is preset to occupy
only 32K. ("K" stands for kilobyte. a unit of data storage space.)

MOVCPM loads part of the operating system into a special location
in computer memory, and allows this part of the system to expand
until it fills the computer's entire memory capacity.

If your computer's memory limit is 32K, then skip the MOVCPM activ
ity and proceed to the instructions for the SYSGEN activity (Method
!!J.

If the memory limit "nn" indicated in the bootstrap message ("nnK
HEATWZENITH CP/M v.v.vv") is smaller than the your computer's
limit, then use one of the MOVCPM utilities to raise the memory limit
on your operating system, so that it matches that of your computer.

NOTE: If you don't use MOVCPM to take advantage of all of your com
puter's available memory space, you will not be able to use your CP/M
system with large application programs that require more than 32k of
memory space to operate.

1. If you cue customizing CP/M Version 2.2.04 with a 5.2S-inch
hard-sectored System Disk, then enter the following command
in response to the system prompt:

A>MOVCPM17
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If you are customizing CP/M Version 2.2.04 with a 5.25·inch
soft-sectored System Disk, then enter the following command
in response to the system prompt:

A>MQVCPM37

[f you are customizing CP/M Version 2.2.04 with an a-inch
System Disk. then enter the following command in response
to the system prompt:

A>MOVCPM47

2. Wait for the MOVCPM utility to display a message in the
following form:

YOVCPWXX Version 2.2.04

CONSTRUCTING nnk CP ItI. vers 2. 2
READY FOR "SYSGEN" OR
"SA.VE 38 CPMnn. COllI"

Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.

SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility copies some or all of the CP/M Operating System
onto your System DisK. SYSGEN might get this operating system copy
from the Backup Disk, or from a special location in computer memory
(if a MOVCPM activity put part of the operating system in this special
memory location.)

[f you just performed a MOVCPM activity, use SYSGEN Method A and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If the memory limit indicated in the bootstrap message {"nnK HEATH!
ZENITH CP/M v.v.vv"} matches the actual memory limit of your micro
computer. then use SYSGEN Method B and follow the numbered steps
preceded by the letter B.



Method A

A1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press REIVRN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility. which displays a message
in the form:

S'lSG[;.'i V£RSI~ 2.0 04
SOllRCE DRIVE NAME lOR REnJR.'i TO SKIP) RETURN

A2. Press RETURNas shown above. The computer will print:

DESTINATION DRIVE N.UlE (OR R£'t\lRN TO RDlOOT)

A3. Type B. CP/M will respond;

DESTINATION ON 8, l1iEN TYPE RE'I'URH

A4. Press RETURN. CP/M will print:

F'\.r.«:T100 CCIlPIEI"!.
DESTINATION DRIVE WJCE: (OR RE'nJRN TO REBOOT):

AS. Reset the computer. Do not enter a carriage return at this
prompt. Then perform bootstrap with the Backup Disk in
drive A: CP/M will display the system prompt:

A>

Proceed to the PIP activity.

Method B

B1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes SYSGEN, which displays a message in the form:

SYSGEN V£RSION 2.0.04
SOURCE DRIVE s.ua: (OR REnJRN TO SKIP):

B2. Type A. SYSGEN will display;

B3. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

f'tlNCTION COMP1.ETE
COPY BIOS SYS (YIN).
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B4. Type Y. SYSGEN will display:

FUNCTION COMPlEI'E

DESTINATION DRIVE N..ua: lOR RETUR.~ 1'0 REBOOT} .

D5. Type B. SYSGEN will display:

OESTINATI~ ON S, na:N TYPE RETUR....

B6. Press REIVRN. SYSGEN will display:

F1N:"I'ION lXIA.E'IE.
OESTlNATI~ DRiVE NAME lOR R£TUR."f 1'0 REBClCrI'J.

B7. Reset the computer. Remove the Backup Disk from drive A:,
and insert the System Disk in drive A:. Then insert the Backup
Disk in drive B:. Perform bootstrap using the System Disk.
CP/M will display the system prompt:

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.

PIP

This PIP activity will help you to copy the BIOS.SYS file from your
Backup Disk to your System Disk.

1. At the A> prompt. type the following command line:

.,PIP B: = A:BIOS.SYS(R]

Where B: represents the System Disk (the destination of the
BlOS.SYS file);

where A: represents the Backup Disk (the source of the
BIOS.SYS file);

where BIOS.SYS is the file component of the CP/M Operating
System: and

where [R) is a command line parameter that allows you to
copy a file that has Read/Only status (such as
BIOS.syS.)

(
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When PIP has finished copying the BIOS.SYS file, CP/M will
redisplay the A> system prompt.

2. At the A> system prompt, reset the computer.

3. Insert the System Disk into drive A. and perfonn bootstrap
to test this disk.

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.

CONFIGUR

The CONFIGUR utility customizes the operating system on your System
Disk. to match several characteristics of your hardware environment.
This procedure will show you how to use CONFIGUR to customize
the system for only essential hardware characteristics. (Use the CON
FIGUR instructions in the Volume D: The CP/M Reference Guide if
you want more detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)

To begin this activity, you should have your System Disk in drive A,
and your Backup Disk (or Backup Disk nin drive B.

1. Perform bootstrap with the System Disk. CP/M will display
the "A>" system prompt.

2. Type the command B:CONFIGUR RETURN at the system
prompt. This entry invokes CONFIGUR, which will present
a display that begins with an identification message in the
following form:

Heath/Zenith COnfiguration Prograa
Version 2.2.04
serial NUaber sss-sssss

Take note of your version number. CONFIGUR will continue
to display messages, ending with the following prompt:

STA.>iDARD SYSlDf IV OR N)! <y>'

3. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".
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4. Refer to Table 1-12 if you have a Z89-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-13 if you have a Z89·11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminal. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal, repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt, CON
FIGUR will either ignore your mistake, or display it. If a mistake is
ignored, simply answer the prompt again. If CONFIGUR displays your
mistake, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.

(
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT: baud rate:
Z-88. H-88. 9 CRT: baud rate, 9600 port:
Z-89. H-89. 350 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port: OESH '"' 350Q

or Z-90 Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT: •
CRT CON, z CRT:

y CP/M configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriler A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA·34 or LA-36 B TTY, baud rate'
terminal 30 TI'Y: baud rate' 300 port;

320 TI'Y: baud rate: 300 port, ODOH '"' 320Q

Y CP/M Confi,uration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TrY CON z TI'Y:

y CP/II conti,uratlon (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TI'Y: baud rate:

12 TI'Y: baud rate: 1200 port:
320 ITY: baud rate: 1200 port: ODOH '"' 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: •
TrY CON: • TTY
Y CP !II Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·12
Tenninals with Z89-3 Interface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19, H-19, A CRT baud rate·

Z-88, H-88, 9 CRT baud rate 9600 port:

Z-89, H-89, 350 CRT baud rate 9600 port: 0E:8H - 3~OQ

or Z-90 y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT. •
CRT CON. - CRT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B TTY; baud rate:

terminal 30 iTi; baud rate; 300 port;

330 TI"{ baud rate; 300 port. OD8H • 330Q

Y CP/M ConfIguration (Main Menu)
C (Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON. •
1TY CON. • TTY:
y CP/M contlcuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B ITY. baud rate;

12 iTi· baud rate: 1200 port.

330 Ti'Y: baud rate: 1200 port: 008H '" 330Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON. •
1TY CON • 1i'Y:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-13
Tenninals with Z89·1tlnterface

5. Refer to Table 1-14 if you have a Z89-3 interface card. and
to Table 1-15 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table. type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear. repeat the entry.
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630.1640. C LST: baud rate:

or 1650 12 LST: baud rate: 1200 port:

printer 340 LST: baud rate: 1200 port: OEOH • 340Q

nODe Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST; ·
UL1 LST: • ULI:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 C LST: baud rate:

printer 30 LST: baud rate: 30. porl:

340 LST: baud rate: 3•• port: OE:OH - 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT LST: : l.PT:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Heath H-14 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OE:OH - 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: ·
LPT LST: - l.PT;

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-14
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
TI-810 printer C LST: baud rate

4 !.ST baud rate 4800 PO"
340 !.ST baud rate 4800 port; OEOH • 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal Polan ty: LOW
none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M COnfiguration (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT l...ST: • lPl':
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-25 or H-25 C l...ST. baud rate
printer 4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH • J40Q

M serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 41

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D !.ST ·
LPT !.ST. • lPl':
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Epson MX-BO A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C l...ST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH " 3400

M serial Printer Ready Signal Polan ty: HIGH

N serial Printer Ready Singal- DTR (Pin 201

y CP/M COnfiiW'atlon (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D !.ST' •
LPT LST: • lPl':
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-14
Printers with Z89-3lnterface

(continued from precedinl pale)
(



Your Printer

Diablo
630,1640,
or 1650
printer

DECwriter
LA·34 or LA-36
printer

Heath H-14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
12
340
none
nonB
y

C
D
UL1
y

A
C
30
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 1200 port:

LST: baud rate: 1200 port: OEOH '" 340Q

&erial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: ,. ULl:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LSi: baud rate:

LSi: baud rate: 300 port:

LST: baud rate: 300 port: OEOH z 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-II LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LSi: '"

LST: .. l.P1':

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH .. 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89~1l l.P1' Selection: SE:RIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ..

LST: '" LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-15
Printers with Z89·11lnterface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries

Texas Instruments A
TI·810 printer C

4

340

none
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate 4800 port:
LST. bawl. rat.e; .eoo port OEOH - 3.OQ

serial Printer Ready signal Polarity' LOW

serial Printer Reacly Signal. RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPt' selection: SERIAL

CP/M Conflguration (Main Menu)
(Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

l.ST: • LPt':

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath
Z-25 or H-25
printer

Epson MX-BO
serial printer

A
C
4

340
M
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4

340

M
N
P
Y
C
D
LPT
Y

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST baud rate:
LST; baud rate: 4800 port:
LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH • 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection: SERIAL
CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: - lP'I':

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST' baud rate'
LST baud rate. 4800 port
LST baud rate: 4800 port. OlOH • 3400

SUial PrInter Ready Signal Polanty HIQt
serial Printer Ready Stngal DTR tPin 20)

ZS9-lt LPT selection: SERIAL
CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: • LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-15
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

EpsonMX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
parallel printer none Parallel PrInter Ready Signal Polarity HIGIl

none zag·11 LPT SelectIon PARAun.

y CP/M Conf ipation (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
0 LST: -
LPT LST: • LPT:

y CP/M configuration {Main Menu}

Table 1-15
Printers with Z89·11 Interface

(continued from preceding page)

6. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration". Respond to the selection prompt in
this menu by typing Y. CP/M will display the "A>" system
prompt.

You have just completed your customization procedure. If you correctly
followed your entire customization procedure, your System Disk
should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that controls all
components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the "Working Disk Procedures",

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are not listed in these
tables and are still not working with your System Disk, then use the
instructions in Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide to perform the
CONFIGUR activity.

If you have devices that are listed in these tables and they still don't
function properly with your System Disk. then the devices themselves
might have been set with characteristics that this text could not antici
pate. Therefore you should refer to your hardware manual(s) for hard
ware settings instructions. and to Volume 11: The CP/M Reference Guide
for CONFIGUR instructions.
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Customizing Procedure Three

An H/Z67 (Winchester Disk) Drive and No Secondary
Drives

or

One 96 TIP, 5.25-Inch and One or Two 48 TPI, 5.25-Inch
Primary Drives and No Secondary Drives

This procedure will help you to customize a copy of the CP/M Operating
System that resides on your Backup Partition or Disk. If you have a
Baclrup Partition. this procedure will refer to it as a "System Partition".
If you have a Backup Disk. this procedure will refer to it as a "System
Disk".

PROCEOURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

bootstrap
CONFIGUR
MOYCPM"
SYSGEN
bootup
CONFIGUR

If you have a System Partition. begin Customizing Procedure Three.
by booting up with the System Partition. When the CONFIGUR utility
is automatically invoked, wait for the "Standard system" prompt and
type Y. Then proceed to the MOYCPM activity (MOYCPM67).

If you have a System Disk. begin Customizing Procedure Three. by
inserting the System Disk in the 96 TPI drive and booting up with
the System Disk. When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked.
wait for the "Standard system" prompt and type N. Then proceed to
the CONFIGUR activity .

• Use erthet MOVCPM67 Of MOVCPM37.

(



CQNFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity enables you to record software on your 96
TPI System Disk.

1. When the CONFIGUR activity is automatically invoked, it will
display several messages. Wait for CONFIGUR to display the
following message:

STANDARD SVST'Ell IY OR I'll? >Y<;

2. Type N at the "STANDARD SYSTEM" prompt. CONFIGUR
will display the "CP/M CONFIGURATION" menu.

3. Type B at Ihe "SELECfION" prompt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CONFIGUR will display the disk pa
rameters menu (submenu B). showing the status of your 5.25
inch drive units.

4. Select the "SOFT SECTORED UNIT" that corresponds to your
96 TPI primary drive. CONFtGUR will prompt you to enter
a "STEP RATE".

5. Type 6 for lhe step rate of your 96 TPt primary drive. (This
entry is necessary to change the 30 ms default step rate.) CON
FIGUR will prompt you to enter a "TRACK DENSITY".

6. Type 96 for the track density of your 96 TPI primary drive.
(This entry is necessary to change the 46 TPI default track
density.) CONFIGUR will display the changed status of your
96 TPI drive.

7. Type Y at the "SELECTION" prompt beneath the drive disk
parameters menu (submenu B). CONFIGUR will redisplay the
·'CP/M CO FIGURATION" menu.

6. Type Y at the "SELECfION" prompt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CP/M will display the system prompt.

Proceed to the MOVCPM activity.
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MQVCPM

The MOVCPM utilities enable you to adjust the amount of memory
space that the CP/M Operating System will occupy in your microcom
puter. Your computer has a memory limit of either 32K, 48K, or 64K.
However, the operating system on your System Partition is preset to
occupy only 32K. (UK" stands for kilobyte, a unit of data storage space.)

MOVCPM67 makes a copy of the operation system from the System
Partition, puts this copy at a special location in computer memory,
and allows it to expand until it fills the computer's entire memory
area.

When you perform bootstrap, CP/M displays its own memory limit.
When the CONFIGUR utility is invoked, it displays your computer's
memory limit. Compare these two limits.

If the memory limit of CP/M and your computer are the same, then
skip this MOVCPM activity. and proceed to the next CONFIGUR activ
ity.

If the memory limit of CP/M and your computer are different, then
perform this MOVCPM activity.

1. If you have a System Partition, type MOVCPM67 RETURN.

If you have a System Disk, type MOVCPM37 RETURN.

2. Wait for the MOVCPM utility to display a message in the
following form:

~VCPWXX Version 2.2.04

COr..'Snux:TING nnk CP/M vers 2.2
READY roft ·SYsa:N~ OR
-SAVE 38 CPYnn. C(II~

Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.

(
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SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility puts a modified copy of the CP/M Operation Sys
tem on the System Paritit ion or System Disk. SYSGEN from a special
location in computer memory. (A MOVCPM activity put the operating
system in this special memory location.)

1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility. which displays a message
in the form:

S~ VERSION Z 0,04
SOURCE DRIVE NAIilE lOR REnJR.'I1 TO SKIPj.

2. Press RETURN SYSGEN will display,

DESTINATION OR''''E 'Wl:E lOR RE'ruR.'I1 ro REBOOT)

3. Type A. SYSGEN will display,

DESTlNATHli' ON A. 11f£N TYPE RE'ItlR.'I1

4. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display,

FUNCTION C(lII(PlLT'E

DESTINATION ORI'v"t NAME (OR RE1VR:'i TO REBOOT):

5. Reset the computer by holding down the SHUT key and
pressing the RESET key. Do Dot enter a carriage return at this
prompt.

6, Boot up with the System Partition or with the System Disk
in the 96 TPI drive.

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.
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CONFIGUR

The CONFIGUR utility customizes the operating system on your System
Partition or System Disk to match several characteristics of your hard
ware environment. This procedure will show you how to use CON
FIGUR to customize the system for essential hardware characteristics.
(Use the CONFIGUR instructions in the Volume IT: The CPIM Reference
Guide if you want more detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)

1. Type CONFIGUR RE1VRN at the system prompt. This entry
invokes CONFIGUR, which will present a display that begins
with an identification message in the following form:

Heath/Zenith Configuration Prograa
version 2.2 04
serial NUaber: sss-sssss

Note your version number. CONFIGUR will continue to dis
play messages, ending with the following prompt:

STA.~ SYSTDI IY OR N)? <v>:

2. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CPIM Configuration".

3. Refer to Table 1-16 if you have a 289-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-17 if you have a 289-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminal. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. U the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal. repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt, CON·
FlGUR will either ignore your mistake, or display it. If a mistake is
ignored, simply answer the prompt again. If CO FIGUR displays your
mistake, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.

(
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT: baud rate:

Z-BB. H-BB. 9 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port:

Z-B9. H-B9. 350 CRT. baud rate: 9600 port: OE8H ,. 350Q

or 2-90 y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT. ·
CRT CON: = CRT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 8 ITY. baud rate:

terminal 30 ITY. baud rate: 300 port:

320 ITY. baud rate: 300 port: ODOH - 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: ·
TTY CON: '" 'ITY:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal 8 ITY. baud rate:

12 'ITY: baud rate: 1200 port:

320 'ITY: baud rate: 1200 port" OOOH '" 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: •
TTY CON: .. 'ITY:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·16
Terminals with Z89-3 Interface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT: baud rat.e:
Z·88, H·88, 9 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port:
Z-89. H-89. 350 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port: OESH ,. 3SOQ

or Z·90 y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, .
CRT CON: ,. CRT:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B TIY, baud rate:
terminal 30 TIY, baud rat.e: 300 port:

330 TTY: baud rate: 300 port: OOSH '" 330Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: •
TTY CON, = ITY:

y CP/!lI Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TIY' baud rate:

12 TIY' baud rate: 1200 port:
330 TTY: baud rate: 1200 port: OOSH = 330Q

Y CP/!tl Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON. =

TTY CON: = 'MY:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table1-I?
Terminals with Z89-11 Interface

4. Refer to Table 1·18 if you have a 289·3 interface card, and
to Table 1-19 if you have a Z89·11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear, repeat the entry.

(
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630.1640, C LST: baud rate·
or 1650 12 LST: baud rate- 1200 port-

printer 340 LST: baud rate. 1200 port.: OEOH - 340Q

none serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW
none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 41

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D I.ST· •
ULl LST; • ULl:
y CPflf Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 C LST: baud rale:

printer 30 LST: baud rate: 300 po"
340 I.ST. baud rate: 300 po" OEOH .. 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: llJfI

none Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LYf I.ST. • lPt':
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Heath H-14 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

340 LST: baud rate' 4800 po" 0£08 2: 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity llJfI

none serial Printer Ready SIgnal' RTS (PIn 4)
y CP/M Conflguration (Main Menu)
C (Default 1/0 Configuration - Submenu C)

D LST: •
LYf LST: ,. LPT:
y CP/M ContiiW'ation (Main Menu)

Table 1-16
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
TI·81O printer C LST baud rate

4 LST baud rate '"'" port.
HO LST baud rate """ pon OEOH • 34

none sertal Prtnter Ready Signal Polan ty "'"none sertal Printer Ready Signal RTS {Pin 41
y CP. II( Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST. ·
LPT LST. • U'T
Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-25 or H-25 C LST baud rate
printer 4 LST baud rate 48.. pon

340 LST baud rate 48.. pon OEOH • 340Q

M serIal PrInter Ready SIgnal Polan ty HIGI

none serial PrInter Ready Signal RTS IPln ")
y CPM Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST •
LPT LST • U'T
Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Epson MX·80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C LST; baud rate:

4 LST" baud rate. 4800 port'
340 LST: baud rate. 4800 port OEOH - 3400
M Serial Printer Ready SIgnal Polanty HIGH

N Serial Printer Ready Singal on IPln 20,
y CP oW: ConfiguratIon (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST ·
LPT LST • U'T
Y CP Ii Configuration (Main ~lenuJ

Table 1-18
Printers with la9-3 Interface

(continued from preceding page)
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Your Printer

Diablo
630,1640,
or 1650
printer

DECwriter
LA-34 or LA-36
printer

Heath H·14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
12
340
none
none
y
C
o
UL1
y

A
C
30
340
none
none
p
y

C
o
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y
C
o
LPT
y
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Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
I..5T: baud rate:

1.5T: baud fate: 1200 port'

I..5T: baud rate: 1200 port: DEOH .. 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST. ,.

I..5T: = utI:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
I..5t. baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 300 port'

I..5T: baud rate: 300 port: OEOH ,. 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-1l LPl' Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: =

LST' .. LPl':

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu]

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST' baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate. 4800 port: OEOH = 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal. RTS [Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPl' Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: =

LST: = I.PI':

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·19
Printers with Z69-111nterface

(continued on next page)
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Your Printer

Texas Instruments
TI-810 printer

Zenith or Heath
2-25 or H-25
printer

Epson MX-80
serial printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y
C
o
LPT
y

A -
C
4
340
M
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
M
N
P
Y
C
D
LPT
Y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH '" 340Q

Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal; RTS {Pin 4)

Z89-ll LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: '"

LSi: '" LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LSi: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH '" 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89~1l LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: '"

LST: '" LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port OEOH '" 3400

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH
Serial Printer Ready SingsI: DTR (Pin 20j

Z89-11 LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/K Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: '"

LST: '" LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-19
Printers with Zag-II Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
parallel printer none Parallel Printer Ready signal Polarity HIGH

none Z8Q-II LPT Seleetlon PARALU:L

y CP/lil Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C]
0 LST: •
LPT LST: - U'T

Y CP/lil Configuration (Main Menu]

Table 1·19
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued from preceding pagel

5. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

l If you have a System Partition (instead of a System Disk],
then respond to the selection prompt beneath the "CP/M Con·
figuration" menu by typing Y. CP/M will display the "A>"
system prompt. You have just completed your customizing
procedure.

If you have a System Disk (instead of a System Partition).
then respond to the selection prompt beneath the "CP/M Con
figuration" menu by typing B. CONFIGUR will display the
disk parameters menu (submenu Bl, showing the status of
your 5.25·inch drive units. Proceed to Step 6.

6. Select the "Soft-Sectored Unit" that corresponds to your 96
TPI primary drive. CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter a
"Step Rate".

7. Type 6 for the step rate of your 96 TPI plimary drive. (This
entry is necessary to change the 30 fiS default step rate.) CON·
FIGUR will prompt you to enter a "Track Density".

8. Type 96 for the track density of your 96 TPI primary drive.
(This entry is necessary to change the 48 TPI default track
density.) CONFIGUR will display the changed status of your
96 TPI drive.
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9. Type Y at the "Selection" prompt beneath the drive disk pa
rameters menu (submenu B). CONFIGUR will redisplay the
"CP/M Configuration" menu.

10. Type Y at the "Selection" prompt beneath the "CP/M Config
uration" menu. CP/M will display the system prompt.

You have just completed your customizing procedure. If you correctly
followed your entire customizing procedure, your System Partition or
System Disk should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that
controls all components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the text titled "Working Disk Procedures".

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are not listed in these
tables, then carefully read the instructions in Volume II: The CP/M
Reference Guide to perform the CONFIGUR activity.

If you have devices that still don't function properly with your System
Partition or System Disk, then the devices themselves might have been (
set with characteristics that this text could not anticipate. Therefore
you should refer to your hardware manual(s) for hardware settings in
structions, and to Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide for CONFIGUR
instructions.
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Customizing Procedure Four

One Primary 5.25-lnch Floppy Disk Drive Slot, and One
or More Secondary Disk Drives

This procedure will help you to customize a copy of the CP/M Operating
System taken from the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I), and put this
customized system copy on a blank disk. The blank disk must contain
the same type of media as the Backup Disk. Label the blank disk "Sys
tem Disk".

The disks you use during this procedure must not have tabs covering
their write-protect notches.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
quence:

bootup
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
MAKEBIOS
MOVCPM"
SYSGEN
bootup
PIP
CONFIGUR
ERA

To begin Customizing Procedure Four, insert the Backup Disk (or Back
up Disk I) into the primary disk drive. Boot up to the primary disk
drive. The CONFIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed
to the CONFIGUR activity.

" use MOVCPM17 or MOVCPM37.
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CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you performed bootstrap so that you can copy
data to your backup disk(s). There are two methods for performing
this CONFIGUR activity. so use ONLY the method specified below for
your primary drive group.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 48 TPI drive.
then use Method A for this CONFIGUR activity.

If your primary drive (the one used for bootstrap) is a 96 TPI drive.
then use Method B for this CONFIGUR activity.

Method A

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STANDARD SYSTEM IV OR Nl? <Y>;

type Y. The CONFIGUR activity will end. and CP/M will display the (
A> system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

Method B

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STANDARD SYSTEM IY OR N)? <Y>:

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1·20. To the right
of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part of the display
that should appear immediately after your entry.



I

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

N CP/M CONFIGURATION (Main Menu)
B 5.25 INCH SOf"I'-SECI'ORED UNIT 0 STEP RATE; 30lIS 'IRA(x D£:.'ffiITY; 48TPI

A SOF7- SECl'OR UN IT 0 STEP RATE !

6 SOFT-Sl.Cl'OR UNIT 0 STEP RATE ! 6

RETURN SOFT-SECTOR UNIT 0 TRACK DENSITY !

96 SOFT-SECTOR UNIT 0 TRACK DENSITY! 96

RETURN 5.25 INCH sorT·SECTORED UNIT 0 STEP RAn:: 'lIS TRACK DENSITY; 96TPI

Y CP/M CONFIGURATION (Main Menu]
y A> (CPfM system prompt)

Table 1-20
CONFIGUR Entries for One 96 TPI Drive

When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT activity.

NOTE:If the display excerpted or described in the table does not appear,
read the CONFIGUR text in "Volume U: The CP/M Reference Guide",

FORMAT

The FORMAT utility helps you to prepare the System Disk for data
storage. The method you use to operate FORMAT depends on the type
of disk you are preparing. Use only one of the two FORMAT methods
specified below:

If your System Disk is hard-sectored. then use Method A to FORlvtAT
and follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If your System Disk. is soft-sectored (either 48 TPI or 96 TPI), then
use Method B to FORMAT and follow the numbered steps preceded
by the letter B.
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Method A:

A1. At the A> system prompt. type FORMAT and press REI'URN.
This entry invokes FORMAT. which displays a message in
the following form:

format Version 2 O~

This progra3 is used to InitIalize a dISk
.\ll inforaation currently on the disk will be destroyed.
Is that ",hat you want' Iy,nl

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

~~ich drive do you WIsh to use for thIS operation'

AJ. Type A. FORMAT will display:

Put the disk you w1sh to be formatted 1n drive A
Press ~~ to begin. anythIng else to abort

A4. Remove Backup Disk I, and insert the System Disk. Then close
the drive and press REIVRN.

AS. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have llore duks to ror~at' (yIn)

A6. Type Nand FOR1l.1AT will display:

Place a bootable disk in drive A and press any character:

A7. Remove the System Disk and insert Backup Disk I in the drive.
Then type any character. CP/M will display:

'>
Leave Backup Disk I in the drive and proceed to the MAKEBIOS activ
ity.

(
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Method B:

B1. At the A> System Prompt. type FORMAT and press
RETURN. This entry invokes FOR..\t1AT. which displays the
following:

format VersIon 2 04
thIS program is ~ed to initialize a diSk.
All in(oraation currently on the disk will be destroyed.
Is that wIIat you unt? ty/n)

B2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use (or this operation'

B3. Type A. FOR."lAT will display:

"'luch den51ty' IS-Slngle, O"doublel

84. If your System Disk is a single·density disk. type S.

If your System Disk is a double-density disk, type D.

After you respond to the density prompt. FORMAT will dis
play:

SWIIber o( sides· ci-single, 2"doublel

85. If your System Disk is a single·sided disk. type 1.

If your System Disk is a double-sided disk. type 2.

After you respond to the side quantity prompt, FORMAT will
display one of the following two messages:

48 TPI drIve •• ~o tracks will be formatted

or

96 TPI drive •• 80 trac~s wtll be formatted

(If the type of TPI drive specified here does not match your
drives, repeat the previous CONFICUR activity.) FORMAT
will also display the following prompt:

Put the disk you wlsh to be (or~atted In drive A
Press RETlll~ to ~gln. anythIng else to abort
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B6. Immediately remove the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I). in
sert the System Disk, and close the disk drive. Then press
RETURN.

B7. The light on the disk drive will glow for several seconds.
Then FORMAT will disJJlay;

Do you have more disks to rormat~ (yIn):

B8. Type N, and FORMAT will display:

Place a bootable disk in drive A and press any character:

B9. Remove the System Disk and insert the Backup Disk (or Back·
up Disk I). Then type any character. CP/M will display:

'>
With the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in the drive. proceed to the
PIP activity.

PII'

This PIP activity helps you to copy the file "CONFIGUR.COM" to your
System Disk. Begin this activity with Backup Disk I in the drive.

1. At the A> prompt, type the following command line:

,>PIP B: = A:CONFIGUR,COM RETURN

2. Assign the following identities to your disks:

"DISK A" is Backup Disk r; and
"DISK B" is the System Disk.

4. When prompted. insert the appropriate disk in the drive. close
the drive. and press RETURN.

When the file CONFICUR.COM has been copied. CP/M will
display the A> system prompt. You should end up with Back
up Disk I in the drive.

Proceed to the MAKEBJOS activity.

(



MAKEBIOS

The MAKEBIOS activity helps you to modify the CP/M Operating Sys
tem so that it can control your secondary drive group. The method
you use to operate MAKEBIOS depends on the type of CP/M backup
media you have. Use only one of the two MAKEBIOS methods specified
below:

If you have three CP/M Backup Disks recorded on 48 TP( disks (hard
sectored or soft-sectored), then use Method A to MAKEBIOS and follow
the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If you have a single CP/M Backup Disk recorded on a soft-sectored
96 TPI disks. then use Method B to MAKEBIOS and follow the num
bered steps preceded by the letter B.

Method A

Al. At the A> system prompt. type the (allowing command line
to run MAKEBIOS:

,>SUBMlT B:MAKEBIOS C: B: RETURN

The MAKEBIOS utility will display the following:

P\1I' OISK B IN DRIVE A. AND PRESS RE'I\JRN

NOTE: The Method A MAKEBIOS activity requires many disk
switches and several minutes of execution time. Be patient,
keep track of disk identities. and watch the prompts carefully!

You will be prompted to insert three different disks into the
drive alternately. The prompts will request your disks by the
following names:

Backup Disk I is "DISK A";
Backup Disk III is "DISK B"; and
the System Disk is "DISK C".

A2. As prompted. insert Backup Disk In ("DISK B") and press
RETURN. MAKEBIOS will now display the prompt:

PUr OISX A IN DRIVE A AND PRESS RE1UR.~
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A3. Insert Backup Disk I ("DISK A") in the drive. close the drive,
and press RETURN. MAKEBIOS will display the following
command line and prompt:

A>B: .o,tAK£BIOS B: 1 c:
Pllr DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

A4. Insert Backup Disk III ("DISK B") in the drive and press
RETURN. MAKEBIOS will display,

PUT DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

A5. Insert the System Disk ("DISK C") and press RETURN.
MAKEBIOS will display:

PUT DISK A IN DRIVE A; AND PRESS REn1R.~

AB. Insert Backup Disk I ("DISK A") in the drive and press
RETURN. MAKEBIOS will display:

Pllr DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

A7. Insert Backup Disk III ("DISK B") in the drive and press
RETURN. MAKEBlOS will now display the following menu:

BIOS SELE(.i'IDN MENU

A -- H11 ONLY

B -- H31 ONLY

C -- H47 ONLY

D -- H61 ONLY

E -- H11 AND H37

F -- H11 AND H41
G -- H11 ~~n H61
H -- H31 ~~ H41
I ~- H31 AND H61

J -- H41 ~~ H61

E.'lTER SElLCTION?



A8. At the "ENTER SELECTION?" prompt, type a selection letter
as advised below:

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom·
modating both S.2S·inch hard-stlClored disks and 5.25
inch soft-sectored disks, type E REl'URN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom·
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and 8-inch
disks, type F RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive model. type G RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom·
modating both S.2S-inch soft-sectored disks and 8-inch
disks, type H RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom
modating both S.2S-inch soft-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive model. type I RETURN.

Type a selection letter. and switch disks as instructed.

A9. Insert "DISK A" or "DISK B" or "DISK C" as indicated.
whenever MAKEBIOS displays a prompt in the form:

PUT DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

NOTE: In between these prompts, you will notice that seven
command lines are displayed at the terminal. When the execu·
tion of these command lines is complete. MAKEBIOS displays
the message:

MAXEBIOS F'tJNCTION COMPLETE

PUT DISK A IN DRIVE A: ~~ PRESS ~~

Insert Backup Disk I ("DISK A") in the drive and press return. CP/M
will display the A> system prompt. Proceed to the MOVCPM activity.
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MethodB

81. At the A> system prompt. type the following command line
to run MAKE8IOS:

A>SUBMlT MAK.E810S 8: RETURN

The MAKEBIOS utility will display prompts in the following
form:

PUT DISK B IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

NOTE: The Method B MAKEBIOS activity requires many disk
switches and several minutes of execution time. Be patient.
keep track of disk identities. and watch the prompts carefully!

You will be prompted to insert two different disks into the
drive alternately. The prompts will request your disks by the
following names:

the Backup Disk is "DISK A"; and
the System Disk is "DISK B".

82. When prompted to "PUT DISK Bit, insert the System Disk
in the drive and press RETURN.

When prompted to "PUT DISK A", insert the Backup Disk
in the drive and press RETURN.

Eventually, MAKEBIOS will now display the following menu:

BIOS SELECTION MENU

A -- H17 or.'Ly
B .- H37 ONLY

C -- H47 ONLY
o -- H67 ONLY
E -. H17 ~~ H37
f -- H17 ~n H47
G -. H17 ~~ H67
H -- H37 ~~ H47
I •• H37 AND H67
J -- H47 AND H67

om::R SWCT ION!

(



B3. At the "ENTER SELECfION?" prompt, type a selection letter
as advised below:

• If you have two different ldnds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and 5.25
inch soft-sectored disks, then type E RElVRN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and S-inch
disks, then type F RE1'URN.

• If you have two different ldnds of disk. drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive model. then type G REIVRN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accom
modating both s.2s-inch soft-sectored disks and S-inch
disks, then type H RETURN.

• If you have two different ldnds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2s-inch soft-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive model, then type I RETURN.

MAKEBJOS will again dispiay the "PUT DISK A" and "PUT
DISK B" prompts. MAlCEBIOS will also cause the automatic
display of several other messages. Until the MAKEBIOS func
tion is complete, ignore atl displays other than the "PUT
DISK" prompts.

84. When prompted to "PUT DISK B", insert the System Disk.
in the drive and press RETURN.

When prompted to "PlIT DISK A", insert the Backup Disk
in the drive and press RETURN.

After you swap the Backup and System Disks several times,
MAKEBIOS will display the message "MAKEBIOS FUNC
TION COMPLETE" and a "PUT DISK A" prompt as shown:

MAXEBIOS ruNC'TION COWPlEI'E

PUT DISK A IN DRIVE A: ",'I) PRESS P£IUR.,(

BS. Insert the Backup Disk ("DISK An) in the drive and press
RETURN. CP/M will display the A> system prompt.

Proceed to the MOVCPM activity.
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MOVCPM

The MOVCPM utilities enable you to adjust the amount of memory
space that your CP/M Operating System will occupy in your microcom
puter. Your computer has a memory limit of either 32K, 48K, or 64K.
However, your operating system is preset to occupy only 32K. (UK"
stands for kilobyte, a unit of computer storage space.)

MOVCPM loads part of the operating system into a special location
in computer memory, and allows it to expand until it fills the com
puter's entire memory capacity.

1. If your System Disk is hard-sectored, then enter the following
command in response to the system prompt:

A>MQVCPM17 * C:

If your System Disk is soft-sectored, then enter the following
command in response to the system prompt:

A>MOVCPM37 *C:

After one of these commands, MOVCPM will display a mes
sage in the following form:

MQVCPM17 VERSION 2.2.04

COSS1lUJCTDIG nnK CP/M VER5 2.2

P1Jl' DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS REnJRN

2. Insert the System Disk ("DISK C") and press RETURN.
MOVCPM will display a message in the form:

READY roR ·SYSGEN" OR
"SAVE 38 CP!Uul. COW"
P1Jl' DISK A IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RE'ruRN

3. Insert Backup Disk I ("DISK AU) and press RETURN. This
entry exits you hom the MOVCPM utility. CP/M now displays
the system prompt:

A>

Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.



SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility copies part of the CP/M Operating System onto
your System Disk. SYSGEN will get this operating system copy from
a special location in computer memory. (A MOVCPM activity put part
of the operating system in this special memory location.) Backup Disk
I should be in the drive to begin this activity.

1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility, which displays the meso
sage:

SYSQJi VF.Jl 2 0 04
SOORa: DRIVE NAXE lOR RE'IUR."i TO SKIPl:

2. Press REIVRNas shown above. SYSGEN will display:

DESTINATICIi DRIVE NAME (OR RE'n1R.'l TO REBOOT)·

3. Type C. SYSGEN will display:

DESTlNATICIi ON C, TIIEN TYPE REttJR."i

4. Type RETURN. SYSGEN will display the following prompt:

PIlI' DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS R£'IVIl~

5. Remove Backup Disk I and insert your System Disk. Then
press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

f'UNCTION COMPtEIt:.
DESTINATION DRIVE NAJa: lOR REnIRN TO REBOOT} :

6. Reset the computer. Do not press RETURN at this prompt.

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.
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CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system on your Sys~

tern Disk to match several characteristics of your hardware environ
ment. This procedure will show you how to use CONFIGUR to custom
ize the system only for essential hardware characteristics. (Use the
CONFIGUR instructions in the Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide
if you want more detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)

To prepare for this activity, insert your System Disk in the drive slot.

1. Perform bootstrap. The CONFIGUR utility should be invoked
automatically. It will present a display that begins with a mes
sage in the following form:

Heath/Zenith Configuration Prograa
Version 2.2.04
serial NUDlber: sss-sssss

CONFIGUR will continue to display messages, ending with
the following prompt:

Standard systell IY or N)? <Y>:

2. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

3. Refer to Table 1-21 if you have a 2a9-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-22 if you have a 289-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminal. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal. repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt, CON
FIGUR will either ignore your mistake. or display it. If a mistake is
ignored, simply answer the prompt again. 1£ CONFIGUR displays your
mistake, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.



Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19, H-19, A CRT, baud ratl!!:

Z-88, H-88, 9 CRT' baud ratl!!; 9600 port.

Z-89, H-89, 350 CRT: baud ratl!!: 9600 port. O£8H • 3SOQ

or Z-90 Y CP/M contil\ll"ation (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, -
CRT "", - CRT:
y CP/M Confil\ll"ation (Main Menu)

DECwriler A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B 'MY: baud r&tl!!:

terminal 30 tTY: baud tatl!!: 3•• port:

320 tTY: baud ratl!!: 3•• port: OOOH - 320Q

Y CP/M contil\ll"ation (Main Menu)
C [Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
A "", -
TTY "", • 1TY:
y CP/III Confil\ll"ation (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B 'MY: baud ratl!!:

12 'MY: baud rale: 1200 port:

320 TI'Y: baud ratl!!: 1200 port: OOOH - 320Q

Y CP/M contiguration (Main Menu)
C (Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)
A "" •
TTY "". • TrY
Y CP/M eonfiruration (Main Menu)

Table 1-21
Terminals with.Z89-3 Interface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19, H-19, A CRT: baud rate.

Z-88, H-88, 9 CRT' baud rate. 9600 po"
Z-89, H-89, 350 CRT. baud rate. 9600 po" OE8H = 350Q

or Z-90 Y cprM Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, •
CRT CON, - CRT:
y cprM Configuration (Main Menu]

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A]
LA-34 or LA-36 B TIY baud rate:

terminal 30 TrY; baud rate; 300 port-

330 TIY baud rate_ 300 port: OD8H = 330Q

Y CPtM Conftguratlon (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: •
TTY CON: ., TTY:
y cprM Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TrY: baud rate:

12 TrY: baud rate: 1200 port:

330 TIY: baud rate: 1200 po" OD8H = 330Q

Y CPtlll Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TTY CON, • TIY.

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-22
Terminals with 289·11 Interface

4. Refer to Table 1·23 if you have a Z89-3 interface card. and
to Table 1·24 if you have a Z89·11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. U the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear, repeat the entry.
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630,1640. C LSi: baud rate:

or 1650 12 LSi: baud TIll@' 1200 port·

printer 340 LSi: baud rate: 1200 port: OEOM '" 340Q

none serial Prloter Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

none serial Printer Ready Sienal: RTS (Pin 4l
y CP/M contiauration (Main Menu)
C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST' •
UL1 LST~ ,. ULl'

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA·34 or LA-36 C LSi: baud rate:

printer 30 LST: baud rate: JOO port:

340 LSi: baud rale: JOO port: OEOH ,. 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 41
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LSi: -
LPT LST: - lPJ':
y CP/M Contiruration (Main Menu)

Heath H-14 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rale:

4 LST: baud rale: 4800 porl:
340 LST: baud rale: 4800 porl' OEOH ,. 340Q

none serial Prinler Ready Signal PolarIty: LOW

none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 41

y CP/M COnfiguration (Main Menu)
C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST' -
LPT LST' -LPr

Y CP/III Conti,uration (Main Menu)

Table 1-23
Printers with Z89·3 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A. ITeRInal andPrinterCharacteristlcs - SubraenuA)
TI-810 printer C LST: baud rate:

4 l....c;T· baud rate: 4800 port:
340 1.5T: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH • 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal PolarIty: LOW

none serial Printer Ready Signal- RTS IPin oil
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: ·
LPT LST: ,. LPT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A. (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
2-25 or H-25 C LST· baud rate:
printer 4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port.

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 po", OEOH • 340Q

M serial Printer Ready Signal Polan ty: HI""
none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO ConIiguration - Submenu C)
D LST· •
LPT LST: • !PT.

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Epson MX-80 A. (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C LST: baud rate:

4 1.5T: baud rate: 4800 po",

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 po", OEOH • 340Q

M serial PrInter Ready signal Polarity: HI""
N Serial Printer Ready Signal- OTR (Pin 20)
y CP/M Configu.ratlon (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST •
LPT 1.5T: • LPT:
y CP/M Configu.ration (Main Menu)

Table 1-23
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued (rom preceding pagel

(
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Your Printer

Diablo
630.1640.
or 1650
printer

DECwriter
LA-34 or LA-36
printer

Heath H·14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
12
340
none
none
y

C
o
UL1
y

A
C
30
340
none
nODe
p
y

c
o
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y
C
o
LPT
y
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Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST. baud rat~:

LST: baud rat~: 1200 port

LST: baud ralc: 1200 port; OEOH - 340Q

serial Prinler Ready Signal Polari ty: LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

CP/Y Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: • uti:

CP/Y ConfIguration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rat~:

LST: baud rate: 300 port.

LST: baud rate: 300 port: OEOH .. 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW
serial Print~r Ready Signal: RTS {Pin 41

Z89-1I LPT sel~ction: SERIAL

CP/Y cont'iJUTation (Main Menu)
(Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: • lPl':

CP/Y Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rat~:

LST: baud rat~: 4800 port:

LST: baud rat~: 4800 port: OEOH .. 340Q

serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal- RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection: SDUAL

CP/Y Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: • (Jl1':

CP/Y Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·24
Printer! with Z89·11 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Your Printer

Texas Instruments
TI-810 printer

Zenith or Heath

Z-25 or H-25
printer

Epson MX·80

serial printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
4
340
none

none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
M
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
M
N
P
Y
C
D
LPT
Y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Ter.inal andPrinterCharacteristics - SubilenuA.}
LST: baud ral@:

LST. baud ral@: 4800 porl'
!..ST. biIIud n,le: 4800 port. OEOH - 340Q

Serlal PrInl@r Ready Slgna1 Polarily: LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z8g·li LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Confieuration (Main Menu)

(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST •

LST; - LPT:

CP/Ill Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rat@:

LST: baud rat@: 4800 port:

LST: baud rat@: 4800 port: OEOH - 340Q

serial PrInt@r Ready Signal Polan ty: HIGH

Serial Printer Ready Sianal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-1l !.PI' Selection: SERIAL

CP/Ill Configuration (Main Menu]

(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST; ..

LST: - LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

{Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A]
LST: baud rat@:

LST: baud rat@: 4800 port"

LST baud rat@: 4800 port; OEOH - 340Q
Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity" HIGH

Serial Printer Ready Signal: DTR (Pin 20)

Z89-II LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: =

lST: = LPT:

CP/JI. ConfIguration (Main Menu)

Table 1-24
Printers with Z89-lllnterface

(continued on next page)

(
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
parallel printer none Parallel Printer Ready Signal Polarlty HIGH

none Z89-II LPT selection: PARALLEL
y CP/» Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST• •
LPT LST: • lPl':

y CP/M configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-24
Printers with Z89-II Interface

(continued from preceding page)

5. If your primary drive group consists of a 96 TPI drive, type
the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-25. To the
right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part
of the display that should appear immediately after you type
the entry.

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

B ~. 25 Inch sott sectored Uni t 0 Step Rate: 30ms Track DensIty. 48tpi
~.25 Inch sott sectored Unit 1 Step Rate. 30llls Track oensity: 48tpi
5.25 Inch sott sectored unit 2 Step Rate~ JOIIIS Track oensity: 4.8tpi

A soft sector lIn It 0 Step Rate •
6 Soft sector unl t 0 Step Rate ' 6

RETURN Soft sector Urnt 0 Track Densl ty ,

96 Soft sector unit 0 Track Densl ty ! 96

RETURN 5.25 Inch sort sectored Urn t 0 Step Rate 60s Track Density: 96tpl
5.25 Inch sott sectored unlt 1 Step Rate ".. Track DenS! ty 48tpi
5.25 Inch SOft sectored unIt 2 Step Rate: ".. Track Density: 48tpi

y CP/M ConfiguratIon (Main Menu)

Table 1-25
CONFlCUR Entries for One Primary 96 TPI Dri\'e

If your primary drive group consists of a 48 TPI drive, then
proceed to step 6.
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6. If your secondary drive group consists of any 96 TPI drives,

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-26.
To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the

part of the display that should appear immediately after you

type the entry.

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

B 5.25 Inch SOft sector~ unit 0 Step Rate: ,... Track DenSity: 48tpi

5.25 Inch Soft sector~ unit 1 Step Rate: ,... Track Density: 48tPl

5 25 Inch SOft Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: 30.. Track Density: 48tpi

A So(t Sector unit 0 Step Rate ?

6 SOCt Sector unit 0 Step Rate! ,
RETURN SOft seetor Unit 0 Track Density'

96 Soft Sector uni t 0 Track Densi t1 ' 9'
RETURN 5.25 Inch soft sector~ uni t 0 Step Rate: ... Track Dens! ty: 96tpl

5.25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 1 Step Rate: 30.s Track: Densi ty: 48tpl

5.25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: """ Track Densi ty: 48tpi

B Soft Sector Unit 1 Step Rate!

6 soft Sector Uni t 1 Step Rate ? ,
RETURN Soft Sector unit 1 Track Density'

96 soft Sector unit 1 Track Density! "RETURN 525 Inch Soft sectored Unit 0 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi

5 25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi

5.25 Inch SOft Sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: 30.s Track Density; 48tpi

C Soft Sector unit 2 Step Rate ?

6 Soft Sector Unit 2 Step Rate? ,
RETURN Soft Sector unit 2 Track Density'

96 Soft Sector unit 2 Track: Density' 9'
RETURN 5 25 Inch SOft Sectored unit 0 Step Rate; ... Track DenSI tJ; 96tpi

5 25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 1 Step Rate; ,.. Track Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: ,., Track Densi ty: 96tpi
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-26
CONFlGUR Entries for Secondlll)' 96 TPI Drive

If your secondary drive group does not consist of any 96 TPI
drives, then proceed to Step 7.



7. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration". Respond to the selection prompt in
this menu by typing Y. CP/M will display the "A>" system
prompt.

8. We suggest that you now test the operating system on your
System Disk to make sure that it properly controls your termi
nal. printer, modem, drives, etc. (For instance. you can test
a printer by holding down the CTRL key while pressing the
P key, and then entering a RETURN. A properly adjusted sys
tem will cause the printer to print an A> system prompt.)

If the operating system on your System Disk proves to be adequate.
proceed to the ERA activity.

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are not listed in these
tables and are still not working with your System Disk, then use the
instructions in Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide to perform the
CONFIGUR activity.

( U you have devices that are listed in these tables and they still don't
function properly with your System Disk, then the devices themselves
might have been set with characteristics that this text could not antici·
pate. Therefore you should refer to your hardware manual(s) for hard
ware settings inst.ructions. and to Volume II: The CP/M Reference Guide
for CONFIGUR instructions.
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ERA

This activity helps you to erase the CONFIGUR utility from your System
Disk to allow you more space to record useful application programs.
However. this activity is optional. If you wish to perform the CON+
FIGUR activity again or if you would prefer to keep CONFIGUR re·
corded on your System Disk, then skip this activity.

To perform the ERA activity, the System Disk should he in the drive,
and the A> system prompt should be displayed on the terminal. At
the A> system prompt. type the following command:

vERA CONFIGUR-COM RETURN

You have just completed the last step of the last activity of your custom·
ization procedure.

If you correctly followed your entire customization procedure, your
System Disk should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that
controls all components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the "Working Disk Procedures",

•

(



,

Customizing Procedure Five

Two or Three Primary Floppy Drives, and One or More
Secondary Drives

This procedure will help you to customize a copy of the CP/M Operating
System tak-en from your Backup Disk (or Backup Disk Il, and put this
customized system copy on a blank. disK. The blank disk must be man·
ufactured the same type as the Backup Disk, although you can FORMAT
the blank to any density or number of sides that the FORMAT utility
allows. Label this blank disk "System Disk".

All disks must be write-enabled during this procedure.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
Quence:

bootstrap
CONFIGUR
FORMAT
MAKEBIOS
MOVCPM'
SYSGEN
bootstrap
CONFIGUR

To begin Customizing Procedure Five, insert the Backup Disk (or Back·
up Disk I) in drive A and the System Disk in drive B. Perform bootstrap.
The CONFIGUR utility will be invoked automatically. Proceed to the
CONFIGUR activity.

* Use either MOVCPM17 01' MOVCPM:37 01' MOVCPM47.
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CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity customizes the operating system that you
placed in memory when you performed bootstrap so that you can copy
data to your backup disk(s). There are two methods for performing
this CONFIGUR activity. so use ONLY the method specified below for
your primary drive group (the group containing your bootstrap drive.

U your primary drives are 48 TP[ drives. then use Method A for this
CONFIGUR activity.

If your primary drives are 96 TPI drives. then use Method B for this
CONFIGUR activity.

Method A

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked. it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA.'IDARD SYSTEIl IY OR N)? <v>:

type Y. The CONFIGUR activity will end. and CP/M will display the (
A> system prompt.

Proceed to the FORMAT activity.

MethodB

When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked, it will display
several messages. When CONFIGUR displays the message:

STA....'DARD SYSTDl tY OR NJ' <v>:

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-27. To the right
of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part of the display
that should appear immediately after your entry.



I

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

N CP/M ConfiguratIon (Main Menu)
B 5 25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 0 Step Rate: ,0.- Track Densi ty: 48tpi

5 25 Inch Soft sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: ,0.- Track Densl ty: 48tpi.
5 25 Inch SOft sectored unit 2 Step Rate. ,0.- Track Dens! ty 48tpi

A Soft sector unit 0 Step Rate !

6 SOft sector unl t 0 Step Rate ! •
RETURN Soft sector Unl t 0 Track Dens i ty ,

96 Soft sector unit 0 Tract: Density' ..
RETURN 5.25 Inch SOft Sectored Uni t 0 Step Rate: ... Tract: Density 96tpi

5 25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 1 Step Rate: ".. rrack Density 411tpl
5.25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 2 Step Rate. ,0.- Track Density: 411tpi

B SOft sector unit 1 Step Rate '
6 Soft sector unIt 1 Step Rate ! •

RETURN SOft sector unIt 1 Track Densi ty !

96 Soft Sector Unit 1 Track Densi t1 ' ..
RETURN 5.25 Inch SOft sectored unit 0 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi

5 25 Inch Soft sectored unit 1 Step Rate: ... rrack Densi ty: 96tpi
5.25 Inch Soft Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: ".. Track Densi t,: 48tpi

C Soft Sector Unit 2 Step Rate !

6 Soft Sector unit 2 Step Rate ! •
RETURN Soft Sector Unit 2 Track Dens i ty !

96 Soft Sector unit 2 Track Dens i ty ! ..
RETURN 5.25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 0 Step Rate: ,., Track Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: ,., Track Density: 96tpi
5.25 Inch Soft Sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: ,.. Track Densi ty: 96tpi

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
y A> (CPfM system prompt)

Table 1-27
CONFIGUR Entries for 96 TPI Drive

When the A> system prompt appears, proceed to the FORMAT activity.

NOTE: If the display excerpted or described in the table does not ap·
pear, read the CONFIGUR text in "Volume II: The CPj}..,{ Reference
Guide".
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FORMAT

The FORMAT utility prepares your System Disk for data storage. How.
ever, FORMAT works differently depending on the type of disk you
are using. Therefore, use the FORMAT method specified below:

If your System Disk is hard-sectored. use Method A to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter A.

If your System Disk is soft-sectored, use Method 8 to FORMAT and
follow the numbered steps preceded by the letter B.

Method A:

A1. At the A> system prompt. type FORMAT and press RETURN.
This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays the message:

format Version 2.04
This program tS used to initialize a disk.
All Information currently on the disk wi II be destroyed.
Is that what you want! (yIn)

A2. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

Which drive do you wish to use for this operation'

A3. TypeD. FORMAT will display:

Put the disk you wish to be formatted In drive B.
Press RETURN to begin, anythtng else to abort.

A4. Make sure that the System Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you ha\'e IIOfe disks to format' ly/nJ

A5. Type N. CP/M will display:

A>

Proceed to the MAKEBIOS activity.



Method 8:

81. At the CP/M prompt A>, type FORMAT and press RETURN.
This entry invokes FORMAT, which displays the following:

Format version 2 04
thIS prograa is used to Initialize a disk
All lnloraatioD currently on the disk wIll be destroyed
Is that what you want· Iy/n):

82. Type Y. FORMAT will display:

'~ich drtve do you wish to use tor thiS operation.

83. Type B. FORMAT will display one of the following two mes
sages:

Which density· Is-single. D=doubleJ

or

Which density· IS*'single, D-double, E-eJ:tended).

84. Lf your System Disk. is a single-density disk, type S.

If your System Disk is a double-density disk, type D.

85. After you respond to the density prompt, FORMAT will oper
ate differently, depending on the physical size of your System
Disk.

If your System Disk is an 6-inch disk, proceed immediately
to Step 87.

If your System Disk is a 5.25 inch soft-sectored disk, FORMAT
will now display:

NuIIber o( sides' ll=single. 2-doublef
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B6. If your System Disk is a single-sided disk, type 1.

If your System Disk is a double-sided disk, type 2.

After you respond to the side quantity prompt, FORMAT will
display one of the following two messages:

48 TPI drive -- 40 tracks will be formatted

or

96 TPI drive -- 80 tracks will be formatted

{If the type of TPI drive specified here does not match your
drives, repeat the previous CONFIGUR activity.)

86. After you have specified either the density or number of sides
for your System Disk, FORMAT will display the following
prompt:

Put the disk you wish to be formatted in drive B.
Press RETURN to begin, anything else to abort.

B7. Make sure that the System Disk is properly situated in drive
B, and press RETURN. The light on the disk drive will glow
for several seconds. Then FORMAT will display:

Do you have IIIOre disks to format? (y/n):

68. Type N. CP/M will display:

A>

Proceed to the MAKEBIOS activity.



MAKEBIQS

The MAKEBIOS utility helps you to modify the CP/M Operating System
so that it can control your secondary drive group.

{ U your System Disk is a 48 TPI, S.2S-inch disk and you have
three 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives, then insert Backup Disk I into
drive A:. the System Disk into drive B:, and Backup Disk III
into drive C:. Then at the "A>" system prompt, type the fol
lowing command line to run MAKEBIOS:

A>SUBMIT C:MAKEBIOS B: C: RETURN

If your System Disk is a 48 TPI, S.2S-inch disk and you have
two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives, then insert Backup Disk I into
drive A, and the System Disk into drive B. Throughout this
activity, you will be prompted to switch Backup Disk I and
Backup Disk III in and out of the same drive slot alternately.
When prompted to switch disks, insert Backup Disk I as
"DISK A" and Baclcup Disk III will be "DISK Coo. At the "A>"
system prompt, type the followi.ng command line to run
MAKEBIQS:

A>SUBMIT C:MAKEBIOS B: C: RETURN

If your Systemn Disk is an 8-inch disk or a 96 TPI, S.2S-inch
disk, insert the Backup Disk into drive A: and the System
Disk into drive B: Then, at the A> system prompt, type the
following command line to run MAKEBIOS:

A>SUBMIT MAKEBIQS B: RETURN

The MAKEBIOS utility will display a menu in the following
form:

BIOS SllECTI~ m-.1J

A -- Hl1 O:U-Y
B -- 101 ONLY

C -- H41 ONLY
o -- H67 ONLY
E .- HI7 A..'C) H37

F .- Hi7 ~'C) H47

G -- HI7 A.~ H67
H -- H31 A.'e) H41

I -- H37 A.'C) H67
J -- H47 A.~ H67

ENI'ER SWC'I'tON':
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2. At the "ENTER SELECTION:" prompt. type a selection letter
based on the following criteria:

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and S.2S
inch soft-sectored disks, type E RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and a-inch
disks. type F RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accom
modating both S.2S-inch hard-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive model, type G REI'URN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom
modating both S.2S-inch soft-sectored disks and a-inch
disks, type H RETURN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive. accom
modating both S.2S-inch soft-sectored disks and the HI
Z67 Winchester drive modeL type I REI'URN.

• If you have two different kinds of disk drive, accomodat
ing a-inch disks in the HlZ47 drive model and HlZ67
Winchester drive model, type JRETURN.

After you type one of the selection letters and a carriage re
turn, your terminal will automatically display seven com
mand lines and other messages. These displays will appear
for the next few minutes.

If your System Disk is a 48 TPI, S.2S-inch disk and you have
two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives. then prompts in the following
form will be displayed throughout this activity:

PtTI' DISK C IN DRIVE A: AND PRESS RETURN

When a "PUT DISK C" prompt appears. insert Backup Disk
III. When a "PUT DISK A" prompt appears. insert Backup
Disk I. Remember than "DRIVE A:" is the drive slot you used
to boot up. If these prompts appear, watch them carefully
and keep track of disk identities as you insert the disks alter
nately.

(
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Regardless of what kind of System Disk or hardware you have.
your MAKEBIOS activity wiII be finished when CP/M dis
plays the system prompt:

A>

With the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I] in drive A and the System
Disk in drive B:. proceed immediately to the MOVCPM activity.

MOVCPM

The MOVCPM utilities load part of the operating system into a special
location in computer memory, where adjustments are made to it. You
must follow a MOVCPM activity with a SYSGEN activity. Begin this
activity with the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in drive A:. and the
System Disk in drive B:.

1. U you are customizing a S.2S-inch hard-sectored System Disk,
then enter the following command in response to the system
prompt:

A>MOVCPM17 *B:

U you are customizing a S.2S-inch soft-sectored System Disk.
then enter the following command in response to the system
prompt:

A>MOVCPM37 *B:

If you are customizing an 8-inch System Disk, then enter the
following command in response to the system prompt:

A>MOVCPM47 *B:

2. Wait for the MOVCPM utility to display a message in the
following form:

*lVCPKu VI:RSICIi 2 2 04

CONS'IROCTING nnJ( CP/JI vers 2.2
RUDY FOR ·SYS(ZN" (It.

• SA\IE 38 CPMnn eat"

Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.
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SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility puts a copy of the CP/M Operating System on
your System Disk. SYSGEN will get this operating system copy from
a special location in computer memory. (MOVCPM activities put the
operating system in this specia,l memory location.) Begin this activity
with Backup Disk I in drive A: and the System Disk in drive B:.

1. At the A> prompt. type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility, which displays a message
in the form:

SYSGEN VER 2.0.04
SOCJRCE DRIVE NAME lOR RETURN TO SKIPI RETURN

2. Press RETURN as shown above. The computer will print:

DESTINATION DRIVE NA.llE lOR REt\1R.'i TO REBOOT)

3. Type B. CP/M will respond:

DESTlNATI~ ON 8, n!EN n'PE RE't\IR.'i

4. Press RETURN. CP/M wilI print:

Fl.lNcrION CO!IIPlEI"E.
DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR REn./R.'i TO 1U:8OOT).

5. Reset the computer. (Do not enter a carriage return at this
prompt.)

6. Remove the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk n from drive A:.
and insert the System Disk in drive A:. Then insert the Backup
Disk (or Backup Disk I) into drive B:.

7. Perform bootstrap. CP/M will display the system prompt:

A>

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.

(
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CONFIGUR

The CONFIGOR UITlttycu,~es the operating system on your System
Disk to match several characteristics of your hardware environment.
This procedure will show you how to use CONFIGUR to customize
the system only for essential hardware characteristics. (Use the CON
FlGUR instructions in the Volume n: The CP/M Reference Guide if
you want m~re detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)

To begin this activity, you should have your System Disk in drive A,
and your Backup Disk (or Backup Disk. nin drive B.

1. Type the command B:CONFIGUR RETURN at the system
prompt. This entry invokes CO FIGUR, which will present
a display that begins with and identification message in the
following form:

Keath/Zenith Configurati.on Pr0lP'u
Version 2 2.04
senal Nuaber: sss-sssss

CONFIGUR will continue to display messages, ending with
the following prompt:

Standard syste. (Y or N)? <Y>:

2. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

3. Refer to Table ]-28 if you have a Z89-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-29 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminal. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal, repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt, CON
FIGUR will either ignore your mistake. or display it. If a mistake is
ignored, simply answer the prompt again..If CONFIGUR displays your
mistak.e, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics _ Su:::n;;mu A}
Z-19, H-19, A CRT: baud rate

Z-88, H-88, 9 CRT baud rate .600 pon

, Z:89, H-89, 350 CRT: baud rate: 9600 pon OUH • 350Q

or Z·90 Y 0'/1tI. Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, ·
CRT CON, • CRT;

Y O'/M COnfiguration (Main Menu)

DECWTiter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA·34 or LA·36 B 1TY. baud ra te

terminal 30 TI'Y; baud rate: 300 pon

320 TIY baud rate: 300 pon OooH • 320Q

Y O'/!Il Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON. •
TTY CON, • TTY:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TTY: baud rate:

12 TTY: baud rate: 1200 port:

320 TTY: baud rate: 1200 port: ODOH • 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, ·
TTY CON, ,. t1'Y:

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-28
Terminals with Z89-3 Interface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT baud rate
Z-88. H-88. 9 CRT; baud rate g600 PO",
Z-89, H-89, 350 CRT; baud rate 960<> po" OESH • 35()Q

or Z-90 Y CP/M con(lruration (Main Menu)
terminal C [Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT. •
CRT CON. • CRT:
y CP/M configuration [Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B TrY; baud rate'
terminal 30 TIY baud rate: 300 port:

330 TrY: baud rate 300 port: ODSH • 33()Q

Y CP M Conflruration (Main Menu)
C [Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON: •
TTY CON. -TIY

Y CP/M Confiruration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B TIY. baud rate.

12 TrY' baud rate 1200 port:
330 TrY. baud rate: 1200 port: ODSH • 33()Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON. -
TTY CON: - TIY

Y CPf~ Conflruration (Main Menu)

Table 1-29
Tenninals with Z89-11 Interface

4. Refer to Table 1-30 if you have a Z89-3 interface card. and
to Table 1-31 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted 0'£ described display in
the table does not appear. repeat the entry.
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630,1640, C !.ST baud rate;

• or 1650 ,. LST: baud rate; 1200 port:
printer 340 LST; baud rate: 1200 port: OEOH • 340Q

none serial Printer Ready signal Polarity; U)W

none serial Printer Ready signa}; RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/II contiguration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
0 LST: -
UL1 LST; • In.l:
y CP/II Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 C LST: baud rate:
printer 30 LST: baud rate: 300 port:

340 LST· baud rate: 300 port: OEOH • 340Q

none serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: U)W

none senal Printer Ready Signa}; RTS !Pin 4)

y CP/M ConfllPlratioD (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
0 LST: -
LPT LST: ,. LPJ':

y CPIM Configuration (Main Menu)

Heath H-14 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate; 4800 port-
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port OEOH ,. 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity· LOW
none serial Printer Ready Signal; RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/II Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
0 !.ST •
LPT !.ST • lJ'T
Y CP/II Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·30
Printers with Z8g·3 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A {Teninal andPrintercharactensttcs - SublienuAI
TI-810 printer C LST: baud rate~

4 LSi: baud rate 4800 port.
• 340 LSi: baud rate: 4800 poct OEOH = 340Q

none Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity: LOW

none Serial Printer Ready signal: RTS (pin 4)

y CP/Ill Cont iguration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
0 LSi: •
LPT LST~ ,. tpt;

y CP/Ill Contiguration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-25 or H-Z5 C LST: baud rate"
printer 4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port·

340 LST. baud rate: 4800 port· OEOH - 340Q

M Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: KIGK

none Serial Printer Ready Signal. RTS (Pin 4)
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
0 LST: •
LPT LST: - LPT:
y (]O/M contilW"alion (Main Menu)

Epson MX·80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LSi: baud rate: 4800 poct OEOH - J40Q

M Serial Printer Ready signal Polarity" KtC>!

N Serial Printer Ready Signal Iml tPin 201

y CP/M contilW"alion (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

0 LST: •
LPT LST: - LJ>T:
y CP/M ConlilW"ation (Main Menu)

Table 1-30
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued from preceding page)
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Your Printer

Diablo
630,1640,
or 1650•
printer

DECwriter
LA·34 or LA·36
printer

Heath H-14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
1Z
340
none
none
y

C
D
ULt
y

A
C
30
340
none
nODe
p
y
C
D
LYf
Y

A
C
4

340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LYf
y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate"

LST: baud rate 1200 port

LST: baud rate: 1200 port O£OH. 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity" LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS {Pin 41

CP/M COnfiguration (Main Menu)
(Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
I.ST •

LST: - lILI:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 300 port.

LST: baud rate: 300 port: O£OH : 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polari ty LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (PIn 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M configuration (Main Menu)
(Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST, - LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST baud rate 4800 port

LST: baud rate" 4800 port O£OH - 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity LOW

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89·11 LPT selection· SERIAL

cp/x Configuration (Main Menu]
(Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST' - LPT:

CP/X Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-31
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Your Printer

Texas Instruments
TI-810 printer

Zenith or Heath
Z-25 or H-25
printer

Epson MX-80
serial printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y
C
o
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
M
none
p
y

C
o
LPT
y

A
C
4
340
M
N
p
Y
C
o
LPT
y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Tertlinal and PrInter Charaeteri st ies - SUb-enu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate' 4800 port: OE.OH • 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: I.DIt'

serial Printer Ready Signal RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection: SDUAL

CP/M Confieuratlon (Main Menu)
(Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: •

LST: s LPT

CP/M COnfiguration (Main Menu)

(Tenninal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

laST: baud rate: 4800 port: OE.OH • 340Q

serial Printer Ready S1gnal Polarlty: HIGH

serial Printer Ready SilJl.Bl: RTS (pin 41

Z89-11 LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M ConfIguration (Main Menu)
(Default UO Configuration - Submenu C)
laST: -

laST: - LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OE.OH - 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

serial Printer Ready Signal OTR (Pin 201

Z89-11 LPT selection SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default YO Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ""

LST: "" LPT:

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-31
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued on next page)
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
parallel printer none Parallel Prlnter Ready SIgnal Polarity HIQ<

• none Z89-11 lPT selection: PARALUJ..
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C).
D LST, •
LPT !-ST: • !PT'

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-31
Printen with za9-11 Interface

(continued from preceding page)

5. If your primary drive group consists of 96 TPI drives. type
the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-32. To the
right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the part
of the display that should appear immediately after you type
the entry.



Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

B , " Inch Solt-Sectored Unit 0 Step Rate. ,... Track Densi ty- 48tpl
, :i.2~ Inch Soft-sectored Uni t 1 Step Rate: ",., Tracie Dens1 ty: 48tPl

5.25 Inch Solt-Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: ",., Track Densi ty: 48tpi
A Soft·sector thut 0 Step Rate '
6 Solt-sector unit 0 Step Rate ? •.

RETURN Solt-sector unit 0 Track Density'
96 Soft-seetor lInlt 0 Track DensIty' 9.

RETURN 5.25 Inch Soft-Sectored unit 0 Step Rate ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi
5.25 Inch Solt-Sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: ,... Track Density: 48tpl
~.25 Inch Solt-Sectored unit 2 Step Rate ,... Track Density: 48tpi

B Soft-sector unit 1 Step Rate ?
6 SoCt-sector unit 1 step Rate' •

RETURN Soft·sector uni t 1 Track. Density'
96 Soft·sector unit 1 Track Densi ty , "RETURN 5.25 Inch SoCt-Sectored Unit 0 Step Rate: ... Tracie Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch SoCt-Sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: ... Track Density: 96tpi
5.25 Inch SoCt-Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: ,... Track Denaity: 48tpi

C SoCt-sector unit 2 Step Rate ?
6 Soft-sector unit 2 Step Rate? •

RETURN Soft-sector unit 2 Track Densi ty ?
96 SoCt-sector Unit 2 Track. Density? "RETURN 5.25 Inch SoCt-sectored unit 0 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi

5.25 Inch Solt-Sectored unit 1 Step Rate: .., Track Density: 96tpi
5.25 Inch Solt-Sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpi

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-32
CONFlGUR Entries for Primary 96 TPI Drives

If your primary drive group consists of 48 TPI 5.25·inch drives
or 8-inch drives, then proceed to Step 6.
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6. If your secondary drive group consists of any 96 TPI drives.

type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1-33.
To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the

part of the display that should appear immediately after you

type the entry.

Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

B , " Inch Sott-Sectored unit 0 Step Rate: 30lls Track Density: 48tpi

5.25 Inch SOft-sectored unit 1 Step Rate: 30.. Track Density: 48tpi

5.25 Inch SOft-sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: 30.. Track Densi ty: 48tpi

A Soft-sector unit 0 Step Rate !

6 SOft-sector unit 0 Step Rate ' •
RETURN Soft-Sector Unit 0 Track Dens i ty !

96 Soft-Sector l~it 0 tracie Density! ..
RETURN 5.25 Inch SOit-sectored unit 0 Step Rate: 60s Track Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch Soft-sectored Unit I Step Rate: ,o.. Tracie Density: 48tpi

5.25 Inch SOlt-sectored Unit 2 Step Rate: ,o.. Tracie Density: 48tpi

B Soft-Sector Unit 1 Step Rate?

6 Solt-Sector Unlt 1 Slep Rate? •
RETURN SOft-sector unit 1 Track Densi ty ?

96 SOft-sector unit 1 Track Densi ty ! ..
RETURN 5.25 Inch Soft-sectored Unit 0 Step Rate: ... tracie Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch Sofl-Sectored unit 1 Step Rate: ,.. Tracie Density: 96tpi

5.25 Inch SOft-Sectored unit 2 Step Rate: 30.. Track Densi ty: 48tpi

C Soft-Sector Unit 2 Step Rate?

6 Sofl-Sector unit 2 Step Rate? •
RETURN SOft-Sector unit 2 Track Density?

96 Soft-Sector Unit 2 Track Densi ty ? ..
RETURN , " Inch Soft-sectored unit 0 Step Rate ,.. Track Densi ty· 96tpi

5.25 Inch Soft-sectored Unit I Step Rate ... Track Density: 96tpl

5.25 Inch SOft-sectored Unlt 1 Step Rate: ... Track Densi ty: 96tpl
y CP MConfiguration (Main Menu)

Table 1-33
CONflGUR Entries for Secondary 96 TPI Drives

If your secondary drive group does not consist of any 96 TPI

drives. then proceed to step 7.

(



7. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration". Respond to the selection prompt in
this menu by typing Y. CP/M will display the "A>" system
prompt.

You have just completed your customization procedure. If you correctly
followed your entire customization procedure, your System Disk
should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that controls aU
components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the "Working Disk Procedures".

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are Dot listed in these
tables and are still not working with your System Disk, then use the
instructions in Volume II: Reference Guide to perform the CONFIGUR
activity.

If you have devices that are listed in these tables and they still don't
function properly with yoUI' System Disk, then the devices themselves
m.ight have been set with characteristics that this text could not antici
pate. Therefore you should refer to your hardware manual{s) for hard
ware settings instructions, and to Volume ll: The CP/M Reference Guide
for CONFIGUR instructions.
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Customizing Procedure Six

An HlZ67 (Winchester Disk) Drive and Some Secondary
Drives

or

One 96 TPI, 5.25-Inch and One or Two 48 TPI, 5.25-Inch
Primary Drives and Some Secondary Drives

This procedure will help you to customize the copy of the CP/M Operat
ing System that resides on your Backup Partition or Disk_ If you have
a Backup Partition, this procedure will refer to it as a "System Parti
tion". If you have a Backup Disk, this procedure will refer to it as
a "System Disk".

If you have an HlZ·67, then write-protect switch 0 should be pressed
down to write enable the Winchester Disk.

PROCEDURE SYNOPSIS

This procedure requires you to perform the following activities in se
Quence:

bootup
CONFIGUR
MAKEBIOS
MOVCPM'
SYSGEN
bootup
CONFIGUR

If you have a System Partition. begin Customizing Procedure Six by
booting up with the System Partition. When the CONFtGUR utility is
automatically invoked, wait for the "Standard system" prompt and type
Y. Then proceed to the MAKEBIOS activity.

If you have a System Disk. begin Customizing Procedure Six by insert
ing the System Disk in the 96 TPI drive and booting up with the System
Disk. When the CONFIGUR utility is automatically invoked, wait for
the "Standard system" prompt and type Y. Then proceed to the CON
FIGUR activity.

• UaeeftherMOVCPM670f'MOVCPM37.



CONFIGUR

This CONFIGUR activity enables you to record software on the 96 TPI
System Disk.

1. When the CONFIGUR activity is automatically invoked, it will
display several messages. Wait for CONFIGUR to display the
following message:

STA.'mo\RD SYSlDIl iY OR N)! <Y>:

2. Type N at the "STANDARD SYSTEM" prompt. CONFIGUR
will display the "CP/M CONFIGURATION" menu.

3. Type B at the "SELECTION" prnmpt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CONFIGUR will display The disk pa
rameters menu (submenu B). showing the status of your 5.25·
inch drive units.

4. Select the "SOFT-SEcrORED UNIT" that corresponds to your
96 TPI primary drive. CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter
a "STEP RATE",

5. Type 6 and RETURN for the step rate of your 96 TPI primary
drive. (This entry is necessary to change the 30 ms default
step rate.) CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter a "TRACK
DENSITY".

6. Type 96 and RETURN for the track density of your 96 TPI
primary drive. (This entry is necessary to change the 48 TPI
default track density.) CONFIGUR will display the changed
status of your 96 TPI drive.

7. Type Y at the "SELECfION" prompt beneath the drive disk
parameters menu (submenu B). CONFIGUR will redisplay the
"CP/M CONFIGURATION" menu.

6. Type Y at the "SELECTION" prompt beneath the "CP/M CON
FIGURATION" menu. CP/M will display the system prompt.

Proceed to the MAKEBIOS activity.
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MAKEBIOS

The MAKEBIOS utility helps you to modify the CP/M Operating System
so that it can control the disk drives in your secondary drive group.

1. At the A> system prompt. type the following command line
to run MAKEBIOS:

A>SUBMIT MAKEBIOS A: RETURN

The MAKEBIOS utility will display the following:

A>MAlCEBIOS I A:

BIOS SELECTION Mf]I,'U

A - H17 ONLY
B - H37 ONLY
C - H47 ONLY
D - H67 ONLY
E - H17 M'D H37
F - H17 AND H47
G - H17 A.\'D H67
H - H37 M'D H47
I - H37 AND H67
J - H47 AND H67

fNIT.R SELEC110N:

G



2. At the "ENTER SELECI'ION" prompt, type a selection letter
according to the following criteria:

• If you have both 5.25-inch hard-sectored drives and 5.25
inch soft-sectored drives,then type ERETURN.

• Ii you have both 5.25-inch hard-sectored drives and HlZ
67 drives, then type G RETURN.

• Ii you have both 5.25-inch soft-sectored drives and 8-inch
HIZ-47 drives. then type H RETURN.

• U you have both 5.25-inch soft-sectored drives and HIZ
67 drives, then type I RETURN.

• If you have both 8-inch HlZ-47 drives and HIZ-67 drives,
then type JREIVRN.

After you type in one of these selection letters and a carriage return.
your terminal display will show seven command lines and other mes
sages, ending with the message:

JlAKEBIOS nncr Ios COMP1.E1l:

.>
Proceed to the MOVCPM activity.
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MOVCPM

The MOVCPM utility puts a copy of the operating system into a special
location in computer memory. where the system is automatically mod·
ified. The MOVCPM activity must be followed by the SYSGEN activity.

1. U you have a System Partition, type MOVCPM67 * A:
RETURN.

Uyou have a System Disk. type MQVCPM37 * A: RETURN.

2. Wait till your MOVCPM utility displays a message in the fol·
lowing form:

MQVCPMxx Version 2.2.04
CONS'I1WCTING nnk CP/M vers 2 2
READY fOR ·SYSGE.~" OR
"SAVE 38 CPXnn CQI"

.>
Proceed immediately to the SYSGEN activity.

(



SYSGEN

The SYSGEN utility puts a partially customized copy of the CP/M
Operating System on the System Partition or System Disk. SYSGEN
will.get this operoting system copy from a special location in computer
memory. (A MOVCPM activity put the operating system into this spe
cial memory location.)

1. At the A> prompt, type SYSGEN and press RETURN. This
entry invokes the SYSGEN utility, which displays a message
in the form:

SYsa:N VERSION' 2 0 04
SOURCE DRIVE 'UJlE 10ft RE'l'l/R.'l 1'0 SKIP}:

2. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

DESTINATION DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO REBOOT) :

3. Type A. SYSGEN will display:

DESTINATION ON' A. ~ TYPE RE"IUR.~

4. Press RETURN. SYSGEN will display:

fU"CI'ION COMPlETt:

DESTINATION DRIVE NAlE (OR RE'nJRN TO REBOOT):

5. Reset the computer by holding down the SHIFT key and
pressing the RESET key. Do not enter a carriage return at this
prompt.

6. Boot up with the System Partition or with the System Disk
in the 96 TPI drive.

Proceed to the CONFIGUR activity.
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CONFIGUR

The CONFIGUR utility customizes the operating system on your System
Partition or System Disk to match several characteristics of your hard
ware environment. This procedure will show you how to use CON
FlGUR to customizl:' the system for essential hardware characteristics.
(Use the CONFIGUR instructions in the Volume 1l: The CP/M Reference
Guide if you want more detailed instructions on using CONFIGUR.)

1. Type the command CONFIGUR RETURN at the system
prompt. This entry invokes CONFIGUR, which will present
a display that begins with an identification message in the
following form:

Heath/Zenith Conficuration PrOjr8S
Version 2.2 04
serial ~~r: SSS-S55SS

CONFIGUR will continue to display messages, ending with
the following prompt:

Standard systell (Y or N)! <V>:

2. Type N. CONFIGUR will display a selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

3. Refer to Table 1-34 if you have a Z89-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-35 if you have a Z89·11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table. type the keyboard entries listed for your
terminal. To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description
of part of the display that should appear immediately after
you type the entry. If the excerpted or described display in
the table does not appear on your terminal, repeat the entry.

NOTE: Type only the capital letters or numbers featured in bold faced
type beneath the heading "Keyboard Entries". Do not change the order
of the entries listed. If you type an incorrect entry at a prompt, CON
FIGUR will either ignore your mistake, or display it. If a mistake is
ignored, simply answer the prompt again. [f CONFIGUR displays your
mistake, you can usually change it by typing Z and repeating a few
entries.

(
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

,
Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19, H-19, A CRT, baud rate:
Z-66. H-66. 9 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port.
Z-69. H-69. 350 CRT; baud r.te~ 9600 port: OE8H - 3SOQ

or Z-90 Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, -
CRT C<lN' - CRT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 B TTY, baud rate~

terminal 30 TTY: baud rate: 300 port:
320 TTY: baud rate: ,.. port: ODOH - 320Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C [Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
A C<lN' -
TTY C<lN' • TTY.

Y CP/M Configuratlon (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal B 'M'Y: baud rate:

12 TTY~ baud rate: 1200 port:
320 TTY: baud rate: 1200 port. ODOH - 320Q

Y CP/M Con(i(LU'ation (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
A C<lN. •
TTY roN, • TTY
Y CP/M COnfi(LU'ation (Main Menu)

Table 1-34
Terminals with Z89-3 Interface
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Keyboard
Your Terminal Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-19. H-19. A CRT, baud rate:

Z-88. H-88. 9 CRT: baud rale: 9600 porl:

Z-89. H-89, 350 CRT: baud rate: 9600 port: 01':8H - 350Q,
or Z-90 Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
terminal C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)

A CRT, •
CRT CON, - CRT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 8 TTY, baud rate:

terminal 30 lTI': baud rate: 300 port:

330 'M'Y: baud rate: 300 port~ 006H • 330Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TTY CON, • TrY:
y CP/M Conflguration (Main Menu)

Diablo KSR 1640 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
terminal 8 lTI': baud rale:

12 1iY: baud rate: 1200 port:

330 'M'Y: baud rate: 1200 port. OD8H • 330Q

Y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default VO Configuration - Submenu C)
A CON, •
TTY CON, • TrY:
y CP II Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-35
Terminals with Z89-11 Interface

4. Refer to Table 1-36 if you have a Z89-3 interface card, and
to Table 1-37 if you have a Z89-11 interface card. Using the
appropriate table, type the keyboard entries listed for your
printer. To the right of each entry is is an excerpt or descrip
tion of part of the display that should appear immediately
after you type the entry. U the excerpted or described display
in the table does not appear, repeat the entry.

\
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Diablo A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
630,1640, C LST: baud rate:
or 1650 12 LST: baud rate: 1200 port:
printer 340 LST: baud rate: 1200 port. OEOH '" 340Q

none serial Printer ReaQy Signal Polarity: LOW

none serial Printer ReaQy Signal RTS (Pin 4)
. Y CP/II conticuration (Main Menu)

C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
ULl !.ST, • ULl:
y CP/II Configuration (Main Menu)

DECwriter A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LA-34 or LA-36 C LST: baud rate:
printer 30 LST: baud rate: '00 port:

340 LST: baud rate: '00 port. OEOH • 340Q

none serial Printer ReaQy Signal Polarity: LOW

none serial Printer ReaQy Signal: RTS (Pin 4j
y CP/II confieuraUon (Main Menu)
C (Default ua Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: •
LPT !.ST, • LP'l':
y CP/II contilJUl'ation (Main Menu)

HeathH-14 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port: orOH '" 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Sienal Polarity: LOW

none serial Printer Ready Signal RTS (PIn 41

Y CP/II Conficuration (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: -
LPT LST: - !PT'

Y CP/M Conficuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-36
Printers with Z89-3 Interface

(continued on next pagel
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Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Texas Instruments A (TerminaL and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
TI-810 printer C LST baud rate.

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 po"
, 340 LST: baud rate. 4800 po" OEOH - 340Q

none serial Printer Ready Signal Polari ty: LOW
none Serial Printer Ready signal: RTS IPin 4)

. Y CP/M configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D LSTo -
LPT LST: - LPT:
y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Zenith or Heath A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
Z-25 or H-25 C LST: baud rate:
printer 4 LST; baud rate: 4800 port:

340 LST: baud rate: 4800 port. OEOH ,. 340Q

M serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIQi. none serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default I/O Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: -
LPT LSTo ,. LPT:
y CP/III ContilW'ation (Main Menu)

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
serial printer C LST: baud rate:

4 LST: baud rate: 4800 port:
340 LST: baud rate: 4800 po" OEOH - 340Q

M serial Printer Ready Slgnal PolarIty. HlQi

N sertal Printer Ready Signal- DTft IPln 20)

y CP/II Configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default 110 Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST: -
LPT LST: = LPT:
y CP/III Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-36
Printers with Z-89-3 Interface

(continued from preceding page)
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Your Printer

Diablo
630.1640.
or 1650,
prlOter

DECwriter
LA-34 or LA-36
printer

Heath H-14
printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
12
340
none
none
y
C
D
UL1
Y

A
C
30
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
none
none
p
y

C
D
LPT
Y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate' 1200 port
LST: baud rate: 1200 port- OEOH" 340Q

serial Printer Read)' Signal Polarit)': LOW

serial Printer Read)' Signal RTS (Pin 4J

CP/1lI Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ..

LST: .. uti

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rate:
LST: baud rate: 300 port:
LST: baud rate: 300 port: OEOH - 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Silllal Polarlt)': LOW

Serial Printer Ready Sianal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection; SERIAL

CP/Y configuration (Main Menu)
(Default 1/0 Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ..

LST: .. LPT:

CP/)! Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LSf: baud rate:
LST: baud rate: 4800 port.
LST. baud rate. 4800 port: OEOH .. 340Q

Serial Printer Read)' Signal Polarity LOW

Serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS IPin 4)

Z89-11 LPT selection: SERIAL

CPIM configuration (Main Menu)
(Default 1/0 Configuration - Submenu C)
LST: ..

LST: .. LPT;

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-37
Printers with Z89-11 Interface

(continued on following page)
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Your Printer

Texas Instruments
Tl-810 printer

Zenith or Heath
2·25 or H-25
printer

Epson MX-80
serial printer

Keyboard
Entries

A
C
4

340
none
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4
340
M
none
p
y
C
D
LPT
Y

A
C
4

340
M
N
P
Y
C
D
LPT
Y

Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

(Terminal and Printer CharacterIstics - Submenu")

LST: baud rate:

LST' baud rate 4800 port

LST baud rat~: 4800 port OEOH '" 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: LOW

Sertal Printer Ready Signal' RTS (Pin 4)

Z89-I1 LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/N Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST; '"

LST: '" lPT:

CP/N Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST: baud rat~:

LST: baud rat~· 4800 port:

LST: baud rate: 4800 port: OEOH - 340Q

serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

serial Printer Ready Signal: RTS (Pin 4)

Z89·11 LPT Selection: SERIAL

CP/N Configuration {Main Menu}
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)

LST -

LST '" lPT:

CP/N Configuration (Main Menu)

(Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
LST baud rat~

LST baud rate 4800 port.

LST baud rat~: 4800 port. OEOH '" 340Q

Serial Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

Serial Printer Ready Signal DTR (PIn 20)

Z89-II LPT selection: SERIAL

CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)
(Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
LST. -

LST - LPT:
CP/Y Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1·37
Printers with 289·11 Interface

(continued on following page)



Keyboard
Your Printer Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

Epson MX-80 A (Terminal and Printer Characteristics - Submenu A)
parallel printer none Parallel Printer Ready Signal Polarity: HIGH

none 289-11 LPT Sel~ction' PARALLEL,
Y CP/M configuration (Main Menu)
C (Default va Configuration - Submenu C)
D LST_ .
LPT LST- • lPT':

y CPIll: Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-37
Printers with za9·11lnterface

(continued from preceding page)

5. CONFIGUR should now display the selection menu labelled
"CP/M Configuration".

If you have a System Partition (instead of a System Disk),
then proceed to step 6.

U you have a System Disk (instead of a System Partition).
then respond to the selection prompt beneath the "CP/M Con
figuration" menu by typing B. CONFlGUR will display the
disk parameters menu (submenu B), showing the status of
your 5.25·inch drive units. Skip ahead to step 7.

If your secondary drive group consists of any 96 TPI drives.
type the sequence of keyboard entries listed in Table 1·38.
To the right of each entry is an excerpt or description of the
part of the display that should appear immediately after you
type the entry.
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Keyboard
Entries Excerpt or Description of Desired Display

B , 25 Inch Soft-Sectored Unit 0 Step Rate 3011S Track Density' 4Rtpi

:i.2:i Inch SOft-Sectored unit 1 Step Rate 3011S Track Dens i ty: 48tpi
5.2:i Inch SOft-sectored unit 2 Step Rate ,ou Track DenSIty; 48tpi

A Soft·sector unit 0 Step Rate'
. 6 SOft-Sector unit 0 Step Rate ~ ,

RETURN SOft-sector Unit 0 Track DenSity ~

96 Soft-sector unit 0 Track Dens 1 ty ~ ..
RETURN :i 25 Inch SOft-Sectored unit 0 Step Rate ,., Track DenSIty. 96tpi

:i 25 Inch SOft-Sectored Unit 1 Step Rate: 30ms Track Denu ty: 48tpi
5 25 Inch SOft-sectored unit 2 Step Rate 'OU Track Density 48tpi

B Soft-sector unit 1 Step Rate '
6 Soft-Sector unIt I Step Rate ' 6

RETURN Soft-Sector Unit I Track DenSlty ~

96 Soft-Sector unIt I Track Density' "RETURN 5 25 Inch SOft-sectored Unit 0 Step Rate 6as Track Density 96tpi
5.25 Inch SOft-sectored unit 1 Step Rate 'u Track DenSity: 96tpi
5.25 Inch SOft-sectored unit 2 Step Rate. 301115 Track Densi ty. 48tpi

C SOft-sector Unit 2 Step Rate '
6 SOft-sector unit 2 Step Rate ' ,

RETURN Soft-sector unit 2 Track Densi ty ,
96 Soft-Sector Unit 2 Track Density ~ ..

RETURN 5.25 Inch SOft-sectored Unit 0 Step Rate. 6u Track Density: 96tpi
5 25 Inch SOft-sectored UnJt 1 Step Rate: 60s Track Density: 96tpi
5.25 Inch SOft-sectored unit 2 Step Rate 60s Track DenSity: 96tpi

y CP/M Configuration (Main Menu)

Table 1-36
CQNFIGUR Entries for Secondary 96 TPI Drives

If your secondary drive group does not consist of any 96 TPI
drives, then skip ahead to step 11.

(



7. Select the "Soft Sectored Unit" that corresponds to your 96
TPI primary drive. CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter a
"Step Rate".

8. Type 6 and RETURN for the step rate of your 96 TPI primary
drive. (This entry is necessary to change the 30 ms default
step rate.) CONFIGUR will prompt you to enter a "Track Den
sity".

9. Type 96 and RETURN far the track density of your 96 TPI
primary drive. (This entry is necessary to change the 48 TPI
default track density). CONFIGUR will display the changed
status of your 96 TPI drive.

10, Type Y at the "Selection" prompt beneath the drive disk pa
rameters menu (submenu B). CONFIGUR will redisplay the
"CP/M Configuration" menu.

11. Type Y at the "Selection" prompt beneath the "CP/M Config
uration" menu. CP/M will display the system prompt.

You have just completed your customizing procedure. If you correctly
followed your entire customizing procedure. your System Partition or
System Disk should contain a copy of the CP/M Operating System that
controls all components of your hardware environment.

To combine this customized operating system with an application pro
gram, proceed to the "Working Disk Procedures".

NOTE: If you have any hardware devices that are not listed in these
tables. then use the instructions in Volume II: The CP/M Reference
Guide to perform the CONFIGUR activity.

If you have devices that are listed in these tables and they still don't
function properly with your System Parition or System Disk. then the
devices themselves might have been set with characteristics that this
text could not anticipate. Therefore you should refer to your hardware
manual(s) for hardware settings instructions, and to Volume 11: The
CP/M Reference Guide for CONFlGUR instructions.
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WORKING DISK PROCEDURES

After you have a fully customized copy of the CP/M Operating System
on your System Disk (or System Partition), you will probably find it
convenient to have your favorite application programs on this disk (or
partition) as well.

A disk (or partition) containing both the CP/M Operating System and
useful application programs is called a "Working Disk" (or "Working
Partition"). Constructing a Working Disk (or Working Partition) invol~

ves a quick procedure through which you transfer copies of application
programs to your System Disk (or System Partition) by using the PIP
utility. Thus, your System Disk (or System Parition) becomes a Working
Disk (or Working Partition).

The working disk procedure you use is determined by the kind of drive
you used to boot up. You booted up using a drive slot from yo.ur primary
drive group. Find the description of your primary drive group on the
left side of Table 1~45. The working disk procedure listed to the right
of this description is the procedure you should use to create a working (.
disk (or working partition).
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PRIMARY DRIVE
GROUP DESCRIPTION PROPER WORKING DISK PROCEDURE PAGE

One 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Working Disk Procedure One 1-237

One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Working Disk Procedure One 1-237

Two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Two 1-238.

Three 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Three 1-239

Two 48 TPI, 6-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Four 1-240
(H-47 or Z-47)

Two 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Two 1-238

Two 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Three 1-239
and one 48 TPI. S.2S-inch drive

Three 96 TPI. S.2S-inch drives Working Disk Procedure Three 1-239

One Winchesterlfloppy drive Working Disk Procedure Five 1-241
(H-67 or Z-67)

One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Working Disk Procedure Six 1-242
and one 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drive

One 96 TPI, S.2S-inch drive Working Disk Procedure Six 1-242
and two 48 TPI, S.2S-inch drives

Table 1-45
Work.ing Disk. Procedures

This procedural section also includes a text concerning "System Copy
ing Between Unlike Disks", for users who have the hardware and the
desire necessary to copy the CP/M Operating System to disks within
secondary drives.
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Working Disk Procedure One

One Primary 5.25-Inch Drive

This procedure will help you to copy application programs from an
Application Program Disk to your System Disk using a utility from
the Backup Disk (or Backup·Dtsk I). The System Disk must be write-ena·
bled during this procedure.

1. Insert the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I) in the drive slot,
call the System Disk "DISK B", and call the Application Pro
gram Disk "DISK e".

2. Perform bootstrap.

3. Type PIP RETURN at the "A>" system prompt. This entry
invokes PIP. which will display the "." prompt.

4. Type B: = C:{filename.ext} REIVRN at the ..... prompt; where t
{filename.ext} is the name of a file you wish to copy from
the Application Program Disk to the System Disk. When
finished copying the file. PIP will redisplay the "." prompt.

5. Insert "DISK B" (System Disk). "DISK C" (Application Pro
gram Disk). and "DISK A" (Backup Disk) as prompted.

6. For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk, repeat Steps 4 and 5.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ·
ent Application Program disk, press RETURN at the "."
prompt and repeat Steps 3. 4, and 5.

Your former System Disk is now a Working Disk. containing a fully
customized CP/M Operating System and your favorite application pro
grams. Use a felt-tipped pen to carefully modify the label. Then perform
bootstrap with the Working Disk and invoke an application program.



Working Disk Procedure Two

Two Primary 5.25-inch Drives of the Same Type

This procedure will help you to copy application programs £Tom an
Application Program Disk to your System Disk using a utility from
the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk I). The System Disk. must be write-ena
bled during this procedure.

1. Insert the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk Il in drive A:, insert
the System Disk in drive B:, and call the Application Program
Disk "DISK C".

2. Perform bootstrap.

3. Type PIP RETURN at the "A>" system prompt. This entry
invokes PIP. which will display the ..... prompt.

4. Type B: =C:{filename.ext} RETURN at the "." prompt: where
{filename.ext} is the name of a file you wish to copy from
the Application Program Disk to the System Disk. When
finished copying the file, PIP will redisplay the "." prompt.

5. Insert "DISK B" (System Disk). "DISK C" [Application Pro
gram Disk), and "DISK A" (Backup Disk) as prompted.

6, For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk, repeat Steps 4 and 5.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ
ent Application Program disk, press REI'URN at the .....
prompt and repeat Steps 3, 4, and 5.

Your (ormer System Disk is now a Working Disk. containing a fully
customized CP/M Operating System and your favorite application pro
grams. Use a felt-tipped pen to carefully modify the label. Then perform
bootstrap with the Working Disk and invoke an application program.
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Working Disk Procedure Three

Three Primary 5,25-inch Drives

This procedure will help you to copy application programs from an
Application Program Disk to your System Disk using a utility from
the Backup Disk (or Backup Disk l). The System Disk must be write-ena·
bled during this procedure.

1. Insert the System Disk in drive A:, insert the Backup Disk
(or Backup Disk [) in drive B:, and insert the Application Pro
gram Disk in drive C:.

2. Perform bootstrap.

3. Type B:PIP RETURN at the ..A>" system prompt. :rhis entry
invokes PIP. which will display the ..... prompt.

4. Type A:=C:{filename.ext} RETURN at the "." prompt; where
{filename.ext} is the name of a file you wish to copy from
the Application Program Disk. to the System Disk.. When
finished copying the file, PIP will redisplay the ..... prompt.

5. For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk, repeat Step 4.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ·
ent Application Program Disk, press RETURN at the "."
prompt and repeat Steps 3 and 4.

Your former System Disk is now a Working Disk, containing a fully
customized CP/M Operating System and your favorite application pro
grams. Use a felt-tipped pen to carefully modify the label. Then perform
bootstrap with the Working Disk and invoke an application program.

."



Working Disk Procedure Four

Two Primary 8-inch Drives.
This procedure will help you to copy application programs from an
Application Program DisK to your System Disk using a utility from
the BacKup'DisK (or BacKup DisK I). The System DisK must be write-ena
bled during this procedure.

1. Insert the BacKup DisK (or Backup Disk I) in drive A: and
insert the System Disk in drive B:.

2. Perform bootstrap.

3. Type PIP RETURN at the "A>" system prompt. This entry
invokes PlP, which will display the "." prompt.

4. Remove the Backup DisK from drive A:, and insert the Appli
cation Program disk in drive A:.

5. Type 8: = A:{filename.ext} RETURN at the ..... prompt: where
{filename.ext} is the name of a file you wish to copy from
the Application Program Disk to the System Disk. When
finished copying the file, PIP will redisplay the "." prompt.

6. For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk, repeat Steps 4 and 5.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ
ent Application Program Disk, press REIVRN at the "."
prompt and repeat Steps 3, 4, and 5.

Your former System Disk is now a Working Disk, containing a fully
customized CP/M Operating System and your favorite application pro
grams. Use a felt-tipped pen to carefully modify the label. Then perform
bootstrap with the Working Disk and invoke an application program.
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Working Disk Procedure Five

One WinchesterlFloppy Drive

This procedure will help you to copy application programs from an
Application Program Disk to your System Partition. The System Parti·
tion must be write-enabled during this procedure.

1. Insert the Application Program Disk in the floppy disk drive
slot of the HlZ67 drive model. This slot is drive C:.

2. Perform bootstrap with the System Partition.

3. Type PIP RETURN at the "A>" system prompt. This entry
invokes PIP, which will display the "." prompt.

4. Type A: =C:{filename.ext} RETURN at the "." prompt; where
{filename.ext} is the name of a file you wish to copy from
the Application Program Disk to the System Partition. When (
finished copying the file, PIP will redisplay the ..... prompt.

5. For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk, repeat Step 4.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ·
ent Application Program Disk, press RETURN at the "."
prompt and repeat Steps 3 and 4.

Your former System Partition is now a Working Partition, containing
a fully customized CPIfvf Operating System and your favorite applica
tion programs. Perform bootstrap with the Working Disk. and invoke
an application program.



Working Disk Procedure Six

One 96 TPI, 5.25-lnch Primary Drive and One or Two
48 TPI. 5.25-Inch Primary Drivers),

This procedure will help you to copy application programs from an
Application Program DisK to your System Disk. The System Disk must
be write·enabled during this procedure.

1. Insert the System Disk in the 96 T?l drive and the Application
Program Disk in the floppy disk in a 48 TPI drive.

2. Boot up with the System Disk.

3. Type PIP RETURN at the"A>" system prompt. This entry
invokes PIP. which will display the 0'." prompt.

4. Type a command in the following form at the ..... prompt:

r. •A: = x:(filename.ext}[vJ IlETIJRN

Where A is the drive letter that references the System Disk
in the 96 TPI drive:

where x stands for the drive letter that references the Appli
cation Program Disk in the 48 TPI drive;

where {filename.ext} stands for the name of a file that you
wish to copy from the Application Program Disk to
the System Disk; and

where (V] is an option that verifies the accuracy of this PIP
activity.

After copying the file, PIP will redisplay the ..... prompt.

5. For each application program you wish to copy from the same
Application Program Disk. repeat Step 4.

For each application program you wish to copy from a differ·
ent Application Program Disk, press RETURN at the .....
prompt and repeat Steps 3 and 4.

Your former System Disk is now a Working Disk, containing a fully
customized CP/M Operating System and your favorite application pro·
grams. Boot up with the Working Disk and invoke an application pro·
gram.
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System Copying Between Unlike Disks

This page provides a general procedure for any user who wishes to
copy the CP/M Operating System between two different types of disk.
media. To copy the system between unlike media, you should use
MOVCPMxx, SYSGEN, and PIP utilities in sequence.

Furthermore, you should perform bootstrap with a fully customized
System Disk or Working Disk, and enter commands that refer to the
names of the disk drives containing the necessary utilities.

1. Run a MOVCPMx.x utility that is compatible with the type
of disk that is receiving the system, as explained below:

• If the disk receiving the system copy is a hard sectored
S.2S-inch disk being used in a Z89, H89, Z87, H77, or
H17. then use MQVCPM17.

• If the disk receiving the system copy is a soft sectored
S.2S-inch disk being used in a Z90, Z89. H89. Z87, H77,
Z37, orH17, then use MOVCPM37.

• IT the disk receiving the system copy is an 8-inch disk. (
that will be used in a 247 or H47 disk drive model, then
use MOVCPM47.

• If the media receiving the system copy is either a Win
chester disk partition or an 8-inch disk used in a Z67
disk drive model, then use MOVCPM67.

2, Run the SYSGEN utility immediately after the MOVCPMxx
utility:

• Press RETURN when SYSGEN displays the "SOURCE
DRIVE NAME (OR RETURN TO SKIP):" prompt.

• Type a drive letter at the "DESTINATION DRIVE NAME"
prompt.

• Press RETURN to confirm your selection for "DESTiNA
TION".

• When SYSGEN displays the second "DESTINATION
DRIVE NAME" prompt, you can select another drive Jet
ter to copy the system to another disk. or you can press
RETURNto exit from the SYSGEN utility.



3. Run PIP to copy the file BIOS.SYS to the destination disk.

• Type a command in the form PIP B: =A:BIOS.SYS[RV]
RETURN.

• In this command, drive A contains the System Disk or
Working Disk (with the customized BIOS.SYS file and
the PIP.COM utility file), and drive B contains the disk
receiving the file copy.

.. Press CI'RL-Gto perform a warm boot.
• Repeat the PIP command for each destination disk.

NOTE: U your CP/M backup software consists of three 5.25-inch disks,
then the MOVCPMxx utilities you use in this procedure are stored on
CP/M (Backup or Distribution) Disk II. The SYSGEN and PIP utilities
are stored on CP/M (Backup or Distribution) disk I. Enter your com
mands using the appropriate drive specifications, and inserting disks
as prompted.

..'
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